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This thesis addresses the costs of implementation of the Endangered Species Act (ESA)

in the particular case of Snake River chinook salmon. Unlike most previous listings under

the act, restoration of Snake River salmon wifi have impacts on a very broad array of

industries and user groups over a region that spans several states and crosses international

boundaries. It is indeed projected that the potential economic effects of salmon recovery

will outweigh those of every other species listing under the ESA put together. While the

case of Snake River salmon may not be entirely representative of ESA listings in general,

it is an important test case for economic analysis of species recovery.

What is particularly notable about the ESA is the unequivocalness of its mandate: take

no action that further threatens an identified species, and take all action necessary to

restore the population to a level at which its survival is assured. Upon implementation,

however, it becomes immediately obvious that absolute certainty is unattainable, at any

cost, and that resources for restoration are indeed limited. Thus arises the question of how

to balance cost against risk of extinction. While the explicit balancing of costs and benefits

of species recovery is (at least presently) essentially forbidden under the Act, the increas-

ing marginal cost of further increments of risk reduction makes the consideration of the

economics of species recovery unavoidable.The approach taken in this thesis is to define a

cost effectiveness frontier which identifies the least cost recovery alternatives for each
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incremental decrease in risk of extinction, i.e define cost as a function of probability of

survival.

Monte-carlo simulations using a set of salmon life-cycle models are employed to assess

the probability of survival achievable under a broad range of recovery alternatives. Alter-

natives range from elimination of sport and commercial harvest of Snake River chinook,

alternative operation of hydropower facilities in the Snake and Columbia Basins, includ-

ing removal of one or more dams on the Snake River, increased barge transportation of

outmigrating juvenile salmon, improvement in upstream passage and spawning habitat,

and a number of others. The alternatives considered span a range of costs and degrees of

political acceptability. Cost assessments are largely gathered from ongoing federal and

state planning analyses and include both direct and indirect costs of implementation. In

addition to the level of costs under each alternative, this analysis also addresses the distri-

bution of economic impacts across different user groups in the Columbia and Snake River

Basin.
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COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS FOR ENDANGERED AND
THREATENED SNAKE RIVER SALMON RECOVERY PLANNING

1.0 Introduction

In April and June of 1990, the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) received

petitions to list Snake River sockeye (Oncorrhynchus nerka) and Spring/Summer and Fall

chinook (0. tshawyscha) under the federal Endangered Species Act (ESA). After review

of the status of the stocks, is was determined that wild sockeye in the Snake River quali-

fied as an endangered species under the ESA and that the fall and spring/summer runs of

chinook in the Snake River qualified as threatened. Thus began what is likely to ultimately

become the largest program of planning for species recovery that has yet been taken under

the ESA. Indeed, it is difficult to imagine a planning effort that could encompass a larger

range of industries and resource uses than that observed in the Columbia and Snake River

Basin. This thesis analyzes a broad range of management actions, both "conventional" and

some more extreme, that may potentially be included as part of the federal agency actions

to implement the ESA. The analysis applies a cost-effectiveness framework to determine

the least-cost alternatives which are projected to achieve a increasing levels of response in

the respective salmon populations. Also addressed in the analysis is the distribution of

economic costs and other effects of each set of management actions amongst different

groups of users of Columbia and Snake River resources.

1.1 Problem Statement

The ESA is unique in its unequivocalness: once a species is listed, agencies and

individuals may take no action that further threatens the species. While the restrictions on

agencies and individuals differ in important ways, where it applies the law is equally rigid.

In recent years, application of the ESA has grown from the listing of locally distributed
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species which may have impeded or prohibited the construction of a housing development

or freeway, to planning for recovery of species such the spotted owl, so widely distributed

that restrictions affect entire industries and regional economies. The Act has long been

under pressure to incorporate the application of economics to balance the objectives of the

Act against the costs its implementation may impose on a local or regional economy. The

principle of balancing implies the use of cost-benefit analysis (CBA), which greatly

increases the flexibility of the ESA, but also explicitly reduces the objective of the act

from preservation of all species to preservation of as many species as society chooses at

any given moment. This thesis suggests and attempts to apply an analysis which, while

refraining from tampering with the objectives of the act, uses economic information to

minimize the costs to local and regional economies of species recovery.

A fundamental problem in the planning and implementation of endangered species

recovery, however, is the fact that the principal mandate of the ESA -- to achieve certainty

of survival of the listed species -- is fundamentally impossible. That is, given that a spe-

cies or population and its environment are subject to natural disturbance and variability,

survival of a species is never certain even exclusive of human influence. More impor-

tantly, recovery planning involves extremely complicated natural systems about which

there is virtually always a great deal of uncertainty. Thus, even with the best data and most

rigorous science, recovery planning can only hope to achieve survival in a probabilistic

sense. Without a realistic objective determined by statute, the precise objective of recov-

ery planning, i.e., which level of probability of survival to attain, becomes a matter of

administrative discretion. The question again arises: to what extent can and should eco-

nomics be applied in recovery planning? The application of economics in determining the

level of probability of species survival to plan for is more controversial than simply the

minimization of costs of achieving a predetermined objective. Nonetheless, increasing

levels of probability correspond to roughly exponentially rising costs. In economic terms,

above some probability level, the marginal returns to recovery expenditures decline.



1. SR Socicye (0. nerka) was listed as endangered at the same time, however not enough data exist on
sockeye biology to include the stock in this analysis.

3

Given limited government resources and limited tolerance on the part of the public for

sacrifices required for species preservation, even if laws such as the ESA do not explicitly

call for economic decisions, consideration of costs cannot be entirely avoided in setting

the objectives for recovery planning. This thesis does not propose to prescribe an eco-

nomic criterion for recovery planning, but attempts to discuss the type of information that

economic analysis is capable of providing to officials responsible for species protection.

As discussed below, the result is an estimation of the supply curve/cost-effectiveness fron-

tier for species recovery.

The specific policy question upon which this thesis focuses is the economic effect

of potential recovery efforts for Snake River (SR) chinook salmon listed as threatened or

endangered under the ESA. This includes SR spring/summer and fall chinook (Oncor-

rhynchus tshawytscha)1. Though additional listings of other salmonids in the region are

pending, this analysis is restricted to actions undertaken with regard to the above stocks.

The questions addressed in this thesis, however, have broader relevance to the endangered

species recovery process as well as biodiversity concerns and natural resource conserva-

tion in general. While the ESA prohibits consideration of economics in species listing and

allows only a limited role for economic analysis in the critical habitat designation process,

it is apparent that recovery plans have the potential for substantial costs to a region or

locality. Given the highly political nature of species recovery planning, the law notwith-

standing, economic effects have been considered, if only implicitly, in many large scale

ESA actions. The question thus remains: what economic information is of use and can be

considered in recovery planning without violating the spirit and intent of the ESA. While

the ESA forbids listing or recovery criteria based upon economic considerations, it does

not appear that minimizing the cost of recovery, however it is defined, is inconsistent with

the mandate of the ESA. As discussed below, this suggests that a cost-effectiveness frame-
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work, theoretically grounded in the concept of the Safe Minimum Standard of Conserva-

tion, is the appropriate application of economic analysis.

1.2 Objectives

The general objective of this thesis is to provide an economic assessment of the

implementation of alternative recovery measures for endangered and threatened SR chi-

nook salmon. The specific objectives are as follows:

To provide a conceptual link between recovery planning under the Endangered Species

Act and economic analysis thereof via the Safe Minimum Standard of Conservation, and

to outline the analytical framework for application of economic cost assessment;

To estimate, based upon the economic framework developed under the first objective, as

well as biological simulation models, the effectiveness of a range of alternativerecovery

measures in achieving species recovery and their associated economic effects;

To evaluate the distributional characteristics (i.e., distribution of economic effects

amongst different sectors or regions) of implementing alternative recovery measures for

threatened and endangered SR salmon.

1.3 Organization of this Thesis

Section 2 describes the institutional background information of this thesis, defining

the range of economic issues of relevance, including the statutory framework of the ESA,

Section 3 outlines conceptual justification for cost-effectiveness analysis and outlines the

theoretical framework of welfare economics. Section 4 contains a review of literature per-

taming to cost-effectiveness analysis as applied to natural resource decision making. Pub-

lications mainly of relevance to the biological aspects of SR salmon recovery are

discussed in Sections 5 and 6, and sources of economic information on SR salmon recov-



ery are discussed in Section 7. Section 5 reviews the methods applied in analysis of the

biological effectiveness component of the thesis including the biological simulation mod-

els used to assess management alternatives. Section 6 defines the range of management

actions analyzed. Section 7 outlines the economic methods and empirical assumptions

employed in estimation of economic impacts of recovery alternatives. Results are pre-

sented in Section 8 and discussed with additional comments in Section 9. Suggestions for

further research are included in Section 10.



2.0 Institutional Background

2.1 Economic Effects of Endangered Species Recovery Planning in the
Columbia River Basin

2.1.1 User groups in Columbia River Basin and associated costs

Due to the migratory nature of SR salmon, as with all anadromous salmonids in the

CR basin, these fish are subject to a broad array of pressures from highly developed indus-

trial, recreational, and agricultural uses of water and resources in the CR and SR and trib-

utary watersheds, as well as numerous natural influences in the marine and riverine

environments. Broadly speaking, anthropogenic impacts on anadromous fishes in the

Columbia system include impacts on spawning and rearing habitat and the riparianzones

from land use associated with forestry, grazing, irrigation and mining; harvestpressure

from commercial, sport, and ceremonial and subsistence treaty fisheries both in-river and

in the ocean; direct and indirect losses in both downstream and upstream passage due to

extensive hydropower, irrigation and flood control development, interference from hatch-

ery fish through competition and outbreeding; and others. Any management measure

which attempts to mitigate these impacts necessarily involves constraining the activities of

the associated users of Snake and CR resources, resulting in some level of economic

effect. Table 2.1 (from Olsen and Peters, 1991) lists the major user groups and the eco-

nomic effects anticipated to stem from potential recovery actions .The more theoretical

details of the cost assessment framework will be discussed in a later section, but this figure

is presented here to suggest the range of effects and the broad array of users that are likely

to be affected by recovery planning and to illustrate the fact that recovery planning does

not operate in an "economic vacuum".

6



Table 2.1: Potential Economic Effects of Salmon Recovery Measures

Reduced irrigation withdrawals
* increased annual water management costs
* farm and labor annual income losses due to idled land
* reduced land values on affected acreage
* lower revenues to utilities
* shifted crop patterns in the short and long runs

Reduced chemical application of agricultural lands
* farm and labor income losses
* reduced land values on affected acreage
* shifting crop patterns in the short and long runs
* higher operating costs due to more frequent mechanical tilling
* income losses to providers of agricultural chemicals
* increased land values on unaffected acreage

Reduced availability and higher cost of alternative transportation
* farm and labor income losses
* reduced land values on affected acres
* increased land values on unaffected acres
* lower incomes to barge operators
* shifted crop patterns in the short and long runs
* higher incomes for providers of alternative transportation
* environmental costs associated with greater use of diesel fuel
* increased storage costs while waiting for transport
* increased costs of road and rail maintenance

Reduced logging near spawning streams
* income losses to logging and lumber operations lower land values on
affected acreage
* lower land values on affected acreage
* increased land values on unaffected acreage

Reduced grazing near spawning streams
* income losses for cattle owners
* lower land values on affected acreage
* increased land values on substitute, unaffected acreage
* income losses in shipping and slaughtering

Reduced commercial harvest
* lower incomes for commercial fisheries and affected communities
* reduced value of harvesting equipment
* increased incomes for unaffected harvesters (price effects)

Reduced sport and subsistence harvest
* loss of sport value received by sport fishers
* loss of food value for subsistence fishers

Source: Olsen and Peters, 1991)
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2.1.2 Additional economic effects relevant to policy analysis

The economic concept of Marshallian consumer and producer surplus, i.e., net

economic cost, though the customary measure used in economic policy analyses, does not

in itself provide all of the economic information of relevance to the making of policy.

Employment effects, costs of recovery borne by different regions and industries/user

groups and the relative distribution of those costs, and the short-term costs of transition

from one resource exploitation regime to another all are important in the political balanc-

ing and public acceptance of large scale recovery processes such as that being undertaken

in the Snake and Columbia Rivers. The methods being used to assess both monetary and

non-monetary effects will be addressed in a later section.

2.2 Economics and the Endangered Species Act (ESA)

The following is a brief review of the structure of the ESA of 1973 and subsequent

amendments, with emphasis on specific references to the role of economics as defined by

the Act. For a more thorough discussion of the ESA and its legislative history, see Rohif

(1989), from which the bulk of the following review is taken. Polasky (1994) provides a

more thorough discussion of economics and the ESA.

Under the ESA as it currently stands, there are four primary phases of endangered

species policy which bear the potential for significant economic effects: species listing and

critical habitat designation, recovery plan formulation, Section 7 consultation with federal

agencies, and Section 9 prohibition on takings.

2.2.1 Listing and critical habitat designation

The first phase, the listing procedure, involves the identification of species or pop-

ulations of species which are either endangered (threatened with extinction throughout all

or a part of their range) or threatened (facing substantial chance of becoming endangered
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in the foreseeable future) (16 U.S.C. Sect 1532(6), 1532(20). These determinations are to

be made solely on the basis of biological criteria, though the implementing agencies,

either the US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) or the National Marine Fisheries Ser-

vice (NMFS) have discretion over both the definition of species and populations and the

quantitative criteria for endangered or threatened status1. The listing phase also involves

designation of critical habitat which is subject to regulation under Section 7, prohibiting

federal agencies from adversely modifying designated habitat. Critical habitat is defined

as that which is required for conservation of a species and which may require special man-

agement considerations or protection. While it would appear that, like listing itself, the

designation of critical habitat would depend solely on biological analysis, in fact the

implementing agencies may exempt some portion of the identified habitat because of eco-

nomic concerns (16 U.S.C. Sect 1532 (b)(2)). Rohlf notes this paradox and cites the legis-

lative debate describing the incongruities of this portion of the Act:

"...In effect then, the Secretary [of Interior or Commerce] is given broad power to
grant exemptions to the Endangered Species Act through a simple unilateral
administrative determination of his or her own. This is a process which stands in
sharp contrast to the laboriously constructed exemption process, with its clear stan-
dards and administrative safeguards..."(H.R. Rep. No. 1625, 95th Congress 2d
Session, 69, cited in Rohif, p. 57)

2.2.2 Recovery planning

Amendments in 1978 included the requirement that the implementing agencies

prepare recovery plans for listed species setting forth in detail the set of actions to be

undertaken by the agency which are regarded as sufficient to achieve recovery of the spe-

cies. Recovery plans include designation of delisting criteria, typically in the form of a tar-

get population size which is expected to be stable. In the current recovery plan, the target

1. In the case of anadromous salmonids, the identification of species as the term is used in the Act, i.e., evo-
lutionarily significant units (ESU). is complicated by natural straying and intermixing of hatchery and wild
stocks. The NMFS document (Waples, 1991) defining and identifying ESU's within the salinonid species in
the CR and SR basins states that a stock shi1l be considered a species for the puipose of listing under the
ESA if it is 1) "reproductively isolated from other conspeciflc populations units" and 2) it "represents an
important component in the evolutionarily legacy of the species".
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populations are expected with 95% probability to represent viable population levels. Thus,

though not specifically addressed in the Act itself, in the recovery planning phase of the

ESA some determination must be made as to what level of probability of survival is to be

the standard for recovery actions. This is compounded with the uncertainty, a priori, of the

results of any given action. Actions must therefore be assessed in terms of the probability

with which they are expected to build the population to the target population size.

Judicial precedents state that the statutory requirements are such that the imple-

menting agency (either NMFS or USFWS) must include in the recovery plan all actions at

its disposal to promote recovery and delisting of the species. This may in fact constrain the

application of cost-effectiveness to species recovery planning. There is however, consider-

able ambiguity on this point and it requires further clarification. (Rohif, p. 93-95).

2.2.3 Section 7 consultation

Section 7 of the ESA requires that all federal agencies must refrain from activities

that would jeopardize the recovery of an endangered or threatened species, and requires

that in any action which has potential to affect a listed species or its identified critical hab-

itat, the agency must consult with the ESA implementing agency and modify its actions if

they are found in consultation to be inconsistent with the requirement to promote recovery.

Also included in Section 7 of the Act is the exemption process by which the

Endangered Species Committee, based on broad consideration of the impacts of species

recovery, may exempt agency actions from ESA. Exemption is granted if the Committee

finds that the costs resulting from the proposed federal action clearly outweigh the benefits

of preservation of the species in question (16 U.S.C. 1532(h)).
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2.2.4 Section 9 prohibition on takings

Unlike Section 7, which restricts the actions of federal agencies only, the ban on

takings applies to all individuals, organizations, and agencies at all levels. The term "take"

is defined under the act as to "harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture

or collect, or to attempt to engage in any such conduct" (16 U.S.C. 1532(19). Subsequent

amendments allowed "incidental takings" by permit if such takings were incidental to the

activity causing the taking and not the specific objective of the action (16 U.S.C. Sect

1539(a)(l)(B)). Though it is largely beyond the scope of this paper, the primary question

which the takings ban raises is prompted when the ban significantly impedes the ability of

property owners to make productive use of their property. The legal issue is thus whether

the prohibition of significant use of a person's property constitutes a regulatory taking of

property by the federal government for which just compensation is required. For a fuller

exposition on this topic, see Berry and Rettig (1993).

Prior to the 1978 amendments forming the formal exemption process and the inci-

dental take provisions, the Supreme Court, in TVA v Hill (1978) found that "the plain lan-

guage of the Act, buttressed by its legislative history, shows clearly that Congress viewed

the value of endangered species as incalculable." An example from the legislative history,

is from hearings in the House Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries preceding

enactment of the Act in 1973 is the following: "As we homogenize the habitats in which

these plants and animals evolved, and as we increase the pressure for products that they

are in a position to supply (usually unwillingly) we threaten their - and our own - genetic

heritage. The value of this genetic heritage is, quite literally, incalculable" (H.R. Rep. No.

93, 412, 93d Cong., 1st Sess., 4-5(1973)).The subsequent amendments weakened the pro-

hibitions of the Act but nonetheless did not set forth clear economic criteria by which to

judge whether exemption is appropriate or not. The apparent legislative view that species'
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values are incalculable has thus far withstood pressures to incorporate a cost-benefit rule

into the Act itself.



3.0 Conceptual/Theoretical Framework

3.1 The Safe Minimum Standard of Conservation and the Endangered
Species Act

Before elaborating on the cost-effectiveness framework being applied in this the-

sis, it seems appropriate to review the conceptual link between the cost-effectiveness

approach and implementation of the Endangered Species Act. This linkage in economic

theory is provided by the Safe Minimum Standard of Conservation (SMS) as formulated

originally by Ciriacy-Wantrup (1958) and elaborated upon recently by others (Castle and

Berrens, 1993). Indeed, when the potential for formal exemption of the ESA mandate is

considered, the Act can be viewed as a codification of the SMS. Before elaborating on this

specific point, the conceptual terms of the SMS, as originally proposed by Ciriacy-Wan-

trup and as elaborated by others, are reviewed below.

While the SMS has in recent years been the object of concentrated scrutiny and

though the level of detail is advancing rapidly, the seminal work by Ciriacy-Wantrup has

yet to be surpassed in its fundamental conception of the SMS. For a certain class of

resources, i.e., critical zone resources 1, depletion of the resource beyond a given level

may, with some degree of uncertainty, prove irreversible. The fundamental premise of the

SMS is that irreversible loss of a resource may entail "immoderate costs" (e.g., the social

equivalent of bankruptcy for a firm), though perhaps with a low probability, while main-

taming some minimum sustainable stock of the renewable resource potentially entails rel-

atively modest costs which are incurred with some high level of probability. Thus, two

issues of uncertainty are relevant to and prompt implementation of the SMS: whether irre-

versibility in fact results from exceeding the threshold or "critical zone", and whether the

irreversible loss of a resource results at least potentially in unacceptably high costs. In

13

1. Critical zone itsources are defined as those which are subject to irreversible depletion.
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essence, the SMS is a risk-averse decision rule to be applied when confronted with these

types of uncertainty.

Ciriacy-Wantrup is concerned primarily with the application of the SMS as an

objective of public conservation policy, though private agents may use the SMS concept in

decision making under uncertainty as well. However, it is apparent that governments or

societies have a special concern for immoderate costs, defined as those that threaten the

continuity of a community or society, such as widespread loss of soil fertility and subse-

quent collapse of the agricultural base. Though the SMS may be invoked by the potential

of less severe losses than those defined above, i.e., the more common case of large but less

probable costs compared to small but more probable costs, Ciriacy-Wantrup seems moti-

vated by the need in conservation policy to avoid severe social losses:

. .Irreversibility in the depletion of critical zone resources limits opportunities of
adaptation and narrows the potential development of a society. Both the biological
and social sciences have come to the conclusion that such a limiting and narrowing
force directs development toward specialization rather than diversification. Such a
direction has been held responsible for retarded and abortive growth -- in the sense
of growth toward a dead end -- stagnation and death of species and civilizations.
(Ciriacy-Wantrup, 1952, p. 252)

Also briefly discussed is the relationship between the SMS and efficiency. Ciriacy-

Wantrup contends that in many cases, the SMS does not present a binding constraint on

resource use and that, in fact, the privately optimal rate of resource use may be well above

the minimum defined by the critical zone. While the SMS is defined as a constraint in the

rate of use of a resource, Ciriacy-Wantrup (1952, p. 268) cautions that "strictly speaking,

the SMS belongs to the 'objective function' rather than to the constraints on economic opti-

mizing...[and] is more akin to an institutional than to a technological constraint." Thus,

where the SMS is not binding, optimization may be pursued using the appropriate analyti-

cal tool, e.g., CBA, multi-attribute decision analysis, etc. In the event that the SMS is
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binding, the objective of economic analysis becomes that of minimizing the costs of main-

taining the SMS, i.e., cost effectiveness.

Ciriacy-Wantrup stresses that the costs of maintaining the SMS are small com-

pared to the potential losses entailed by irreversibility. Apart from the fundamental

assumptions of welfare theory with which it is associated, this appears to be the funda-

mental assumption of the SMS and is the assumption which must be made if the SMS is

implemented. Finally, it should be stressed again that Ciriacy-Wantrup defines the SMS as

an economic concept, not a physical one. Again, while it is stated in terms of physical con-

ditions, the critical zone and the SMS define the level of a flow resource which must be

maintained to prevent both technical as well as economic irreversibility1. It is the latter

form of irreversibility that is likely to be binding in most cases. It should be noted that the

ESA, in fact, fails to consider this criterion. Much of the process of species listing under

the ESA is involved with defining the minimum viable population thatcan be biologically

sustained, not with what represents an economically irreversible diminishing of a species.

That is, current implementation of the ESA and the critical habitat provisions thereof has

allowed the fragmentation of habitats and in many cases has resulted in the isolation of

small populations of species inhabiting pockets of habitat. While a population may be via-

ble within the allocated habitat reserved, regeneration of the population to a higher level,

such as its historical population and range, may not be economically feasible due to the

economically irreversible loss of habitat outside of that reserved under the critical habitat

requirement.

Despite some pressure to apply a CBA in species conservation, it is clear that valu-

ation of species is obviated by the convention set by the ESA and the judicial precedent of

1. To distinguish between technical irreversibility and economic irreversibility, consider the following
example: while it may be possible to restore Manhattan Island to a close semblance of a typical coastal
island ecosystem within a period of, say, 50 or 100 years. it is generally considered economically infeasible.
Thus, the urbanization of the pre-development Manhattan Island ecosystemmay be technically reversible,
but it is probably economically irreversible within a human time scale.
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regarding the value of species as incalculable. The SMS, and the ESA through the Endan-

gered Species Committee exemption process, does allow a balancing of costs against the

benefits of preservation without imposing a rigid efficiency rule. Randall's (1992) succinct

statement of the SMS identifies the fundamental distinction between its role and that of

CBA:

The SMS rule places biodiversity beyond the reach of routine trade-offs, where to
give up ninety cents worth of biodiversity to gain a dollars worth of ground beef is
to make a net gain. It also avoids claiming trump status for biodiversity, permitting
some sacrifice of biodiversity in the face of intolerable costs... The idea of intoler-
able costs invokes an extraordinary decision process that takes biodiversity seri-
ously by trying to distinguish costs that are intolerable from those that are merely
substantial. (Randall, 1992)

Though further discussion is beyond the scope of this thesis, a number of authors

have addressed the inappropriateness of pure efficiency analysis in the case of irreversibil-

ity and uncertainty in natural resource valuation due to the difficulties of benefit estimation

of non-use values and values across generations (Castle and Berrens1, 1992; Wand-

schneider and Whittlesey, 1992; Hanley, 1992; Stevens, et al., 1990). In light of the current

attention given to studies using the contingent valuation method (CVM) andpressure to

apply CBA to ESA actions, it is notable that of the several major publicly funded studies

being conducted in the context of restoration of salmon runs in the Columbia basin (not all

of which are focussed specifically on ESA-listed stocks), there has been no attempt to esti-

mate the non-use values of salmon preservation. Although the CVM study conducted by

Olsen, Richards and Scott(1990) estimating willingness-to-pay (WTP) and willingness-to-

sell (WTS) values for doubling the runs of CR salmon is widely cited, such values have

not been incorporated into any of the official policy analyses. To proceed beyond cost-

effectiveness and attempt to assess the benefits of species recovery would arguably exceed

the capacity of economic technique to produce reliable results. There appears to be

1. The authors also provide a more rigorous definition of the SMS, in particular the economic dimension of
the critical zone of renewable resouites which is of particular relevance to endangered species recovery
planning
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increasing consensus that the application of contingent valuation to determine existence

values for species exceeds the technique's capacity to generate valid results. Olsen (1992)

showed the use of a WTS questioning format, as consistent with the property rights for

publicly owned resources, elicited a nearly 80% level of protest nonresponse when

respondents were asked what compensation they would require to allow Columbia River

salmon runs to be reduced by 50%. This appears to be evidence that individuals are unable

or unwilling to state preferences for existence values in dollar terms, particularly when the

right to the resource is perceived as being held by the individual.

3.2 Cost-Effectiveness Frontier

As suggested above, the methodological and statutory constraints on a full scale

efficiency analysis (i.e., CBA) limit the application of economics to species recovery to

cost-effectiveness analysis .The components of the framework, prediction of the effective-

ness of recovery alternatives and assessment of their costs, are combined here to illustrate

the hypothetical form of a cost-effectiveness frontier.

Figure 3.1 depicts the probability of survival of a given stock as a function of total

expenditures on recovery efforts and is in fact an envelope of cost effective points (alter-

native recovery actions). Points below the curve represent cost ineffective actions such

that at the same expenditure a higher probability of survival is attainable by moving from

B to C, or the same probability of survival may be attained at a lower cost by moving from

B toA

In the absence of formal exemption, the ESA mandate to achieve certain recovery

of endangered species through all measures at the implementing agency's disposal at least

theoretically gives rise to the potential for unlimited recovery efforts and vast expenditures

of public and private resources. That is, given the range of stochastic factors that affect

survival of species in the wild even without human intervention, the preservation of spe-
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cies can only be accomplished in probabilistic terms. Attempts to accomplish objectives

which are inherently probabilistic with deterministic certitude results in virtually unlim-

ited efforts. This corresponds to an asymptotically rising cost curve in Figure 3.1. Strictly

adhered to, and in the absence of administrative overrule by the Endangered Species Com-

mittee, the ESA mandates that the curve depicted in Figure 3.1 be followed to the point

where certain survival is achieved. Thus, species recovery is mandated by law under the

ESA at probability of survival equalling 1.0. As this potentially gives rise to virtually

unlimited expenditures of public funds and losses to resource users, it is inevitable that

economic considerations, despite ESA prohibitions, will be included in ESA actions and

on-the-ground determination of the critical zone. That is, given federal budget allocations

of approximately $10 million per year to USFWS endangered species programs, particu-

larly when compared to Interior Department estimates of total recovery costs for all listed

species of $4.6 billion and potentially very large opportunity costs to the public and pri-

vate interests (USFWS, 1990), financial constraints on species preservation are evident.

18
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There is a looming potential for intolerable costs if requirement of certain recovery is

imposed. It is quite possible, however, that some very high probability of survival may be

maintained at a cost well below the point where costs become intolerable. Thus, there is

clear incentive to attempt to empirically estimate the cost effectiveness frontier. Note,

however, that neither the SMS nor this thesis provides a decision rule for policy makers or

managers to choose a probability level to attain.

3.3 Measuring Effectiveness: Probability of Survival

As described below, probability of survival is assessed by Monte Carlo simulation

using a set of stochastic computer models which simulate the life-cycle of anadromous

fishes in the CR and SR, including the adult phase spent in the ocean. The criteria used in

this simulation to define survival are target adult escapements above Ice Harbor Dam

(listed in Table 2.1) for SR spring/summer and fall chinook, and are taken from the recom-

mendations of the NIvIFS Snake River Salmon Recovery Team (SRT, p. IV 1-24) (1993).

Note that the escapement goals used in this thesis are reconfigured from the goals stated

by the SRT, which do not differentiate between the spring and summer run. Because the

biological models employed are calibrated differently for the spring and summer runs, the

SRT recovery goal of 29,121 returning spawners for the spring/summer stock is appor-

tioned between the two runs by the proportions of 64% and 36%, respectively, reflecting

the average proportion of subbasin escapement within the stock between the two runs over

the period of 1979-1992 (see Fisher, Lee and Hyman, 1993). Population growth to, and

maintenance of, the respective escapement targets at the minimum for a period of 40

years, as simulated by the models, will be regarded as survival. The proportion (%) of iter-

ations of the Monte Carlo simulation resulting in adult escapement estimates at least as

large as the escapement targets will be used to define the probability of achieving survival

as it is defined above1. The envelope of probability figures for respective recovery alterna-

tives, graphed as a function of expenditure, defines the cost-effectiveness frontier.
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Target population sizes are not the only delisting criteria specified by the SRT. The

recovery team breaks spring/summer chinook down into 15 metapopulations and 30 sub-

populations with escapement goals for each based upon anticipated capacity of spawning

habitat in the respective tributaries. Each of the subpopulations must reach target escape-

ments and maintain them for two generations before the stock as a whole can be delisted.

The Recovery Plan also includes criteria for the condition of spawning and rearing habitat

and juvenile (parr) density goals based on a percentage of the expected capacity of rearing

habitat.

It is beyond the capacity of this thesis and of the models being applied to perform

analyses with the acute focus of the Recovery Team's criteria. While recognizing that a

more precise measure would be desirable and that genetic diversity is essential to the via-

bility of the stocks in the long run, spawning escapement at the stock level will be used as

the sole criterion for survival in this thesis.

3.3.1 Economic impact distribution

The issue of how costs of species recovery are distributed amongst users of CR

resources is likely to prove as important as the magnitude of the total costs. Thus, each

1. While this depiction is conceptually convenient, it does obscure details concerning uncertainty of results.
Consequently, mean escapement levels and variance of simulation results will also be rnported.

Stock Escapement target

Wild Snake River spring chinook 18.63 7

Wild Snake River summer chinook 10,483

Wild Snake River fall chinook 22,838
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alternative will be indexed with respect to how costs are distributed amongst the major

user groups (commercial fishing, residential rate payers, DSI's, irrigators, etc.). See Sec-

tion 8.2 for further discussion.

3.4 U.s. Water Resources Council Guidelines For Economic Impact
Analysis

Consistent with customary practice for cost analysis of federal water agency

projects, the guidelines set forth by the US Water Resources Council (USWRC, 1983) are,

with some exceptions, followed in this analysis. The Guidelines establish the minimum

practices required by federal water agencies in their analyses, including: the specification

of land and water resource allocation problems; inventory forecast and related land

resource conditions relevant to the specified problem; formulation, evaluation, compari-

son and selection of alternative plans. It is with these latter steps that this thesis is con-

cerned, in particular the evaluation and comparison of alternative pians. Under the WRC

Guidelines, impacts of alternatives are evaluated in the context of four accounts: National

Economic Development (NED) account, Environmental Quality (EQ) account, Regional

Economic Development (RED) account, and the Other Social Effects (OSE) account. This

thesis does not cover the full range of impact to all four accounts, and focuses primarily on

the NED and RED accounts as discussed in the next section. Environmental effects of

alternative plans apart from the plan objective, compliance with ESA, are largely

neglected in this thesis, except where notable environmental impacts may be highlighted,

but not analyzed. In the context of the Guidelines, the comparison of the distribution of

impacts, both geographically and sectorally, are encompassed within the RED account,

and will be reviewed in Section 6.5.
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The analysis of changes in the NED account are based upon standard accepted

principles of welfare economics, which are reviewed in the next subsection. Perhaps the

most fundamental of these principles is the measurement of net costs against a common

baseline such that figures are commensurate and comparison is valid. This includes the

discounting of the annual net costs to NED over a common planning horizon (no greater

than 100 years) to a common, specified point in time (typically the first year of the project

implementation period), by a specified rate of discount. The WRC guidelines do not spec-

ify the discount rate to be used and, as discussed in Section 7, the approach in the SOR is

to employ a sensitivity analysis on discount rate by applying both a 3.0% and 8.25% rate.

The accounting stance, i.e., the geographic range over which economic effects will be con-

sidered, must also be in common for each measurable effect. The NED and RED accounts

inhere distinct accounting stances. The NED account defines the geographical range over

which net economic costs are to be considered as the domestic US economy, i.e., the

national output of goods and services. Thus, for example, the impacts of alternatives to the

Canadian salmon fishery would not be considered in the NED account. The RED account

registers changes in the regional distribution of economic activity associated with each

alternative.

The most important source of economic data for this thesis, both in terms of the

range of alternatives covered and the relative magnitude of the costs, is the System Opera-

tion Review and System Configuration Study (SOR; USACE, 1994a; see Section 7.1.1 for

further discussion). The structure of the SOR closely follows the requirements of the

WRC Guidelines, and thus the bulk of the cost figures included in this analysis comply

directly with the requirements thereof. Additional cost data, associated with recovery

alternatives not covered in the SOR, may not be guided specifically by the WRC, but have

been adapted to the extent possible to be commensurate with cost figures from the SOR.

Where the WRC standards are not completely met, special note will be made. Procedures
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specified in the guidelines for evaluation of alternative plans are based in part in standard

welfare economics which will be reviewed in the next section.

3.5 Welfare Economics Framework

There are numerous sources that deal with the theoretical structure and empirical

application of economic policy analysis. This section of this thesis is intended to give the

reader a sense of what assumptions were employed in computing the magnitude and distri-

bution of economic effects and impacts associated with alternatives for salmon recovery

under the ESA. It is not intended to provide a detailed derivation of the theoretical basis of

the welfare economics perspective or to map out an exhaustive guide to its application.

Because this thesis relies principally on existing data for economic impact assessments,

the outline of the costs assessment framework follows those provided in the major data

sources.

3.5.1 Net social welfare

Perhaps the most fundamental distinction of economics is that between the vernac-

ular notion of cost and the economic conception of costs, i.e., opportunity cost. The oppor-

tunity cost of taking a given action is the difference between the benefit derived from that

action and the benefit derived from the next best alternative use of the associated

resources. In the analysis of alternative government policies, the concept of opportunity

cost is interpreted as the dollar value of the quantity change in goods and services pro-

vided within the economy. Thus, two primary steps are required in this type of analysis: 1)

estimation of the material changes in the economy's production of goods and services

under the alternative policies or actions, and 2) conversion of quantity changes into a sin-

gle commensurate measure, i.e., the dollar value of the estimated change in goods and ser-

vices. Both components introduce conceptual issues which are the subject of much of the
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briefly summarized below.

With regard to the first component noted above, the estimation of material change

in the supply of goods and services, it is necessary to define the range of effects to include

in the analysis. The geographic range considered is referred to as the accounting stance,

which under WRC guidelines is specified as including only the goods and services pro-

vided within US borders. Temporally, the planning horizon specifies the time period over

which economic effects are estimated. A related concept, but somewhat more subtle, is the

issue of direct and indirect welfare effects. The direct welfare effects include only those

effects that come as an immediate and direct result of the policy action taken; that is, the

"first round" of effects to individuals and firms. The first round is followed by succeeding

rounds of effects as the activity of those individuals and firms directly impacted by the

policy action in turn affect other firms and individuals. The successive rounds of effects

are referred to as indirect effects, and their estimation is discussed in Section 6.5. It is con-

ceivable that indirect effects could ripple indefinitely through the economy, and their mag-

nitude would be increasingly difficult to discern. Empirically, it turns out that the

magnitude of successive rounds of indirect effects drops off quite rapidly and, as

described below, the common practice is to employ a multiplier (i.e., indirect effects coef-

ficient) to the value of the direct effects as a proxy measure of indirect effects.

The willingness-to-pay of individuals (consumers) and firms (producers) to avoid

net decreases, or to gain net increases, in provision of goods and services is measured

through a variety of techniques in order to derive a dollar value for the direct and indirect

effects within the economy. When the value of direct and indirect impacts is computed for

the an economy as a whole, the sum is termed the net social benefit, or in the terminology

of the WRC guidelines, changes in the NED account. This is the measure most often

employed in economic policy analysis for assessing the economic value of alternative poi-

24
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ides. Though this is the most common measure estimated, a number of alternative effects

may be measured to provide additional perspective to the analysis. These are discussed

below.

3.5.2 Alternative measures of economic impact

While the net social benefit of a policy action estimates the value of changes in the

economy and addresses the issue of economic efficiency, the relative distribution of those

changes is of equally valid concern to policy makers and members of the public. Thus, it is

also relatively common to measure the distribution of impacts between differentgroups.

While in some analyses the distribution amongst income groups or racial groups is of con-

cern, in land and water resource policy it is most common to consider the distribution of

impacts regionally, including that between rural and urban areas, and between different

industry groups and their employees.As an example, under WRC guidelines, economic

effects are computed separately for hydropower, fisheries, navigation, irrigation, recre-

ation, timber, grazing, flood control, and other industries. When aggregated, the value of

the direct and indirect effects are an estimation of net social benefit. Disaggregated, how-

ever, the relative magnitude of economic effects between industry groups is an indication

of the distributional impact. Similarly, employment impacts within the affected industries

or regions may be computed.

A separate but equally important issue which is less commonly included in eco-

nomic policy analysis is the temporary cost to individuals and firms incurred as a result of

the adjustment from conditions before to conditions after the policy action. Typically, wel-

fare economics assumes for the purpose of estimation that the adjustment from one set of

conditions to another is instantaneous and costless, It is intuitively clear, however, that the

reallocation of capital resources, whether human or material, cannot be instantaneous and

is rarely costless. Machines may require modification and employees retraining to opti-

mize their productivity given the new conditions. While the modification and retraining
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costs themselves may be anticipated and included in the net social benefit computation,

the decreased productivity of capital in the intervening period, which may span several

years, are commonly overlooked. In the case of Snake River salmon recovery, the poten-

tial for substantial changes in a number of industries involving significant adjustment

costs is evident. Unfortunately, estimates of adjustment costs for different recovery actions

are not available. This is recognized as a source of potentially significant underestimation

of economic effects in this thesis.

Finally, some clarification of the distinction between economic costs and compen-

satory income transfers may be useful. As Huppert and Fluharty point out (1994, p. 2.3;

see Section 7.1.2 below for discussion), it may be erroneous to include the cost incurred

by agencies in the Columbia River gilinet fishery buy-out in the estimation of welfare

effects. Given the current over-capitalization in the salmon fishery, there is the potential

that resources currently deployed in the fishery may have greater productivity when rede-

ployed in an alternative use. That is, the next-best use actually may produce a greater flow

of goods and services rather than a decreased one. Thus, the welfare change to society

from the permit retirement and vessel/gear buyback may be a positive one. The compensa-

tory payment required to induce permit holders to give up their licences, while being a

positive budgetary cost, may be more similar to an income transfer than a true welfare

effect. The convention applied by Huppert and Fluharty is to compute the buybackcost

but hold them in a separate category from welfare effects. Since there appears to be some

ambiguity on this point, the approach taken in this thesis is to err on the side of overesti-

mating costs by including buyback costs in welfare effects.

3.5.3 Measuring changes to net social welfare

In computing social welfare, the economy is typically separated into two broad

components, individuals (or consumers) and firms (producers). Because of the different

nature of these entities, different techniques for estimating the welfare impact of policy
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alternatives are required. These, and the technique for aggregating across individuals, are

described briefly below.

3.5.3.1 Consumer surplus

The estimation of the change in individual's welfare as a result of policy alterna-

tives is one of the more subtle elements of economic analysis. Because an individual's

utility, or level of satisfaction, under different conditions is not directly observable, esti-

mating an individual's utility level, arid associating a dollar value with it to facilitate com-

parison, involves the core issues of welfare theory. Noting that the theoretical

appropriateness of the consumer welfare measure used in this thesis is the subject of some

degree of controversy and considerable volumes of work, a full derivation of the measure

and justification for its use instead of alternative measures is not included here. For a fuller

explanation the reader is directed to the data sources cited above, particularly the SOR and

Mooney and Eisgruber (1995). Also see Johansson (1993).

In empirical work, the usual practice is to employ the consumer surplus measure of

welfare change. Consumer surplus is based on the Marshaffian demand curve (Figure 3.2),

which measures the consumer's quantity demand for a particular bundle of goods and ser-

vices at different price levels. Along a given demand curve, the individual consumer's

income level is held constant and their utility level is allowed to vary, decreasing as the

price increases and the quantity consumed decreases. Empirical estimates of demand

curves, either at the individual or aggregated level, can be generated by observing the

quantity sold at different price levels. The negative slope of the curve is an indication that

the value of each additional unit of the good purchased yields a smaller increment of util-

ity, referred to as the decreasing marginal utility of a good. In the existence of a competi-

tive market, the price charged to the consumer for each unit of the good is the same. Thus,

while the last good purchased yields exactly the dollar value paid for it, preceding units of

the good yield greater value than the amount paid. Consider Figure 3.2: the price, mdi-



Figure 3.2: Marshallian Demand Curve and Consumer Surplus

As depicted in Figure 3.2, the consumer's initial surplus, given p0, is the sum of

areas A+B+C. After the price changes top1, the consumer purchases less of the good,

shifting from qO to ql, receiving surplus area A. Thus the welfare change to the individual

1. See Johansson (1993), and Willig, (1976) for conditions under which consumer surplus approximates
more theoretically correct measures of welfare.
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cated on the vertical axis, multiplied by the quantity, indicated on the horizontal axis, indi-

cates the total expenditure The area under the demand curve up to the quantity consumed,

qO, represents the total value to the consumer, in dollars, of the quantity consumed. Thus

the area beneath the demand curve and above the price line is the measure of value above

and beyond the expenditure. This surplus value is appropriately termed consumer sur-

plus(CS). Of interest is the measure of welfare change. The change in consumer surplus

produced by a price change is, for a limited change in price, a sufficient approximation1.
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consumer is approximated by the change in consumer surplus: A-(A+B+C) = -(B+C).

Summing horizontally across each individual's demand curves aggregates the individual

curves into a market demand curve, revealing the totalconsumer surplus change resulting

from a price change.

3.5.3.2 Producer surplus

The simplest and most commonly used measure of producer welfare used in

empirical work is the concept of producer surplus. In contrast to the consumer, who maxi-

mizes utility, the firm, or producer, is assumed to maximize profit, which is defined as the

residual left over from total sales revenues after total fixed and variable costs of produc-

tion have been deducted. The producer's supply curve graphs the quantity of product that

the firm will produce at different price levels. The producer's costs of production are typi-

cally depicted as initially falling over some range as the fixed production resources are

used more efficiently with increasing levels ofproduction (note that this is distinct from

the case of costs rising due to increased costs of production input, which causes a shift of

the supply curve). Ultimately, however, the gains from efficiency bottom out as production

cost per unit again increases. In this range of increasing costs, the cost curve defines the

producers supply curve. That is, the producer is willing to supply the quantity at which the

production cost of the last unit produced is exactly equal to the price paid by consumers.

The revenue received for the last unit, i.e., the marginal revenue, is exactly equal to the

marginal cost. This relationship defines optimal operation of a competitive producer. The

possibility of alternate production behavior, particularly in the case of government sup-

plied utilities, will be discussed in the next section. The more standard case of competitive

supply will be used to illustrate the producer surplus measure of welfare change under an

increase in variable input costs.

Consider Figure 3.3 (note that a linear supply curve is used for the purpose of sim-

plicity).: in the diagram, S is the producers supply curve given the initial input conditions.
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Figure 3.3: Supply Curve and Producer Surplus

Given these conditions, and market price p0, on which the firm is assumed to have no sig-

nificant influence, the total revenue, or benefits, received by the firm is the sum of areas

C+D+E+F+G. The area under the supply curve up to the quantity produced, qO, is the

total cost of producing at this level: F+G. Thus, analogous to the case of the consumer, the

residual left from total benefits after the total costs are paid is the measure of consumer

surplus: C+D+E+F+G - (F+G) = C+D+E. In the event of an increase in variable input

Costs, say for example an increase in commercial electricity rates, the cost of producing

each unit of increases by the interval i. Thus, the price required to induce production at the

level qO under the new input conditions is p1. Since production costs have increased uni-

formly for each unit of production, the supply curve shifts up by the increment i (or, more

correctly, left by the increment]). Thus, assuming no change in price from p0, the firm
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reduces production to the level q 1. At the new level of production, total revenues are the

sum of areas C+E+F and total cost is area E+F. Thus, the new level of producer surplus is

area C, and the welfare change as a result of increased production costs is the new surplus

less the initial surplus: C- (C+E+D) = - (E+D).

While the issue of aggregating from individual producers to the market supply

curve is complicated by a number of issues, in empirical work the analyst typically begins

with a statistically estimated supply curve based on market level data, which obviates the

need for aggregation.

3.5.3.3 Net social welfare

Combining the market demand and supply curves and continuing with the example

of a shift in the supply curve, the following illustrates the derivation of net social benefit

estimation, i.e., the sum of changes in consumer and producer welfare. In Figure 3.4, D is

the market demand curve, S is the market supply curve before the policy action and S' is

the market supply after the policy change. The intersection of the demand and supply

curves is the competitive equilibrium where the amount demanded equals the amount sup-

plied, with price adjustment being the equilibrating mechanism.

The CS given the original price and quantity combination is the area A+B+E+G.

and the PS is the area C+D+F+H, and the net social benefit is A+B+C+D+E,+F+G+H.

With the anticipated shift in the supply curve resulting from a policy change, the quantity

produced shifts left. Notice, however that as the quantity available to consumers

decreases, the willingness to pay for the last unit increases and the market price increases

to p1. Thus, the equilibrium quantity supplied decreases only to the level qi, not all the

way to ql'.Under the new equilibrium, CS is equal to A and PS is equal to B+C. Thus the
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Figure 3.4: Net Social Welfare

total surplus is A+B+C and the change in social welfare is the residual between the after -

and before- levels of total surplus:

(A+B+C) - (A+B+C+D+E+F+G+H) = -(D+E+F+G+H)

which in this case is a decrease in net social welfare. If this is the only change in the provi-

sion of goods and services resulting from a policy change, then this is the total welfare

effect of the policy change. If, however, multiple goods and services markets are to be

affected, then this analysis must be performed for each market which is directly affected,

and the results aggregated to gauge the net social welfare effect.
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3.5.3.4 Market Failure: Absence of market prices

In many cases, competitively determined market prices may not exist. That is,

there may either be no market for a particular good, or if a market exists itmay not be

competitive. Thus, alternative techniques may be employed to either simulate a market or

to adjust for prices which are not competitively determined.Two specific cases of market

failure are particularly relevant to this thesis: public goods and externalities.

In the case of the former condition, public goods, a good or service is not allocated

by means of market prices, such as is often the case with recreational resources provided

on public land, for example. Two characteristics define pure public goods and deter the

economically efficient provision by private entrepreneurs. Nonexciudeabiity denotes the

case where the owners of a resource cannot exclude others from using the resource and

thus cannot extract a fee as the condition of sale to others. Nonrivairy denotes the case

where additional consumers of a good do not reduce the amount available to others. If

either of these conditions exist, then the good will not be provided in a private market at

the optimal quantity, or will not be provided at all. Economists employ different tech-

niques to discern the willingness to pay of consumers for non-marketed goods, and the

reader is directed to other sources for details on these techniques (SOR Appendix 0, p.

3.5-3.6, 3.11-3.14; Johansson, p. 46-64) Of particular note is the case of nonconsumptive

goods. Certain goods may be valued in the abstract by individuals, without the intention to

ever actually make use of them. Such values include existence value, i.e., the purely psy-

chological value of knowing that a resource will continue to exist; option value, the value

associated with maintaining the option to use a resource in the future; and bequest value,

i.e., the value of passing on a resource to future generations. While each of these values

are of particular relevance in public land and water resources and endangered species pol-

icy, their estimation is a contentious issue and the authors of the SOR have opted not to

attempt to include them in their analysis.
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In the case of externalities, additional benefits or costs result from the production

of a given private good or service apart from those that are the intended product. Because

the external cost or benefit is not included in the price of the private good, the competi-

tively determined price may not equal the marginal cost to society as a whole, the private

good is therefore either over- or under-produced in the private market. Again, economic

analysis attempts to discern the value of external goods and services and integrate them

into assessment of the total welfare change resulting from policy induced changes is the

market for the private good.

Finally, alternate means of estimating or approximating the economic cost of a pol-

icy change within a given sector or industry group may be used in certain cases. While

these measures may violate the conceptual framework discussed above in one way or

another, the approximation may be the best available where market supply and demand

curves are not discernible through available techniques. This is particularly true in the case

of changes in operation of Columbia River resources and associated public lands. Many of

the goods and services made available by federal agencies, though possessing neither

characteristics of public goods, are nonetheless not priced by the agencies on a competi-

tive or marginal cost basis, including hydroelectric power, irrigation water, and timber

grazing and mining resources. Huppert and Fiuharty (pp. 2.4-2.5) discuss the use of

replacement cost measures of welfare change resulting from alteration of agency supply of

such commodities. In essence, the replacement cost method for approximating the value

of a decrease in the quantity supplied of a particular commodity uses the cost of replacing

the quantity lost using the least-cost alternative source of the commodity or production

technique. The replacement cost method is used extensively in the economic and social

impact analysis of the SOR (App. 0), and is particularly complicated in the case of hydro-

power provided by BPA. The reader is therefore referred to the relevant section of the

SOR for further clarification.



4.0 Literature Review

This section contains reviews of publications which have discussed and applied

cost-effectiveness analysis to species preservation or related issues, and have been

employed as prototypes for this analysis. Documents which are employed mainly as data

sources for the (biological) effectiveness or cost assessment components of this study are

regarded as requiring a greater degree of detail regarding specific methods and assump-

tions used and thus are discussed in the relevant research methods sections (Sections 6 and

7, respectively). The emphasis in this literature review is on economics publications or

documents with important economic dimensions.

Montgomery and Brown (1992) conduct a cost-effectiveness analysis for a range

of recovery alternatives proposed for the northern spotted owl. Estimation of the probabil-

ity of survival under various alternatives was conducted via two instruments .The first is a

delphi approach in which biologists and others with special expertise were questioned

regarding their opinion of the probability of owl survival under various alternatives, which

amounted to different allocations of habitat. The second approach used a relatively simple

population dynamics simulation model to assess the viability of the population in each

alternative. The opportunity costs of each alternative were calculated according to thecon-

sumer and producer surplus lost from alternative uses of owl habitat, primarily timber har-

vesting. The chief weaknesses in the study were due to the hesitancy of most experts to

announce numerical estimates of the effectiveness of alternatives (only seven biologists

were willing to participate) and the simplicity of the simulation model which was not

designed for viability analysis.

In an update of the above paper by Montgomery, Brown and Adams(1994), tech-

niques were refined somewhat and the theoretical framework was represented more

clearly. The Delphi approach was abandoned and a more sophisticated population simula-
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tion model was employed. The model was calibrated by a combination of field data and

expert opinion. Three alternative recovery plans were assessed which involved increasing

levels of habitat protection and corresponding decreases in stumpage supply from public

lands. The authors assume that harvest restrictions apply only to public lands and that

additional benefits from spotted owl recovery efforts, aside from avoided costs of timber

sale administration, are negligible. In light of the potential benefits to resident and anadro-

mous fish within the range of the spotted owl recovery effort, as well as a range of alter-

nate uses including recreation, this latter assumption is particularly questionable. While

the authors specify that the object of the paper is to estimate the marginal cost function for

owl recovery, they advocate the estimation of a social benefit function to be combined into

a full CBA. Nonetheless, the authors note that the cost function in itself provides consider-

able information of use to policy makers, most importantly by identifying the range of

alternatives over which marginal cost increases dramatically, i.e., that portion of thecurve

where the slope increases rapidly. Also noted is the importance of identifying the inci-

dence of costs relative to benefits. In the case of the spotted owl recovery plan, costs are

concentrated in small rural communities, whereas benefits are diffuse and enjoyed by rela-

tively wealthy urban populations. Thus the authors highlight the issue of incidence of

costs relative to benefits, but in the context of owl recovery planning do not explore the

issue of relative distribution of costs of different recovery alternatives.

In its general aspects, this thesis project is most similar to the analysis conducted

by Resources for the Future (RFF) (Paulsen, Hyman, and Wernstedt, 1993a) pertaining to

the Columbia Basin Fish and Wildlife Authority's salmon management planning efforts,

differing mainly in exclusive focus on federally listed stocks. The RFF paper analyses

management of 79 stocks in the CR basin under 120 different management actions, using

a set of deterministic simulation models to simulate the effects of management actions on

CR and SR salmon stocks.1 A useful discussion of the screening of alternatives notes that,

due to the need to apply full life-cycle modelling, a complete analysis would require that
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each specific management action be simulated in combination with a full set of other

actions which together comprise a management plan. Considering allsub-basins within

the CR system, the authors estimate that there are a potential 7* 1047 combinations of

downstream passage, propagation, and harvest alternatives to analyze.

The RFF study employs an optimization model which uses cost data and results

from life-cycle simulation to select the cost-effective alternatives for each specified level

of population size for each of the modelled stocks. This approach is attractive in that it

automates a very time consuming step and allows the analysis of a very large number of

alternatives, provided adequate data exist. Cost data were collected from a number of

sources, mainly form the Columbia Basin Fish and Wildlife planning documents and from

the Corps of Engineers, however the data is not clearly referenced and the framework of

the economic analysis that generated the data is not discussed in any detail at all. The

results of the analysis highlight the importance of harvest reductions in conserving

Columbia River Basin salmon stocks. However, as neither the spring nor the summer runs

of Snake River chinook are currently targeted in any fishery, the results of this analysis do

not address with as much detail as is desirable the specific question of implementation of

the ESA for the listed stocks.

In a later paper by the same authors (Paulsen, Hyman, and Wernstedt, 1993b), a

multi-attribute analysis framework is employed to compare 64 recovery alternatives for

the listed stocks, which are comprised of 16 passage actions and 4 harvest scenarios1. This

1. Lee and Hyman (1992) caution agRinst using deterministic models with populations near extinction
thresholds and therefore vulnerable to environmental and demographic stochasticity. While simulated popu-
lations may be stable or growing based upon mean parameter values, or point values in a deterministic
model, stochasticity in demographic or environmental parameters may cause extinction in the simulated
population.

1. This thesis expands this range of alternatives considerably and introduces a small set of actions which
focus on habitat modification. The authors note the potential importance ofhabitat actions in light of their
potential effectiveness and relatively low cost, but do not include this class ofrecovery actions due to the
lack of reliable data.
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analysis encompasses both the cost-effectiveness framework employed in this thesis, as

well as including additional attributes of the different alternatives: temporal and geo-

graphic distribution of socio-economic impacts (as compared to geographical and sectoral

distribution considered in this thesis), implementation timing, including design and con-

struction, of recovery alternatives, and the degree to which alternatives attempt to either

restore or substitute for natural processes in the salmon life-cycle. This latter attribute

points to the interesting question in resource economics of how the public prefers different

bundles of natural resources. For example, is there a differential in public willingness-to-

pay for native species which depends on the degree of intervention in the species life cycle

and the degree of alteration of the native habitat? While the authors note that there are no

actions or set of actions that dominate across the full set of attributes, the preferred alterna-

tives in terms of biological effectiveness tend to include smolt transportation and harvest

control.

The scale of the RFF analysis largely encompasses that of this thesis, and as with

the Olsen and Anderson paper reviewed below, the analyticalmethods are nearly identical.

This thesis differs mainly in varying certain assumptions in the simulation portion of the

analysis and in the range of alternatives considered, and in the ability to utilize more fully

developed cost information generated by the SOR.

Darryl Olsen, in conjunction with a number of other authors (Olsen and Peters,

1991; Olsen, Stevenson, and Weitkemp, 1992; Olsen and Anderson, 1994) has written

extensively on the economic effects of recovery alternatives for Snake River salmon

recovery and the biological effectiveness thereof. Most similar to this thesis, Olsen and

Anderson have employed and compared the results of three different simulation models:

the Idaho Fish Manager (1PM; Olsen, 1992c cited as 1992b in O&A), and two different

versions (calibrations) of the CRISP 1 simulation model, versions 1.4.0 and 1.4.5, to esti-

mate the improvement of downstream passage under a number of different hydro system



1. The potentially pivotal importance of predator control is discussed further in the results section of this
thesis
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operating regimes, which include smolt transportation actions, and charted these against

the cost figures computed by the SOR to demonstrate the cost-effectiveness of passage

strategies.Perhaps the most important point to be taken from this paper as it relates to this

thesis is the importance of the assumptions upon which the simulation analysis is based.

As will be discussed in Section 4, the CRiSP 1 model is very flexible in terms of the range

of assumptions that can be employed in simulation. In addition to the ability to adjust the

calibration of the model, the designers included numerous options for alternative func-

tional forms for different components of the models passage algorithms, as well as the

ability to "turn on or off" different hypothetical assumptions relating to smolt and predator

behavior. The Olsen and Anderson paper employs a sensitivity analysis which compares

the robustness of alternative effectiveness estimates to the model employed. The useful-

ness of the sensitivity analysis is somewhat impaired due to the difference in alternatives

simulated by the different models. This is partially the result of the fundamental difference

in the structure of the models: the 1PM is a spreadsheet life-cycle model which allows a

greater range of alternatives to be simulated but provides much less detail than the two

versions of the CRiSP model, which are restricted to the downstream passage portion of

the salmon life-cycle. Thus, a harvest reduction scenario is included in the 1PM analysis

but not in the CRiSP analyses, and although it is possible to incorporate predator control

into CRISP analysis, it is included only in the 1PM results.1 Like the RFFpapers discussed

above, the most important distinction between this thesis and the Olsen and Anderson

paper is the range of alternatives which are considered.



5.0 Methods for Assessing Effectiveness of Recovery Alternatives

5.1 Overview of Simulation Models (CR1SP1.4 and SLCM5.0)

The following sections are intended to give the reader some familiarity with the

broad function of the simulation models employed in this thesis. Greater detail on theory

and calibration of the models, and on the parameter settings used in simulated scenarios, is

provided in appendices.

5.1.1 Columbia River Salmon Passage Model, Version 1.4 (CR1SP1.4)

CR1SP1.4.31 (Center for Quantitative Science, 1993) simulates the migration of

smolts from an identified point of release (hatchery releases and wild stocks are not treated

differently in CRiSP, but may be identified and modelled separately) through the hydro-

power system on the Snake and Columbia River and tributaries, to the CR estuary. The

model incorporates several submodels, including travel time, reservoir mortality (preda-

tion), dam passage, nitrogen supersaturation, and a flow/velocity relationship which uses

hydroregulation model (SAM, HYSSR, and HYDROSIM, see CQS, 1993, pp7-16 for dis-

cussion) output to indicate daily flow levels2. CRiSP1 .4 can be run in a mode which simu-

lates passage under a single set of conditions and is thus effectively a deterministic model,

or in Monte Carlo mode. The latter, which is most relevant to this thesis, involves running

the model iteratively, allowing each stochastic variable to vary within the user-defined

40

Numerous versions of the CRISP model have been released during the time that this thesis was under
preparation. The citation above refers to the published documentation for the 1.4.3 version of the model.
Version 1.4.5 was actually used in this thesis, which incorporated updated data on smolt survival through
Snake River reservoirs (see Anderson 1994a and 1994b cited in O&A,). Version 1.4 of the model has under-
gone substantial changes and was entirely supeiteded with version 1.5 in 1995 (see Anderson. 1995, avail-
able on-line via the World Wide Web at http://www.cqs.washington.edu/crisp/abs/jjm,5h)

Operation of the hydrosystem models is not included as part of this thesis. Output data sets from the mod-
els as executed by the federal agencies responsible for management of the hydropower system are utilized as
input data for this study. A broad range of possible system operations have been simulated as part of the Sys-
tem Operation Review and the output data sets are available from CQS.
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range to generate a probability distribution for survival to the estuary. The Monte-Carlo

simulation process is explained in more detail below.

Calibration of the model involves extensive geographic, hydrologic and biological

data sets and is an ongoing process under the aegis of the Center for Quantitative Science

(CQS) at the University of Washington. The baseline data set for the model and parame-

ters which are changed from base levels to simulate management actions are provided in

Appendix Al and discussed in Section 5.3. Since the beginning of the modelling phase of

this thesis, both the model and calibration have been superceded. The model and calibra-

tion used are version 1.4.3 which are available from CQS. Thus, as discussed below, fur-

ther analysis should include the most current model and data. However, given the large

range of uncertainties inherent in modelling a system as complex as that of the Columbia

River and the life-cycle of anadromous fishes, caution should always be taken in interpret-

ing output which allows relative comparisons at best and should not be regarded as defini-

tive.

The theory underlying the model is discussed in Chapter 4 of the CRiSP1.4 docu-

mentation (Center for Quantitative Science, 1993).

5.1.2 Stochastic Life Cycle Model (SLCM5.0)

The SLCM model developed by Lee and Hyman (1992) written in the SAS pro-

gramming language, simulates the entire life cycle of anadromous fishes and incorporates

several stochastic processes in both fish biology and habitat. SLCM uses output from

CRiSP (mean percent smolt survival and coefficient of variation) as input to the juvenile

passage stage of the salmon life cycle. The model calculates survival through the succes-

sive life stages from an initial specified escapement of spawners into a given subbasin,

through egg, fry, smolt, adult stages in the ocean and river, and finally to the number of

adult females returning to spawn. Unlike CRiSP (when run in Monte Carlo mode; SLCM
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performs only Monte Carlo simulations), which initiates each run of the model with the

same number of smolts released and generates a probability distribution of percent pas-

sage, SLCM is run for successive generations and may be run for as long a period, e.g., 50

years (approximately 10 generations), as the user specifies. Thus, as described more fully

below, the SLCM simulation results are in the form of frequency distributions for the pop-

ulation size of each life stage after the specified number of years. The frequency distribu-

tion of sub-basin escapement of spawning adults can thus be interpreted to determine the

probability of the adult population maintaining the target population sizes for the respec-

tive stocks.

The output from CRISP, specifically the mean and coefficient of variation of smolt

passage to the estuary, is used in the SLCM both in the calibration of the model to histori-

cal conditions, and as parameter settings for forward projections1. Output from the SLCM

is then used to scale alternatives on the Y-axis of the cost-effectiveness frontier. The

"inverse cumulative" percent survival, i.e., the cumulative percent of games resulting in

populations above the respective target population level represents, for the purpose of this

analysis, the probability of survival of a given endangered stock.

5.2 Experimental Design and Screening

5.2.1 Biological/physical parameters and state variables considered endogenous

Both models are highly complex and contain a large number of variables and thus

present, from the point of view of statistical/experimental design, the question of which

variables to focus attention on and which potential recovery alternatives to simulate. In

each of the models, the majority of parameters and variables describe aspects of salmon

biology and habitat which are not directly subject to management or policy. Examples of

1. Calibration of the SLCM using CRiSP output is described in Appendix A3. and baseline data and alterna-
tive parameter settings are detailed in Appendix A2.
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such variables are the geological and hydrological descriptions of the river system and the

physiological, reproductive, and behavioral characteristics of salmon and salmon preda-

tors. While calibration of many of these parameters and variables is at present based on

very limited information (Center for Quantitative Science, 1992; Fisher, Lee and Hyman,

1993), most are regarded as exogenous in the experimental design of this thesis. Those

parameters and variables considered subject to change, either directly or indirectly due to

policy or management actions, are enumerated in the next section. The balance of the

model parameters are considered endogenous. This study will rely on the recommenda-

tions of the developers of the respective models for the calibration of non-policy relevant

variables.

5.2.2 Policy-relevant parameters and state variables

A review of CRiSP and SLCM parameters and variables revealed at least 52 which

may be subject to change as a matter of policy or management. The large number of vari-

ables identified still presents the possibility of an enormous range of experimental alterna-

tives, which therefore require further screening. Clearly, some experimental alternatives

possible in the models represent managerial alternatives which are either physically

impossible or managerially infeasible. For example, for many of the model parameters,

the range of values which may be represented in the model, such as fish guidance effi-

ciency or transport mortality (ranging from 0-100%) exceeds the range that could be met

by managers under any circumstances. This is not a criticism of the models, but points out

that model users must constrain their model settings to reflect realistic possibilities. The

purpose of model calibration is to make certain that simulating actual conditions results in

model output which closely matches empirical data. Thus, when modelling hypothetical

conditions the model operator can assume with satisfactory confidence that results are a

reasonable approximation of conditions that would be observed ifmanagement duplicated

the simulated scenario. While it may be useful to simulate extreme conditions which may
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not be realistic, this analysis is restricted to actions which are at least plausible, if perhaps

rather unlikely.

The range of experimental alternatives is thus further constrained by the above cri-

teria. The remaining set of possible parameter settings, however, is still quite large

(indeed, it is still infinite given that most of the variables are continuous). Thus, a number

of the policy-relevant parameters and variables are held constant because either a) no

management action is identified which would change the parameter, or b) change in the

parameter due to an identified management action is unknown.

5.2.3 Screening and experimental design

Because of the large number of parameters covered by the models, and very large

number of potential simulated alternatives, a formal experimental design and screening

analysis is foregone in favor of a design approach that considers the alternatives available

to managers and screens from there. A formal factorial design approach is intractable in

that it would involve as many as 219 factors, most of which vary continuously giving rise

to an arbitrarily large number of factor levels and combinations. Thus, rather than screen-

ing rigorously based on statistical theory, screening is based on a more pragmatic

approach, using reasonably realistic management alternatives and available biological and

economic data. This is not to say that the range of alternatives analyzed is restricted to

those likely to be regarded as politically acceptable, but rather that it includes some alter-

natives which entail extreme costs.

One important phase of screening, simulation of hydrosystem flows, is effectively

predetermined for the sake of this study. As elaborated below, both the simulation of

hydropower operations and the economic analysis of system operation strategies are cur-

rently being conducted under the Systems Operation Review (cit) and represent major

inputs into this thesis. An extensive screening process to identify potential system opera-
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lions and define a subset for detailed analysis is described in preliminary SOR documenta-

lion (SOR, 1992). Screening included public participation and as such was a political as

well as scientific process. The end result was a set of seven operation strategies with as

many as eight subvariants which represented the range of alternatives originally proposed

Additional issues related to statistical design involve the number ofruns for each

simulation and the length of runs (i.e., number of generations) to simulate with SLCM. As

a conservative approach, 100 games has been suggested by other users of the models as

allowing the first and second moments of the distributions to converge (Charles Paulsen,

personal communication). Also, developers of SLCM have found that populations either

crash or stabilize within a 40-year simulation (Tim Fisher, USFS personal communica-

tion), which will be the convention for this study.



6.0 Management Alternatives

6.1 Terminology

Before engaging in further discussion of management alternatives, it may be use-

ful to establish a convention on terminology to prevent confusion. Paulsen et al. (1993)

confront the problem of a clear terminology for the hierarchy components of a recovery

scenario and their convention is adopted with some changes herein (See Table 6.1).

Table 6.1: Definition of Terms Used to Identify Management Actions and Plans

Term Definition

Management Action
(or Action)

Passage Strategy

Smallest single management option that will have a unique effect
on a biological parameter, e.g., add screens at a run of river dam or
impose 50% harvest reductions; affects stocks individually

Combination of passage actions; will affect all stocks in the system
simultaneously; can only use one passage strategy per subbasin;-
must include a flow strategy; represents all model settings required
to run CRiSP

Flow Strategy Also referred to as System Operation Strategy; refers to shaping of
water flows through the hydropower system

Propagation Strategy Combination of actions to improve survival prior to downstream
passage; e.g., establishment of riparian conidors on a stream; note
that resolution of models does not allow much distinction between
different actions at this phase of the life-cycle, i.e., entire propaga-
tion strategy is reflected in two parameters

Management Alterna- Comprises the entire set of actions and strategies implemented by
five (or Alternative) all management entities; represented by entire set of parameter set-

tings for one Monte Carlo simulation including both SLCM and
CRiSP; note that alternatives may include a change in strategy or
action during the runlength (period of years simulated) of a model

(Source: adapted from Paulsen et al. 1993)

6.2 Management Actions Considered

Individual management actions fall into three broad categories: those aimed at

improving downstream passage (CRiSP), those addressing restoration of spawning and

46
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rearing habitat, and those limiting commercial, sport and/or tribal harvests (SLCM).

Descriptions of actions in this section are necessarily brief and are only intended to give

the reader enough information to use references to gain fuller understanding of the opera-

tional and/or engineering implications of the actions. All actions are more thoroughly

described in the cited documents. A full listing of alternatives specifying each set of indi-

vidual actions is included in Appendix A4, along with simulation model results and cost

figures. In addition, detailed information of model parameters and settings used to simu-

late the identified actions is provided in Appendix Al and Appendix A2, for the CRiSP

and SLCM models, respectively.

6.2.1 Actions to improve spawning and rearing habitat

A major component of recovery planning for the listed stocks addresses conditions

in spawning and rearing habitat upstream from Lewiston. Grazing, timber harvesting, irri-

gation, mining and other aspects of land use in the SR basin have extensively altered the

riverine environment. The report of the SRT (1993) and the Northwest Power Planning

Council (NPPC) Strategy for Salmon (1992) both call for major changes in themanage-

ment of riparian zones on streams and rivers designated as critical habitat. Because the

area affected is very large and management will require a very broad array of distinct man-

agement actions in different locations, it is difficult to specify a distinct set of actions to

analyze. Even more difficult is estimating the effects of a given action, such as designating

a 300 foot riparian zone or repairing drainage structures on logging roads in a streamshed,

on eggs, juveniles and spawning adult salmon in a rigorously quantitative fashion. Indeed,

scientists with expertise in salmon biology are unwilling to make such estimates in the

absence of adequate research. The consequence for this paper is that the set of manage-

ment actions that can be represented quantitatively for simulation is limited and comprises

only a small subset of the recommended actions.
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In calibration of the SLCM, Fisher, Lee, and Hyman (1993) define the 1990 base-

line conditions for egg to presmolt and in-basin smolt survival and estimate changes in

these parameters in response to habitat improvement measures for the listed stocks. For

each action, the authors cite high, low, and mean figures. In simulations for this thesis,

mean figures will be applied for quantitative effects of management actions.1

For fall chinook, the effects of the Idaho Power Company plan (Idaho Power Com-

pany, 1991) to prevent dewatering of spawning grounds are estimated to improve

prespawning survival by a range of 0% to 5%, with a mean of 2.5%. This translates into a

change in prespawning survival from a baseline value of 85% to 87.125%. The plan

involves drafting from Brownlee Reservoir from July through October, and is recom-

mended by the NPPC as part of the Columbia River Basin Fish and Wildlife Plan (NPPC,

1992).

For spring chinook, increased irrigation screening2 is estimated to improve pre-

smolt to smolt survival by 2% to 5%, resulting in a mean improvement from baseline 95%

survival to 98.33%. "Habitat improvement measures" are also included but the authors are

not explicit in what actions are represented by parameter changes and are thus not

included in this analysis. The same actions simulated for spring chinook are analyzed for

summer chinook, with the effectiveness of diversion screening estimated at 1% to 2.5%

with a resulting improvement from a baseline value of 95% to a mean of 96.66%. Parame-

ter values and changes are summarized in Appendix A2.

Note that this document is the only source of quantitative estimates of recovery actions for this portion of
the salmon life-cycle currently available, and that most citations are to personal communication. As such,
this portion of the analysis could be substantially improved as further research improves understanding of
salmon biology and habitat requirements.See recommendations for future research in Section 10.

Irrigation screening is required by state water-use laws and attribution of costs thereof to implementation
of the ESA is ambiguous. The issue of attribution of costs to ESA versus other existing laws is discussed in
section 6. For discussion of irrigation screening, see SRT (1993, p. V.1Q-V.12) and NPPC (1992, p. 76-
78)[Need citation for specific actions, i.e.. location and type of screens installed].
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6.2.2 Actions to improve downstream passage

Downstream passage strategies are comprised of measures to improve the survival

of smolts from the point where they enter the hydropower system at the head of Lower

Monument pool to arrival at the estuary. They include the foliowing:

6.2.2.1 Flow strategies

A set of hydropower system operation strategies outlined below and detailed in the

SOR are simulated using Bureau of Reclamation and Corps of Engineers hydrosimulation

models. Output from these models describe managers' "shaping" of water flow levels

(volume and velocity) at different points in river and at dams at any given time1. Using

this data as input, CRiSP1.4 simulates the passage of smolts through the river from point

of release to the estuary. Thus, flow strategies, or "system operation strategies" (SOS's) in

the lexicon of the SOR, are one set of actions affecting downstream passage. The strate-

gies analyzed in this study are outlined in Table 6.2. As discussed above, these strategies

comprise a representative range of possible river flow regimes determined by operation of

the hydropower system from pre-salmon summit operation to drawdown of the Lower

Snake reservoirs to the level of the river channel.

Note that the implementation timing of the flow alternatives differ: SOS 5a and 5b

require substantial structural modification of Lower Snake projects to allow drawdown to

the river channel, and of John Day dam to allow operation at minimum operating pool.

The on-line date of these alternatives is expected to be 2010. Similarly, SOS alternatives

6a-6d require significant modification of dam facilities, though somewhat less extensive

1. The "resolution" of the data on flows is at the level of monthly flows. Because flows can be adjusted in a
much shorter period of time, this represents a fairly low level of resolution and limits the detail withwhich
flow strategies can be described in the model. Flow data files are currently available at the level.of weekly
flows but were not utilized in this study.



Table 6.2: System Operation Review Flow Strategies

SOS 1 Pre-ESA Oper-
ation

SOS 2: Cunnt Opera-
tions (as of April. 1993

SOS 3: Flow Augmen-
tation

SOS 5: Natural River
Operation

SOS 6: Fixed Draw-
down

SOS la (Pru-Salinon Summit
operation)

SOS2c (Final Supplemental EIS
Operation)

SOS2c (Final Supplemental EIS
Operation)

SOS 3a (Monthly flow targets
with no additional Upper Snake
water

SOS 3b (Monthly flow targets
with additional Upper SR water)

SOS 5a (two month natural river
operation

SOS 5b (four and one-half
month natural river operation)

SOS6a (two month fixed draw-
down operation)

SOS 6b (four and a half month
fixed drawdown operation

SOS 6c (two month lower gran-
ite drawdown operation

SOS 6d (four and a half month
Lower Granite drawdown opera-
tion

Represents operations as they existed from around 1983 through 1990-91 operating year, prior
to the listing of the SR stocks.

Matches exactly the decision made as a result of the Supplemental EIS, which includes 427
KAF Upper Snake Water.Used as the baseline for ESA associated changes in system opera-
tions.

Matches exactly the decision made as a result of the Supplemental EIS, which includes 427
KAF Upper Snake Water.Used as the baseline for ESA associated changes in system opera-
tions.

Will provide the currently assumed amount of water runoff through the year for fish

Will shape the assumed amount of water runoff plus an additional 1.427 MAF from the Upper
Snake Basin, obtained through irrigation water efficiency, rental, purchase, etc.

Assumes that drawdown lasts for two months. Drawdown begins on April 1

Assumes the drawdown lasts for 4 and 1/2 months, beginning April 16.

Draws down all four SR reservoirs for two months.

Draws down all four reservoirs for 4 and 1/2 months.

Draws down Lower Granite project only for two months

Draws down Lower Granite project only for four and a half months

Strategy Description
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than those for SOS 5. SOS 6a and 6b are expected to be on-line ten years after initiation,

or for the purpose of this analysis, 2005, and SOS 6c and 6d are expected to be online in

2000. The assumption for this thesis is that the no-action flow alternative (SOS 2c) will

continue in the interim period before the on-line date, and passage is supplemented with

the baseline level of smolt transportation and fish spifi as discussed below.

6.2.2.2 Spill alternatives

One potential means of improving smolt passage at each of the eight dams is to

divert some proportion of the river flow from the powerhouse to the spillway. The

intended effect is to avoid the relatively high mortality levels associated with passage

through the turbines. At dams not equipped with smolt passage facilities, fish spill may

stifi be utilized to improve passage by increasing the proportion of smolts diverted from

the turbines. Three levels of spifi were simulated for this analysis. Spill Level 1 represents

the case of zero fish spill, i.e., no water is spilled for the purpose of fish passage. Spill

Level 2 is consistent with the baseline level of fish spill as provided under the terms of the

1989 Fish Spifi Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) (Spill MOA, 1988; Reprinted in Fish

Passage Center, 1989) and recommended in the NMFS Biological Opinion on 1993 river

operations (NMFS, 1993, p. 6). Under the continuing provisions of the MOA, spill levels

at Bonneville, The Dalles, John Day, and Ice Harbor, projects are required to be sufficient

to achieve the 70/50 fish passage efficiency level (FPE; 70% of spring migrants and 50%

of summer migrants diverted from turbines). Spill Level 3 increases spill percentages from

those of Level 2 by approximately 25%, as consistent with 80/70 FPE (spill parameter

files are those used in Anderson, 1993). Spill schedules and proportions are detailed for

Spill Levels 1 and 2 in Appendix Al.

The effect of spill on smolt passage is highly controversial due to the effect of

nitrogen supersaturation which occurs in the river with high levels of spill (SRT, 1993,

draft). Health effects of gas supersaturation on both adult and juvenile salmon include
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direct mortality and stress induced disease and increased predation. CRiSP1.4 allows dif-

ferent treatments of the spill/gas saturation relationship through the use of different func-

tional forms and expresses all supersaturation related mortality as direct mortality (Center

for Quantitative Science, 1993: pp 4.43-4.49). In the simulations conducted in this study, a

single functional form for spill was used.

6.2.2.3 Structural modifications

A large array of structural modifications to juvenile bypass systems at each of the

CR and SR dams are reviewed in both the draft recovery plan (NIMFS, 1995, draft) and in

the System Configuration Study (USACE, 1994). Actions include installation of dispersed

bypass release sites at Lower Granite, Little Goose, Lower Monumental and McNary

dams, extended length turbine intake screens, general overhaul of Lower Granite dam

bypass facilities, surface oriented juvenile collection and bypass systems, and various

improvements to barge transport facilities, including development ofa smolt collection

facility at the head of Lower Granite dam.

Although the Corps has estimated the costs of structural modifications, because

most of the facilities proposed do not currently exist, estimates of potential improvements

in smolt bypass, where they exist are at the time of this writing speculative. Therefore,

with the exception of installation of a collection facility at the head of Lower Granite

Dam, structural modifications are not simulated in this analysis. Upstream collection is

discussed below under smolt transportation.

6.2.2.4 Smolt transportation

Currently, a program of smolt collection and transportation by barge is conducted

by the Corps of Engineers with collection facilities at McNary, Lower Monumental, Little

Goose, and Lower Granite dams. Current operations, i.e., those identified in the 1993 Fish

Passage Plan (USACE, 1993) are included in this analysis as one passage action. Because
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transportation operations have been conducted for several years and are not focussed

solely on endangered stocks, they will be regarded in this analysis as baseline conditions

against which alternatives are compared. Baseline conditions for this analysis are more

fully discussed in Section 6 of this report.

One further transportation action involves construction ofa speciRlized smolt col-

lection facility at the head of Lower Granite dam. Such a facility has been proposed and is

recommended for further study by the NMFS Salmon Recovery Team (SRT) (SRT, 1993,

draft: pp Vll-72 -- VTI-80). Although the effectiveness of such a facility is largely specula-

tive and would require a fairly long period before implementation (5.5-8 years (USACE,

1994)), implementation is included as a potential management action and is included in

transportation strategies after a period of eight years. Thus, three transportation alterna-

tives are considered: no transportation, current transportation actions, and current trans-

portation actions for eight years followed by the addition of collection and transport from

the head of Lower Granite dam to current operations during remaining 32 years of 40 year

model runs. See Appendix Al for modelling details.

Note that barge transportation actions described above are prevented by reservoir

drawdown and therefore no transportation is included in passage scenarios involving

drawdown to natural river level (SOS 5a and Sb). This ignores the possibility of continu-

ing transportation operations with collection at McNary dam or collection at current col-

lection facilities and transport via truck instead of barge.

6.2.2.5 Predator control

Five levels of predator control, representing different levels of intensity and distri-

bution of predator control effort, are included as potential management actions. Predator

control programs are currently conducted by ODFW and BPA, consisting primarily of a

bounty fishery on squawfish. Predator control is reflected in CRiSP parameter files as
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decreases in predator density in the reservoir pools, dam tailraces and forebays. Thus, five

actions comprising reductions in predator density from baseline conditions in the fore-

bays, tailraces and pools of the eight mainstem and Lower Snake dams by 10%, 25%,

50%, 75%, and 90% are simulated. It is recognized that the higher levels of predator con-

trol represent near eradication of predators and may be objectionable on grounds other

than financial expense, but these actions are included to expand the range of alternatives

beyond those normally considered by public agencies. Model parameters for predator con-

trol strategies are described in Appendix Al.

6.2.2.6 Harvest management actions

Of the listed stocks, harvest is a significant source of mortality principally in the

case of SR fall chinook. Spring and summer chinook are not targeted in the in-river fisher-

ies, and due to migratory patterns, are only subject to harvest in the ocean at a very low

(approximately 2%) rate (SRT, 1993). Thus, analysis of harvest restrictions within the

scope of this thesis is focused on SR fall chinook. An additional proposal for increased

enforcement of harvest restrictions is incorporated into the harvest scenarios as described

below. Enforcement is regarded as benefitting both SR fall and spring/summer chinook.

Norris (1995) has analyzed the relative effect on total harvest of Lyons Ferry fall

chinook (LRFC) (indicator stock for SR fall chinook)1 from different levels of reduction

in the various mixed stock fisheries where this stock is a component. Included in the anal-

ysis were restrictions in the Alaska net, troll and sport fisheries, British Columbia troll,

net, and sport fisheries (which encompasses the Northern British Columbia (NBC), Cen-

tral British Columbia (CBC) and the West Coast Vancouver Island (WCVI) troll fisheries,

the latter of which is the predominant component), Washington and Oregon coast troll and

1. Because accurate data on SR fall chinook is unavailable, the common practice is to use PiT-tag data for
fall Chinook from the Lyons Ferry hatchery as a proxy measure of fishery pressure on SR fall chinook.(Nor-
ris, 1995)



sport fisheries, Puget Sound net and sport fisheries, and the Columbia River Zone 1-5

(non-tribal) and Zone 6 (tribal) net and sport fisheries. Alternative harvest scenarios con-

sidered for this thesis are depicted in Table 6.3.1 These included 50% and 100% reduc-

tions in the Columbia River fisheries, 50% and 100% reductions in the combined CR and

WA/OR ocean fisheries, and 50% and 100% reductions in the combined BC, WA/OR

coast and CR fisheries (note that the successive alternatives are based upon reductions in

the CR fishery and then built by adding reductions in more distant fisheries). Two addi-

tional alternatives are based upon scaled reductions in the combined WA/OR coastal and

CR fishery and the combined WCVT, NBC, CBC, WA/OR and CR fisheries. Relative scal-

ing is indicated in Table 6.3 and detailed in Norris (1995). The base level of harvest was

considered for the purpose of this thesis to be the mean level of harvest in the respective

fisheries over the period 1977-1992. Note that Alaska and Puget Sound fisheries are not

included in the alternative harvest scenarios. In the data provided by Norris, these fisheries

account for very small proportions of the total harvest of LRFC relative to the other fisher-

ies and are assumed for this thesis to be negligible.

The figures provided in Norris (1995) are translated into increases in escapement

above Lower Granite Dam using the relationship identified in Lestelle and Gilbertson

(1993. pp 11, Figure 4.) The authors conclude that a 100% reduction in fishery exploita-

tion would result in a 162% increase in spawning escapement. Thus, the harvest restriction

scenarios above are translated into escapement figures in Table 6.3. The resulting figures

are used to develop parameter inputs for SLCM.

In addition to implementation of harvest restrictions, increased enforcement of

restrictions is an additional action considered. It is assumed that both the fall and spring!

1. Note that in each regional fishery, (e.g., Columbia River, WA/OR coast) sport and commercial harvests
are considered to be reduced by the same proportion in the following scenarios, unless otherwise indicated.
The sport harvest comprises a significant proportion of the fishery only in the WA/OR coast fishery (-23%)
and the Columbia River Zone 1-5 sport fishery (-8%) (Norris, Table 1).
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summer stocks benefit from enforcement. In the fall chinook harvest scenarios identified

in Table 6.3, increase in enforcement is included in all but the base case scenario, (Harvest

1). Harvest 2 is comprised of an increase in enforcement and no change in harvest levels.

Subsequent harvest scenarios all include increased enforcement. For sprinsummer chi-

nook, scenarios are considered with and without increased enforcement. Estimation of

escapement increases associated with improved enforcement is derived from Fisher, Lee,

and Hyman (1993), which estimates a range of values for increased inter-dam passage due

to enforcement, reflecting high, low, and moderate effectiveness. The moderate estimate,

2.63% increase in passage per project for each of the eight mainstem CR and lower SR

projects, which translates to a 5.32% increase in adult upstream passage, is employed in

the modelling for both stocks. Modelling details are presented in Appendix A2.

Table 6.3: Harvest Level Restrictions for SR Fall Chinook and Escapement
Increases

Recovery action Harvest restriction levels Escapement increases
Harvest A Base: No action based on mean harvest 0%

over the period 1977-1992

Harvest B Base with increased enforcement. 5.32%

Harvest C CR: -50% 37.1%

Harvest D CR: -100% 69.4%

Harvest E CR: -50%, WA/ORCoast: -50% 75.8%
Harvest F CR: -100%, WA/ORCoast: -100% 50.0%
Harvest G CR gilinet: -100%, CR sport: -9%, 88.7%

WA/OR troll:-55%, WA/OR sport: -16%

Harvest H WCVI:-100%,NBC:-21%, CBC:-7%, 145.2%
WA/OR troll:-39% WA/OR sport: -11%
CR gilnet:-70%

Harvest I CR, WA/OR, WCVI: -50% 93.55%
HarvestJ CR, WA/OR, WCVI: -100% 72.58%



6.2.3 Actions to improve upstream survival

The Columbia River Salmon Mitigation Analysis System Configuration Study

(SCS, 1994) analyzes a broad range of actions to improve upstream adult passage. Most

estimates of the biological effectiveness therein are qualitative, however. Parameter esti-

mates for a subset of the alternatives analyzed therein are reported in Fisher, Lee and

Hyman (1993; also Fisher, personal communication, 1995). The authors estimate changes

in survival of upstream migrants of the three listed stocks due to improvements of fish lad-

der facilities at mainstem Columbia and Lower Snake projects (measures to reduce water

temperature in fish ladders and the implementation of additional attractor flows through

ladders) and installation of extended length fish screens to prevent turbine failback of

upstream migrants. Detailed descriptions of the above actions are provided in SCS,

Appendix E (1994). The above actions were combined to comprise a single recovery

action for analysis herein. Parameter estimates and changes are summarized in Table 6.4

and further discussed in Appendix A2.

Table 6.4: Increases in Passage Associated with Improvements in Adult Passage
Systems

Stock Columbia River Snake River: % decrease Total increased spawn-
% deciase in interdam
mortality

in interdam mortality ing escapement

Fall chinook 13.3% 10.5% 12.13

Summerchinock 13.3% 10.5% 5.11%

Spring chinook 13.0% 10.5% 5.06%



7.0 Cost Assessment Framework and Sources

7.1 Principal Data Sources

7.1.1 Columbia River System Operation Review

A collaborative planning process under the three federal agencies which adminis-

ter components of the Columbia River hydropower system, -- the Bonneville Power

Administration, US Army Corps of Engineers, and the US Bureau of Reclamation, -- the

Columbia River System operation Review (SOR) is a very large scale, multi-year effort.

The document produced, currently in draft form (SOR, 1994) is intended to provide the

basis for the long term management of the federally owned hydropower facilities in the

CR basin, as well as satisfy the requirements for environmental impact assessment under

the National Environmental Policy Act (42 U.S.C. 433 l-4335).Under the NEPA require-

ments to assess the impact of policy alternatives to the human environment, which include

the domestic economy, the estimation of economic impacts is guided by explicit and

detailed requirements set forward by the US Water Resources Council, as discussed in

Section 3.2. The scope of the SOR encompasses that portion of the habitat of the listed

salmon stocks occupied during the juvenile migration phase. Thus, the range of recovery

alternatives subject to assessment in the SOR are those which address the survival ofjuve-

nile migrants. Compared to other elements of salmon recovery analyzed in this thesis,

those actions which involve alteration of the federal hydropower system in the Columbia

Basin, as described in Section 6.2.2, exhibit the potential to have far greater economic

impact due to the intensity of the use of CR Basin resources than do other components of

salmon recovery. The extensive documentation and relative sophistication of the eco-

nomic assessments provided in the SOR also allow the cost estimates provided therein to

be regarded as the best available. For the same reason, the SOR is used as the foundation

of the economic effects portion of this thesis. Also, because of the range of economic

effects assessed in the SOR, it would be inefficient to attempt to give a complete summary
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of each individual component of the of the analysis. To summarize the analysis of changes

in consumer electricity rates alone would significantly expand the range of this thesis.

Specific assumptions and techniques are noted, where necessary, in the cost assessment

results section (Section 8.2) to allow interpretation of stated values. A more general

description of the structure of the welfare economics approach to policy analysis will be

provided below, and the interested reader will be directed to the relevant sections of the

SOR for the derivation of specific items in the economic effects assessment. Also, see

Huppert and Fluharty, Appendix C (1994, p. A.8-A.12) for a critique of the analytical

methods used in the SOR.

7.1.2 Huppert and Fluharty (1994)

In conjunction with development of the recovery plan required under ESA, NMFS

has convened two advisory committees: the Salmon Recovery Team (SRT), whose task it

is to develop a set of recommended actions for compliance with the ESA, and the Eco-

nomic Technical Committee (ETC), charged with the economic assessment of the SRT's

recommendations. A final report of the latter, produced by Daniel Huppert and David Flu-

harty (Huppert and Fluharty, 1995), addresses the full range of recovery measures

included in the SRT report, which includes spawning and rearing habitat restoration, mod-

ifications in hatchery and hydrosystem operations, reduction in sport and commercial har-

vest, improvements in smolt transportation, and several changes to the organizational

structure of state and federal agencies dealing with salmon and associated resources. As

previously noted, many of the SRT's recommendations are presently impossible to quan-

tify in terms of their effect on salmon restoration. Similarly, Huppert and Fluharty have

found the economic effects of many of the same actions difficult to quantify with much

precision.

The specific actions covered by both the SRT and ETC reports and this thesis are

principally harvest restrictions and measures for downstream migration survival. As noted
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above, the economic impacts of the latter are the subject of analysis in the SOR, and the

Huppert and Fluharty report draws on the SOR for this component of the analysis. The

authors provide a useful summary of the SOR process and further clarify some conceptual

issues, particularly with regard to the use of replacement cost as a proxy for market prices

(see below). Of primary importance for this thesis, the authors estimate the net social costs

of restricting non-treaty in-river fisheries and of the Oregon and Washington ocean troll

fisheries. While restrictions in the treaty fisheries are discussed in the context of sockeye

harvest, the authors note that some of the impact of changes in this fishery are likely to be

chiefly of cultural rather than economic significance. This also holds for the treaty com-

mercial fall chinook harvest. Recognizing that the results will somewhat underestimate the

economic impact to the treaty fishery, the authors do not attempt to fully assess these costs

and they are likewise treated incompletely in this thesis. So also are the institutional con-

straints to negotiating reductions in treaty fisheries.

The authors make note of factors that are likely to offset to some degree the costs

to the fishery, in particular the long-term benefits that are likely to accrue as a result of

increasing the size of the stock through restoration efforts, implementation of live-capture

gear within currently mixed stock fisheries to allow continuation of harvest of the targeted

stocks. Since the ocean and terminal harvest fleets remaining after an initial, one-time-

only buyback are sufficient to fully exploit the annual allowable harvest of the targeted

stocks, the authors assume that the buyback program fully encompasses the costs of limit-

ing the fishery. The analysis focuses mainly on the cost of a government funded buyback

in the non-treaty commercial gillnet and ocean troll fisheries, including vessels, gear and

permits. As described in detail in Huppert and Fluharty (p. 3.54-3.58), assessing the cost

of the buy-back is a complicated endeavor and requires certain assumptions, particularly

in regard to the value of permits and implementation of the program. Fundamentally, the

value to the holder of the permit captures the discounted value of future expected profits,



i.e., the present value of expected revenues from sale of harvested fish less the present

value of fixed and expected variable costs of harvest:

(PH,O,)
Permit Value

(l+d)t

Where P represents the price of salmon caught, Ht is the harvest volumeper permit holder

in year t, Otis the annual operating cost of the fishing operation to each permit holder in

year t, and d is the permit holder's discount rate. Depending on the magnitude of d, as I

gets large, the present value of the permit in increasingly distant time periods diminishes

to zero. In addition, since the intention of the buyback includes reduction of the fleet1, the

buyback includes government purchase and retirement of fishing vessels and gear in addi-

tion to the permits. Thus, the amount paid to the permit holders would include the permit

value above, as well as the price of the vessel and gear. Since the variable costs, e.g., fuel,

labor costs, equipment maintenance and replacement, will be avoided in the event of

retirement of the permit, they are not included in the cost of the buyback. While this seems

fairly simple, the authors discuss five specific impediments to the implementation of such

a structure which may ultimately strongly influence the costs in one direction or the other.

Perhaps the most important of these from an economic perspective is the fact that permit

values differ, potentially quite drastically, between different permit holders, depending on

fishing ability and productivity. The result is that the figures derived are, admittedly

approximations of the ultimate costs of the buyback.

Finally, the SRT specifies a 100 percent buyback of the Zone 1-5 gillnet fishery

and a 50% buyback of the Washington and Oregon ocean troll fishery. In contrast this the-
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1. The costs of the vessel and gear buyback, insofar as it is intended to reduce the capitalization within the
fishery and prevent redeployment in other fisheries in the region, arguably should not be attributed to imple-
mentation of the ESA for the Snake River stocks.This view would hold that only the permit buyback, i.e.,
that action necessary to specifically prevent harvest of the listed stocks, should be counted. There is no
attempt to adjust the figures cited from this study for this consideration.
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sis includes a range of alternative harvest restrictions, including 50% and 100% in the

Zone 1-5 and Zone 6 fishery, 50% and 100% in the combined Zone 1-5 and Zone 6 and

WA/OR troll fishery, and the same level of reductions in West Coast Vancouver Island

(WCVI) fishery. Thus, to adapt the figures provided by Huppert and Fluharty, it is

assumed in this analysis that a) harvest mortality is reduced in a 1/1 ratio to the proportion

of permits retired and that the permit buy-back costs can thus be scaled directly to adjust

for different levels of reduction within the respective components of the fishery, and b)

that, based on relative catch rates, the same values derived for the WA/OR troll fishery can

be extended to the BC troll fishery, and from the non-treaty to the treaty fishery. It is rec-

ognized that a number of complications exist with inclusion in this thesis of restriction in

the Canadian fishery, both in terms of jurisdiction and, as discussed below, cost accounting

within the perspective of national economic development. However, since the institutional

mechanism for harvest reductions is assumed to be (at least initially) a voluntary permit

buy-back, it is at last plausible that regulatory jurisdiction is not a concern. Also, since the

permit-buyback constitutes an agency cost attributable to the NED account, inclusion is

consistent with the stated accounting stance. Additional concerns arise with respect to

decreasing the harvest levels of the treaty fishery. Similarly, it is assumed that the permit

values assessed for the non-treaty gill-net fishery are transferable to the treaty commercial

fishery. The political issues involved will be left for more expert commentary.

7.2 Methodological issues and empirical assumptions

In addition to the conceptual framework of welfare theory discussed above, certain

adjustments must be made to the welfare effects results derived by application of the

framework in order to compare all figures against a common baseline and in commensu-

rate terms. As some of these issues have been discussed in earlier sections, particularly

Section 3.2 where empirical conventions specified under WRC Guidelines are noted, this

discussion will be brief.
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7.2.1 Accounting stance and planning horizon

As noted above, the appropriate accounting stance for this study is to focus on

effects to the domestic US economy. While the greatest part of the direct and indirect wel-

fare effects are expected to fall in the Northwest region, considerable federal expenditures

drawn from US general tax revenues extend the effects beyond the region. The analysis of

economic impacts will be focused within the region. Additionally, the inclusion of alterna-

tives beyond the jurisdiction of US agencies, principally the curtailment of B C fisheries,

expands the scope of this analysis beyond that implied by the specified accounting stance.

Rather than expand the accounting stance to include both the US and Canadian domestic

economies, the economic effects of alternatives on the BC fisheries have been to a degree

incorporated into the assessment of changes in the NED account. The assumption

employed is that reductions in BC fisheries would be affected by buyback by US fisheries

agencies of Canadian fishing permits in a program similar to that proposed for US fisher-

ies. While this clearly glosses over significant diplomatic concerns, the relevant issue for

this thesis is that, in the event that such a policy is implemented, compensatory payments

would come from US agencies. Since such payments would not be between different enti-

ties within the US economy, agency costs would not be considered income transfers, and

would thus be deductions from the NED account. Note, however, that only agency expen-

ditures are included in this case, and not indirect economic effects. For the purpose of eco-

nomic impact analysis which focuses on subregions of the Northwest and individual

industry groups, the Canadian fishery is considered separately from US fisheries.

The convention used in the SOR for defining the period of analysis, or planning

horizon, is also adhered to in this thesis. The SOR adopts a 100 year planning horizon, pri-

marily to deemphasize the influence of discounting on flow alternatives which cannot be

implemented for a period of several years, such as the natural river drawdown alternatives

(SOS 5a and SOS 5b) which are projected to become operational in the year 2010. Thus,
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costs anticipated to occur as far in the future as 2095 are included in this thesis. In particu-

lar, those projects which involve annually recurring costs, such as operating and mainte-

nance costs and changes in hydroelectric generating capacity, are assumed to be incurred

each year until 2095. It is recognized that this assumption may be rather unrealistic in light

of the complex changes that will occur over a period of 100 years. However, as such

changes are impossible to anticipate reliably, any assumption is unrealistic beyond a cer-

tain point. The advantage of assuming annual costs will persist through the entire period of

the analysis is that a standard of comparison is established. The reader should note how-

ever, that the stated magnitude of costs may be somewhat overestimated.

7.2.2 Real versus nominal costs

Because this analysis encompasses costs and benefits occurring over a large span

of years, the dollar values reported during different time periods are not completely com-

mensurate due to the effect of inflation. The standard practice in all multi-year cost

accounting is to convert nominal dollar values to an inflation adjusted form, known as real

dollars. The major data sources for this study use 1993 as the base year for analysis, and

adjust dollar values reported for prior years by a price index to reflect the purchasing

power relative to the base year. Given uncertainties in trying to anticipate inflation forward

to the planning horizon, future costs are estimated in 1993 dollars. This obviates the need

for base year conversion.

7.2.3 Present value and annualized costs

A related but distinct issue to that noted above is the time value ofmoney. For a

number of reasons, the value to an individual of a dollar received today is less than the

value of a guarantee of receiving a dollar at a future date. The rate at which the value of

economic costs and benefits declines as the time to their occurrence increases in termed

the discount rate. If the discount rate is known, then the value, in real dollars, of economic
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effects at different points in the future can be discounted to their present value in the cur-

rent time period. Mathematically the present value of future costs is stated:

Present Value
1=1

where Ct is the cost occurring in year t, t=l,...T, T is the planning horizon, and d is the dis-

count rate. If the planning horizon is defined over a finite period of time, such as 100 years

as required under the WRC guidelines, then discounted costs would be summed over the

defined planning horizon.

The determination of the appropriate discount rate is a difficult issue which

involves ethical considerations with respect to intergenerational equity, as well as techni-

cal questions involving risk and uncertainty (see Lind, 1982). While a range of discount

rates is used in the literature, the data sources used for this thesis employ discount rates of

both 3.0%, generally considered to be approximately the social rate of time preference,

and 8.25%, specified as the cost of government borrowing. The same convention is

applied in this thesis, reporting results for both rates to allow a sensitivity analysis based

on discount rate.

The convention of annualizing the total costs of a policy action is also commonly

employed in power planning, and results in both the SOR and Huppert and Fluharty use

this approach in addition to reporting the net present value of welfare effects. Annualizing

total costs allows comparison of the magnitude of economic effects by expressing the total

project costs in terms of equal annual expenditures. The approach is similar to expressing

the cost of a single large investment as equal periodic installments (amortization). Thus,

annuRil7atlon of the costs of a recovery alternative would involve assessing the present

value of costs over the 100 year planning horizon, and then appropriating those to 100

equal installments. Mathematically:
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where A is the annualized cost, PV (as defined above) is the present value of total costs

over the planning horizon, and d is the discount rate. Again following the conventional of

the major sources used for this thesis, results are reported in annualized costs as well as

present value, for both a 3.0% and 8.25% rate of discount.

7.2.4 Baseline conditions

A fundamental step in policy analysis is the identification of baseline conditions

which define the "no-action" alternative. Additional policy alternatives are then evaluated

relative to the baseline. While in essence this seems rather simple, in practice it often

involves some degree of guesswork regarding conditions that would have existed if a par-

ticular policy action had not been taken. In the case of this thesis, which is focused on the

cost-effectiveness of policy alternatives for implementation of ESA recovery planning, the

difficulty is differentiating those actions that could be attributed exclusively to the ESA

from those which are mandated under other existing laws and regulations and would have

occurred without the federal listing of the three Snake River stocks under ESA. Additional

federal laws affecting salmon and freshwater habitat include the Clean Water Act and the

Federal Land Planning and Management Act. In particular, this is complicated by the sev-

eral regional land and water resource planning programs currently ongoing which deal

directly with salmon habitat and survival, including the SOR, NPPC Columbia River Fish

and Wildlife Program (NPPC, 1992), Federal Ecosystem Management Assessment Team

planning, (kEMAT, 1993), PACFISH (1993), Pacific Fisheries Management Council plan-

ning (PFMC, 1994), and a host of state and local initiatives. The result, as Huppert and

Fluharty note (p. 2.9) is that any clear definition of baseline conditions is, unavoidably,
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somewhat arbitrary. Having issued this caveat, the following guidelines are specified for

definition for the baseline conditions for evaluation of SR salmon recovery alternatives.

The time period specified as preceding actions undertaken for SR salmon under the

ESA is prior to April 22, 1992, the date of listing for SR spring/summer and fall chinook.

While actual changes in federal agency management activities did not occur until the

NMFS Section 7 consultants were released (NMFS, 1993), using the date of listing may

address the possibility that agencies or individuals may have altered their behavior in

anticipation of management changes subject to regulatory requirement of ESA Section 7

consultations.

The SOR identifies System Operating Strategy 2c, which follows system opera-

tions as they existed prior to actions required under the NMFS requirements (see Section

6.1.1 above), as the no-action alternative, and the same convention is adopted in this the-

sis. Since the bulk of economic effects and impacts of salmon recovery are associated with

river operations, this likewise defines the largest component of baseline conditions. See

SOR Appendix 0 for further detail on baselines employed therein.

With regard to fisheries management, the average (mean) of harvest levels in the

respective fisheries during the ten years prior to the federal listing (1981-1991) is used as

the baseline level of harvest. This may strongly overstate the impact to fisheries under the

ESA if fisheries management agencies continue to impose harvest restrictions on behalf of

stocks other than the federally listed stocks.

The inability to offer an analysis of a wide range of habitat improvement alterna-

tives is a significant limitation of this analysis, but largely obviates the need to differenti-

ate ESA actions from a number of other land and water resource mandates. With regard to

the habitat measures analyzed in this thesis, the baseline condition is assumed to be the

absence of these actions, unless there is clear indication that the action is required under
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other mandates and implementation was ongoing or imminent before the listing decision

was made by NMFS. In particular, Huppert and Fluharty (pp.3.9) note that irrigation

diversion and pump station screening in salmonid habitat is required by state laws in

Washington, Oregon and Idaho and is a long term, on-going program. Thus, diversion and

pump screening costs are part of the baseline costs and are, therefore, assessed as net ben-

efits in alternatives which do not include screening. It is noted that such alternatives would

be in violation of current laws and implementation would require legislative action.

7.3 Economic Impacts

As noted above, the interest in the economic dimension of policy alternatives does

not end with the magnitude of associated welfare effects. While the advantage of welfare

analysis is that a great deal of information is condensed into a single, commensurate mea-

sure of value changes, much associated information is obscured. The distribution of wel-

fare effects and changes in income and employment amongst different groups of

individuals are of significant concern to policy makers as well as the public. Economic

impact analysis, or regional economic evaluation in the terminology of WRC guidelines,

encompasses these additional concerns.

In addition to breaking out the welfare changes between geographic regions and

industry groups, perhaps the chief distinction between welfare effects and economic

impacts is that the latter include purely pecuniary effects, or income transfers between dif-

ferent parties. While a transfer of income from electricity rate payers to fishing families

may represent a zero net gain in income to the national economy, both parties, as well as

policy makers, are interested in knowing that such a transfer wifi take place under a given

policy alternative. Thus, while efficiency analysis is intended to be a value-neutral pro-

cess, impact analysis implicitly recognizes the political nature of policy making.
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In the context of salmon recovery planning, and the data sources employed in the

economic analysis in this thesis, impact analysis is comprised largely of disaggregating

the different components that are combined into welfare analysis. That is, because welfare

analysis is built up from assessing costs and benefits, i.e., income gains and losses, within

different industry groups and in different regions, netting out pecuniary effects, and then

aggregating, the initial steps of impact analysis are a "by-product" of welfare analysis.

The analytical tool most commonly employed in regional impact analysis is input-

output modelling (1-0). 1-0 takes output changes measured in industries directly affected

by the proposed policy alternative and applies a set of multipliers, or regional purchase

coefficients (RPC's), which measure the degree to which payments for goods and services

(including production input and labor) purchased locally remain within the region or are

paid outside the region for imported goods and services, to estimate indirect impacts. Pay-

ments for imports are termed leakages, and the differences between purchase transfers and

leakages remains to recirculate within the local/regional economy. With each successive

round of spending, additional leakages occur and subsequent indirect effects taper off.1

Comparison of combined direct and indirect effects between different sub-regions allows

a distributional analysis by region. Similarly, since the impact analysis is built up from

impacts in specific industries, it is possible to compare impacts between industry groups,

either within the entire region, or separately within subregions.

The SOR defines eight sub-regions for impact analysis (Table 7.1), which are a set

of multi-county groupings within the four Northwest states (Washington, Oregon, Idaho,

and Montana). Results of impact analysis for these regions are presented in the next chap-

ter. Direct and indirect impacts to income within the each of the subregions are estimated

by industry group or impact category defined under WRC guidelines (fisheries, recreation,

1. The mechanics of 1-0 analysis, including the specific application of the IMPLAN 1-0 model, to salmon
recovery planning are detailed in SOR. Appendix 0 (p. 3.54).
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flood control, farm income, municipal and industrial water supply, navigation, electricity,

and implementation costs). Input-output analysis includes changes in labor demand within

impact categories and subregions and thus yields estimates of employment impacts for

policy alternatives. Again, comparison of income and employment impacts between sub-

regions and impact categories allows consideration of distributional considerations.

Table 7.1: Pacific Northwest Subregions (From SOR App. 0, p. 3.61)

Subregion Counties

Puget Sound Washington: Whatcom, Skagit, Snohomish, King. Pierce. Thurston

West Coast Washington: Clallam, Jefferson, Grays Harbor, Pacific, Wahkiakum, Cowlitz
Oregoir Clatsop, Tillamook, Lincoln, Columbia

Portland Washington: Clark
Oregon: Multnomah, Washington, Clackamas, Yanihill

Mid Columbia Washington: Skamania, Klickitat, Benton, Franklin
Oregon: Hood River, Wasco, Sherman, Giliam, Morrow, Umatilla

Upper Columbia Washington' Yakima, Kittitas, Chelan, Okanogan., Douglas, Grant, Lincoln,
Adams

Lower Snake Washington: Columbia, Garfield, Asotin, Whitman
Oregon: Wallowa
Idaho: Latah, Nez Perce, Lewis, Learwater, Idaho, Custer, Leinhi

Northeast Washington: Pend Orielie, Spokane, Ferry, Stevens
Idaho: Boundary, Bonner, Kootenai, Benewali, Shoshone
Montana: Lincoln, Flathead, Sanders, Lake, Missoula, Mineral

Southern Idaho Oregon: Maiheur
Idaho: Adams, Washington, Payette, Gem, Canyon, Ada, Elmore, Owyhee,
Boise, Valley, Cams Blame, Gooding Lincoln, Jermome, Minidoka, Twin
Falls, Cassia, Jefferson, Madison, Teton, Clark, Fiemont, Butte, Binghani,
Bonneville, Power, Bannock, Caribou, Oneida, Franklin, Bear Lake



8.0 Results

8.1 Simulation Model Results

The full results of the simulation modelling analysis are reported in Appendix A4,

and selected alternatives are reported and discussed in Section 8.3. The results report the

specific actions that comprise the respective alternatives, the mean, median, and standard

error of estimated spawning escapement in the 40th year of the SLCM simulation (from

the population of 100 iterations), and the proportion (%) of iterations of the SLCM model

that achieved escapement estimates at least as high as the specified target escapement lev-

els. This latter figure is interpreted as the probability of survival associated with the alter-

native. Section 8.3 below provides guidelines on interpretation of the results tables.

8.2 Cost Assessment Results by Recovery Alternative

This section describes the results of cost estimation for the recovery actions ana-

lyzed in this thesis. Some degree of detail regarding the derivation of the estimates is pro-

vided and the reader is directed to the cited sources for fuller explanations. Greater detail

is provided where results as published elsewhere have required adjustment for differences

in accounting proceedures such as discount (interest) rate or planning horizon for compat-

ibility with this thesis. Since the implementation timing of alternatives varies, the assump-

tion applied here is that, for alternatives with on-line dates later than the base year (1995)

all baseline conditions, including the no-action flow alternative (SOS2c), current level of

smolt transportation, spill, and predator control continue during the interim period. Thus,

the net costs during the interim period are the same as baseline costs. Also identified is the

incidence of costs amongst the identified river resource uses and associated industries

(implementation costs and agency expenditures, fisheries, flood control, irrigation and
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municipal/industrial water supply, navigation, recreation, grazing, timber, and hydro-

power).

Following the convention in the SOR Appendix 0, it is assumed in this thesis that

no mitigation for the economic effects of the policy alternatives will take place. That is, no

attempt will be made to adjust cost estimates for potential activities to stem negative

impacts of recovery plans. Again this introduces a potential additional upward bias to cost

estimates of considerable magnitude. While the failure to anticipate mitigative actions and

cost savings achieved thereby in each sector and resource use analyzed is understandable

given the scale of the SOR analysis, the draft EIS has been criticized for failure on the part

of the involved agencies even to employ least-cost assumptions of agency costs (see Gar-

rison and Marcus, 1994). While recognizing this bias, it would be intractable to attempt to

anticipate mitigative actions independently within this thesis. As an alternative, the

approach employed herein is to select the "low" estimate when high and low values are

presented in the data sources (principally in the hydroelectricity analysis of the SOR),

unless doing so is clearly unjustified.

The cost estimates reported below are regarded as approximations of the welfare

effects associated with implementation of the ESA for Snake River chinook salmon.

Because some actions analyzed address pressures on exclusively one or another of the

listed stocks, while others benefit both the fall and spring/summer stocks, the cost-effec-

tiveness relationships described in the next section are reported for spring, summer, and

fall chinook separately. However, there is no attempt to attribute the costs of common

recovery actions to each of these three on a proportionate basis.

8.2.1 Restoration and improvement of spawning and rearing habitat

The only habitat improvement action undertaken for Spring and Summer chinook

is screening of irrigation diversions. Huppert, Fluharty and Kenney (1992, p. 3.4 1-3.49)
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provide estimates of capital, construction, and operation and maintenance costs of

improved screening for both smaller scale diversion ditches and larger volume pumping

stations on the mainstem Snake and Columbia Rivers. The authors originally used interest

rates of 4% and 9% and a planning horizon of 15 years. The figures were adjusted to com-

ply with the conventions adhered to in this thesis: 3% and 8.25% interest rates and 100

year planning horizon, including annual incidence of operation and maintenence costs

over the entire planning horizon.

As discussed above, irrigation screening is required under state and federal laws

and is considered a baseline cost. In particular, the federal Mitchell Act of 1938 (PL 7502)

established the Columbia River Fisheries Development Program under which the screen-

ing program is administered with federal funds appropriated under the act. Additional

funding is provided by the state of Washington. Thus, costs of screening are attributed

solely to agency expenditures (implementation costs), and since the "with-action" costs

are considered baseline costs, the without-action costs are the negative of implementation

costs reported in Huppert, Fluharty, and Kenney. Screening costs are identified in Table

8.1.

Table 8.1: Cost Estimates for Irrigation Screening

(Source: adapted from Huppert, Fluharty, and Kenney, 1992, p. 3.41-3.49)

Increases of summer flows in the upper Snake river to prevent dewatering of fall

chinook redds is the only action analyzed for the fall stock. The action requires drafting of

Action AEV@3.0% NPV@3.0% AEV@8.25% NPV@8.25%
($1000's) ($1000's) ($1000's) ($1000's)

No screening -$795 -$25108 -$2,001 -$24,246
Screening 0 0 0 0
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water from Brownlee Reservoir (operated by the Idaho Power Company), as proposed by

NPPC in the CR Basin Fish and Wildlife Program (NPPC, 1992). There is some disjunc-

tion between the source of biological parameters for this action and the economic assess-

ment. That is, the parameterization of this alternative for biological modelling comes from

Fisher, Lee, and Hyman (1993), who cite Idaho Power Company (1991) as the source of

the action itself, which is specified therein as a) draft up to 15OKAF in July, and b) up to

200KAF in September to prevent dewatering of fall chinook redds. Also discussed in the

cited document is the drafting of up to 500KAF from Brownlee during October to aid fall

chinook migration. It is not clear what portion, if any, of the October draft is necessary to

maintain spawning habitat.The ambiguity also applies in the Huppert and Fluharty report,

which also fails to differentiate between flows intended for these two purposes, thus exag-

gerating the cost of flows intended specifically for spawning habitat. Since the latter report

a range of values for economic costs of the combined drafts, the lower value reported is

used in this thesis.

Huppert and Fluharty (1995) consider different scenarios for flow augmentation, in

which drafts of either 427KAF or 1,427KAF alternatively occur only during low flow

years (once in ten years, on average), every fourth year, or every year (with costs increas-

ing accordingly). Since the alternative as described in Idaho Power Company suggests that

drafts would be provided as needed, with the amount allocated for spawning habitat not

appearing to exceed a maximum of approximately 427KAF, this provides additional evi-

dence that the lower range of cost figures should be applied. Huppert and Fluharty discuss

a number of uncertainties encountered in the estimation of the economic effects of shifting

water uses, which accrue mainly to hydroelectricity users and irrigated agriculture, and

present several assumptions made in their analysis (pp 3.40-3.43). Perhaps the principal

assumption is that water will be obtained for drafting through the use of interruptible

water markets. In the absence of water markets, shifting the use of water stored in Brown-

lee Reservoir away from irrigation uses to maintain in-stream flows would entail a much



greater degree of economic dislocation. The authors cite the precedent of water transfers

in the Upper Snake and the existence of a 300KAF "water bank". Thus, the 427KAF

would be obtained partially through purchase from the existing water bank, at a price of

$2.75 /acre-foot (af), and the differential (127KAF) being made up by leasing water from

irrigated agriculture. Citing Hamilton and Whittlesey (Draft, 1992), the authors employ

figures of $80/acre net loss of farm income for temporary interruption of irrigation, and a

release of approximately 3 af of water per acre, yielding an approximate cost of $26.7/af.

If water is only leased in low flow years, agricultural land is taken out of production only

temporarily (the authors consider scenarios of one year in ten and one year in four) and

fixed costs are not avoided. The alternative scenario, in which water is permanently

shifted to in-stream flows and agricultural land is permanently taken out of irrigated pro-

duction, appears to be unlikely and is thus assumed not to apply for the purpose of this

recovery action. Thus, at an on-farm net value of $26.7 per acre-foot of water, the pur-

chase of 127KAF would cost $3.386 million in years when water is purchased.

Since water kept in-stream is available for power generation (unless reservoir

drawdown or fish spill occur, the economic effects of which are discussed below), there is

an offsetting benefit to transferring water from irrigated agriculture. Because water pur-

chased in dry years (i.e., the 1-in-lU years and 1-in-4 years purchase scenarios) occurs

when water for hydroelectric generation is relatively scarce, it contributes principally to

firm power generation. In the permanent purchase scenario, the additional water during

normal and dry years is assumed to contribute to non-firm power generation, yielding a

smaller offsetting value. Huppert and Fluharty conclude that, unless water is permanently

shifted to in-stream flows (i.e., acreage in Idaho and Eastern Oregon is permanently retired

from irrigated agriculture, and the increased water available for power generation during

normal or wet years would contribute principally to non-firm power, rather than firm), the

net effect of the shift is essentially negligible (Huppert and Fluharty, p. 3.42). Thus, for the

purpose of this thesis, it is concluded that there is no difference between the with- and
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without- economic effects of this recovery action both with regard to the NED account and

sectoral and geographic distribution. It should perhaps be noted that the authors cite addi-

tional considerations which they do not quantify, such as the transactions costs of estab-

lishing the water market, the significance of federal farm supports for the economic effects

of temporary or permanent acreage retirement, and whether the purchase of unused water

from the existing water bank is a true welfare effect or an income transfer. The authors

also do not consider indirect economic impacts. However, since irrigators are assumed to

be fully compensated and water transfers are only occasional, the assumption here is that

indirect effects are also negligible.

8.2.2 Smolt passage

The largest range of actions for salmon recovery analyzed in this thesis are aimed

at improving survival of juvenile migrants through the complex of dams and reservoirs on

the Lower Snake and mainstem Columbia rivers. As discussed in Section 6.2.2, passage

actions can be broken down into the following: flow alternatives, intended to decrease the

travel time required for migrating smolts to reach the estuary; spifi and structural modifi-

cations, intended to decrease mortality associated with passage at eight hydroprojects;

smolt transportation; and predator control. Estimates of the economic impacts of each of

the above are summarized below. Since much of the following discussion pertains to

changes in generation of hydropower, a brief review of some issues relevant to assessing

impacts in the electricity markets is provided as a preface, and, again, the reader is referred

to the cited documents for fuller explanation. The same supply-and demand principles dis-

cussed below apply to the impacts in other sectors and resource uses such as navigation

and recreation. However, market conditions are in some respects less complex and

impacts only occur for SOR flow alternatives, and will thus be briefly discussed in the

course of synopsizing the SOR results.
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Many of the alternatives proposed for improving smolt passage involve shifting

the management of hydropower facilities and water resources away from optimal condi-

tions for electrical generation. Changes in system power generating capacity are fore-

casted for the range of operational alternatives analyzed for the SOR in Appendix I

thereof. Appendix 0 (Sections 3.3.6 and 4.8) provides an extensive discussion of the

structure of electricity markets and the alternative measures of economic effects associ-

ated with changes in the supply conditions for hydroelectricity.

Fundamentally, as electrical generation is decreased, the lost capacity will be

replaced by alternative, higher cost sources, principally purchases of electricity on the

open power market (Purchase Case) or construction and operation of gas-fired combustion

turbines (CT Case). Depending on the price elasticity of demand for electricity, the total

amount of electricity demanded will be less at the higher per-unit price. Moreover, there

are a number of distinct markets for electricity in the northwest, including residential,

commercial, industrial, irrigation, and the Direct Service Industries (comprised primarily

of aluminum smelting plants subject to specialized contracts with BPA), and more gener-

ally, retail and wholesale markets. Each of the distinct markets exhibits a different demand

response to changes in power rates, depending on a host of specific characteristics. S OR

planners have employed demand forecast models to estimate the response in the respec-

tive electricity markets under a range of alternative assumptions regarding replacement

costs.1 The end result is an iterative forecast of the ultimate rate changes in response to

supply changes.

As noted above, the most common method of estimating welfare change in most

empirical analyses is to employ estimates of consumer and producer surplus. Estimation

of consumer surplus presumes the existence of marginal cost pricing, however, which is

1. As of the time of this writing, full analysis of the entire range of SOR alternatives discussed in this thesis
has not been published, and some of the results are extrapolated from the subset of completed analyses.
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violated by the average cost pricing policy of BPA (see SOR App. Op. 3.46-3.47). Simpli-

fying assumptions are thus employed in the SOR to generate rough estimates of consumer

surplus: straight-line demand curves, average elasticities, and with- and without-policy

rates based upon baseline conditions and price-based demand responses, respectively.

However, CS is not estimated for the full range of flow alternatives and, as cautioned by

Huppert and Fluharty (pp. C-6), is highly sensitive to imprecision of elasticity estimates.

Also, for the reasons cited by the same authors (pp. 3.39), the assumption in this thesis is

that net replacement cost is most closely estimated by the "Purchase Case" estimates in

which lost capacity is replaced by a (hypothesized) combination of long-term electricity

contracts with utilities in the Southwest and electricity purchases on the spot market.

Thus, given the various estimates of economic effects for changes in hydroelectric genera-

tion presented in the SOR and elsewhere, the net replacement cost using the purchase case

is employed in this thesis as the closest approximation of welfare change available.

8.2.2.1 Spill alternatives

Three alternative spill actions have been analyzed for this thesis, including zero

planned fish spill, spill level targeted at achieving 70% fish passage efficiency (FPE) for

yearling (spring) migrants and 50% FPE for subyearling (summer) migrants, and spill

level targeted at achieving 80/70 FPE. Spill levels for 70/50 FPE are consistent with the

1989 agreement between NPPC and the Corps of Engineers and thus constitute the base-

line spill level (see COE, 1993 for details on fish spill operations). Huppert, Fluharty and

Kenney review the economic effects of three spill alternatives, in addition the baseline

level consistent with the NPPC spill agreement and the 70/50 spill level analyzed in this

thesis. The 80/70 spill alternative considered in this thesis is most similar to the 25%

increase over baseline spill considered in Huppert et al. Figures for economic effects of

the zero-spill alternative are extrapolated from the effects of the 10% spifi increase ana-

lyzed therein. Economic impacts of spill alternatives are associated solely with lostgener-



8.2.2.2 Flow (SOR) alternatives

The nature of the SOR alternatives, which are composed generally of pre-listing

operations, flow augmentation alternatives, and natural river level and minimum operating

pool drawdown of the four Lower Snake River and John Day projects, are more fully

described in Section 6. As previously noted, each of the SOR alternatives has extensive

economic impacts and welfare effects throughout the Pacific Northwest region. Results for

each alternative are summarized in Tables 8.3a and 8.3b and the following synopsis of the

discussion contained in the SOR in regard to impacts proceeds by sector/resource use

affected. As noted above alternatives with delayed (later than 1995) on-line dates, i.e.,

SOS 5 and 6, baseline operations are assumed to continue in the interim between 1995 and

the on-line date, and that, prior to annualization, net changes from baseline costs are nil

during the interim. Again, for an independent critique of the analytical approaches

employed in the SOR, see Appendix C of Huppert and Fluharty.Implementation costs
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ating capacity. Operation for fish spill does not involve significant capital costs and the

figures reported therefore are annually recurring costs associated with lost generating

capacity. NPV for the 100 year planning horizon and annual costs, both reported for 3%

and 8.25% interest rates, are provided in Table 8.2. Economic impacts thus accrue solely

to electricity rate payers.

Table 8.2: Cost Estimates for Spill Alternatives

SpillAltema- AEV@3% NPV@3% AEV@)8.25% NPV@)8.25%
five ($1000's) ($1000's) (51000's) ($1000's)

No fish spill -30,000,000 -947,967,000 -30,000,000 -363,505,000
70/5Ospill 0 0 0 0
80170 spill 9,000,000 284,390,000 9,000,000 109,052,000
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Table 8.3a: Summary of SOR Flow Alternatives AEV and NPV using a Discount Rate of 3.00% ($1000'

COSTS OF RECOVERY
ALTERNATIVES

Implementation Anadromous
Fish

flood
Control

Irrigation M&I Navigation Hydropower Recreation TOTAL

SOR ALTERNATIVES AEV @ 3% AEV @3% AEV @ AEV @ 3% AEV @ AEV @ 3% AEV @ 3% AEV @ 3% AEV @3.0%(Source: SOR) 3% 3%

SOS 1A 0 1,860 5 0 0 -112 -45,000 -3,700 -46,947
SOS lB 0 1,780 10 0 0 -119 -61,000 -4,186 -63,515
SOS2C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SOS 3A 0 -580 94 0 0 190 214,000 2,362 216,065
SOS 3B 0 -1,920 94 0 0 189 225,000 2,424 225,787
SOS 5A 77,700 540 5 5,265 747 9,341 45,000 7,560 146,158
SOS 513 77,700 530 7 5,332 749 13,579 60,000 10,691 168,588
SOS 6A 24,980 ,530 7 4,803 717 13,124 34,000 7,919 94,079
SOS 6B 24,980 8,740 7 4,834 718 18,256 34,000 10,864 102,398
SOS 6C 2,200 8,760 8 3,374 713 1,319 21,000 6,359 43,732
SOS 6D 2,200 9,200 8 3,374 713 1,924 27,000 8,343 52,761

NPV@3% NPV@3% NPV@ NPV@3% NPV@ NPV@3% NPV@3% NPV@3% NPV@3%
3% 3%

SOS 1A 0 58,774 164 0 0 -3,539 -1,421,951 -116,916 -1,483,467
SOS lB 0 56,246 322 0 0 -3,760 -1,927,533 -132,273 -2,006,998
SOS2C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SOS 3A 0 -18,327 2,054 0 0 6,004 6,762,166 74,621 6,827,417
SOS 313 0 -60,670 2,95 0 0 5,972 7,109,754 76,596 7,134,606
SOS 5A 2,455,235 17,063 161 166,368 23,604 295,165 1,421,951 238,891 4,618,439
SOS 5B 2,455,235 16,747 212 168,485 23,668 429,082 1,895,934 337,833 5,327,196
SOS 6A 789,341 269,539 209 151,770 22,656 414,704 1,074,363 250,216 2,972,797
SOS 68 789,341 276,174 209 152,749 22,688 576,870 1,074,363 343,275 3,235,668
SOS 6C 69,518 276,806 243 106,615 22,531 41,679 663,577 200,941 1,381,909
SOS 6D 69,518 290,710 243 106,615 22,530 60,796 853,170 263,614 1,667,196



Table 8.3b: Summary of SOR Flow Alternatives AEV and NPV using a Discount Rate of 8.25% ($1000's)

COSTS OF RECOVERY
ALTERNATIVES

Implementati
on

Anadromous
Fish

Flood Con-
trol

Irrigation M&I Navigation Hydropower Recreation TOTAL

SOR ALTERNATIVES AEV @ AEV @ 8.25% AEV @ AEV @ 8.25% AEV @ AEV @ 8.25% AEV @ 8.25% AEV @ 8.25% AEV @3.0%
(Source: SOR) 8.25% 8.25% 8.25%

SOS IA 0 1,530 5.2 0 0 -11 -45,000 -3,700 -47,276
SOS lB 0 1,440 10.2 0 0 -119 -61,000 -4,186 -63,854
SOS2C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SOS 3A 0 -490 93 0 0 190 214,000 2,361 216,155
SOS 3B 0 -1,600 93.5 0 0 189 225,000 2,424 226,106
SOS 5A 134,000 7(X) 2.7 2,575 475 4,564 22,000 3,969 168,286
SOS 5B 134,0(X) 680 3.3 2,607 476 6,636 29,000 5,227.8 178,630.1
SOS 6A 50,500 4,490 4.1 2,976 583 4,499 21,000 4,907.1 88,959.2
SOS 6B 50,500 4,610 4.1 2,995 584 7,559 21,000 6,732.1 93,984.2
SOS 6C 4,370 4,780 6.1 2,654 743 1,056 16,000 5,002.4 34,611.5
SOS 6D 4,370 5,060 6.1 2,654 743 1,615 22,000 6,562.6 43,010.7

NPV@ NPV@ 8.25% NPV@ NPV@ 8.25% NPV@ NPV@ 8.25% NPV@ 8.25% NPV@ 8.25% NPV@ 8.25%
8.25% 8.25% 8.25%

SOS IA 0 18,539 63 0 0 -1,357 -545,258 -44,832 -572,845
SOS lB 0 17,448 123 0 0 -1,441 -739,127 -50,721 -773,718
SOS2C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SOS 3A 0 -5,937 1,132 0 0 2,302 2,593,003 28,613 2,619,115
SOS 3B 0 -19,386 1,132 0 0 2,290 2,726,288 29,371 2,739,696
SOS 5A 1,623,656 8,481 33 31,201 5,755 55,301 266,570 48,100 2,039,099
SOS 5B 1,623,656 8,239 40 31,588 5,768 80,407 351,388 63,344 2,164,432
SOS 6A 611,900 54,405 50 36,060 7,064 54,514 254,454 59,459 1,077,904
SOS 6B 611,900 55,859 50 36,290 7,076 91,591 254,454 81,572 1,138,791
SOS 6C 52,951 57,918 72 32,158 9,003 12,795 193,869 60,613 419,382



8.2.2.2.1 Implementation costs

Implementation costs of a policy alternative are comprised of demolition, modifi-

cation and construction costs, annual operation and maintenance costs, replacement costs

over the life of the project or planning horizon, and interest costs accrued over the devel-

opment phase of an alternative. As noted in Huppert and Fluharty, this latter component,

known as interest during construction (DC) is equivalent to interest on a private construc-

tion loan, i.e., the opportunity cost of funds during the interval between expenditure and

project on-line date. Since the Corps of Engineers is typically reimbursed by the entities

which assume ownership of facilities once the Corps completes construction, the reim-

bursement typically includes payments for both interest and principal components of con-

struction costs.

The only SOR passage alternatives that involve implementation costs above base-

line are the drawdown alternatives: SOSs 5a, 5b, 6a, 6b, 6c, and 6d, which involve sub-

stantial modification of the Lower Snake projects and John Day to permit drawdown. Note

that alternatives 6c and 6d require modifications of Lower Granite and John Day dams

exclusively. Results reported in Table 8.3a include the NPV of economic effects and the

annualized costs amortized at 3% over the 100 year planning period. Data in Table 8.3b

provide the same figures using an 8.25% interest rate.

8.2.2.2.2 Anadromous fisheries

In addition to the effects the SOR alternatives are predicted to have on the feder-

ally listed SR stocks, and a host of other anadromous stocks and resident species are likely

to be affected. To the extent that passage alternatives improve conditions for the listed

stocks, passage conditions, and therefore survival to adulthood improve to a greater or

lesser degree for other stocks, many of which form the basis of commercial and recre-

ational fisheries. Thus, economic impacts in the associated fisheries are estimated in the
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SOR. The same set of simulation models employed in this thesis for forecasting effects on

the listed stocks were used by SOR planners to forecast populations of 8 indicator stocks

and thus increases in the potential harvest of Columbia River salmon and steelhead. The

simulation modelling is detailed in SOR Appendix C: Anadromous Fish, to which the

reader is referred for explanation of modelling assumptions. The results reported there are

presented as Continuous distributions and the economic analysis of net costs is based upon

the median reported values of population forecasts of the target stocks. Also note that,

though the same models were employed as those used in this thesis, the set of model

assumptions applied is not identical to that applied in this thesis and there is no attempt to

reconcile the SOR model results with those generated for this thesis. Ultimately, however,

the same caveats are offered regarding the population forecasts in both this study and the

SOR.

In regard to the assumptions employed in the economic analysis of fishery man-

agement changes, the SOR economists consider both "discounted" and "nondiscounted"

cases for net costs to fisheries with the former incorporating the differential in implemen-

tation timing between the flow alternatives into the NPV and annualized net benefits esti-

mates. The "discounted" figures are used in this thesis. Catch and value figures used to

estimate the economic value of population and harvest changes is based on the average

annual for 1987-1991.

Estimates are derived separately for recreational and commercial harvest. For the

latter, the value of increased harvests is assessed for two cases: a) benefits are based on the

ex-vessel value of increased harvest, or alternatively, b) using a net-to-gross ratio of 50%.

As the net benefits are a closer approximation of producer surplus, case b) is used in this

thesis. The consumer surplus values for benefits in the recreational component of the

anadromous fishery are based on a review of survey-based valuation studies for similar

recreational fisheries. Walsh, Johnson, and McKean (1992) are cited as the chief source of



1. Results of regional studies are reported in the alternative comparison tables in SOR Appendix 0, e.g.,
Table 5-7 (pp. 5.19), as "high A-fish values".
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the collected studies and their review. Studies were selected to match as closely as possi-

ble the relevant conditions of the Columbia River and associated anadromous fisheries and

harvest changes estimated to occur therein. Studies are categorized according to the time

period in which they were completed (1968-1992, 1983-1982) and on regional bounds.

The results which are based upon extrapolations from studies performed within the north-

west region are intermediate to the range of values reported1, and are assumed in this the-

sis to most closely represent the consumer surplus associated with harvest changes due to

the respective SOR alternatives. Note that CS figures reported do not include "non-use"

values. Values reported in the Anadromous Fish columns of Tables 8.3a-b are AEV and

NPV, based on expected average harvests, aggregated over the affected commercial and

recreational fisheries.

8.2.2.2.3 Flood control

Methods used for estimation of costs of flood damage associated with alternative

hydrosystem operations are detailed in SOR App. 0, Sections 3.3.3 and 4.5. Because flood

control is one of the multiple uses of the Columbia Basin hydrosystem, changes in system

operation clearly have potential to change average annual flood-related property damage

and associated costs. The Corps of Engineers uses a forecast model, the Expected Annual

Damage (BAD) model, to estimate the level of flood damage expected in any given year.

Since weather conditions for flood levels are probabilistic in nature, with events of

increasing levels of severity occurring with decreasing frequency, the standard approach

is, in simple terms, to estimate the EAD as the sum of the damages associated with flood

events of different levels of severity multiplied by the probability thereof. Cost estimates

for the EAD projections for each of the included flow alternatives are displayed in Tables

8 .3a-b.



8.2.2.2.4 Irrigation and municipal and industrial water supply

Flow alternatives which involve changes in reservoir elevations (SOS 5 and SOS

6) have the potential to increase costs to entities which pump water from reservoirs. Reser-

voir pumping is conducted by both commercial irrigated agriculture and M&I users,

which are comprised of both municipal and industrial water users, fish hatcheries, and

Corps of Engineers pumping for recreational areas and wildlife habitat. Pumping impacts

from drawdown alternatives are expected to occur at Grand Coulee, Ice Harbor, John Day,

Lower Granite, Lower Monumental, and Little Goose poois. Costs associated with

changes in pumping conditions are attributed to a) capital modification costs of pumping

equipment required by some drawdown alternatives, and b) greater annual operating costs,

primarily increased energy (electrical) costs to pump water a greater vertical distance

(total dynamic head). Economic effects on irrigators are estimated as changes to annual

net farm income and the NPV of income changes over the period of analysis and effects on

M&I pumpers are estimated as net change in annual operation, maintenance and power

costs and annualized capital costs, the NPV of the sum of these costs for the period of

analysis. Again, mitigative actions such as pumping and storing, changes in cropping pat-

terns or irrigation methods are not assessed. Results for the two categories ofpumpers

reported in SOR App. 0 (pp. 4.44, 4.48) are summarized in Tables 8.2a and 8.2b for inter-

est rates of 3% and 8.25, respectively.

8.2.2.2.5 Navigation

SOR analysis of navigation impacts is broken down into shallow draft navigation,

as occurs on the Lower Snake and mainstem Columbia rivers, deep draft navigation in the

lower portion of the mainstem CR and log rafting on Dworshak reservoir. None of the

flow alternatives were found to have significant effects on deep draft navigation. The vari-

ous alternatives that involved drawdown to below minimum operating pool were found to

have significant impacts on shallow draft navigation in the Lower Snake River. SOR plan-
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ners used a set of transportation models that simulated adjustment in commodity shipping

patterns depending on currently available shipping and storage capacity to determine the

least-cost alternative in the event of changes in barge shipping availability. The models

employed do not assume permanent changes in current patterns. Thus, during periods

when pools are at normal levels, commodities would be shipped via barge as in the base-

line scenario. Also, the models do not forecast changes in alternative shipping and storage

capacity resulting from policy-induced long-term or recurring shortages which may occur.

The costs estimated are thus potentially upward biased.

Economic effects associated with changes in elevation of Dworshak reservoir

affecting log rafting are also estimated in App. 0. With the exception of flow augmenta-

tion scenarios (SOS 3a and 3b), which release water stored in Dworshak for spring salmon

migration, the flow alternatives in this thesis are estimated to improve conditions for log

rafting and thereby reduce the associated costs. Net economic effects aggregated forshal-

low draft navigation and log rafting on Dworshak are reported in Tables 8.3a-b.

8.2.2.2.6 Hydropower

The methods used to assess the impacts of alternative hydrosystem operations on

electrical generation and rate payers are reviewed in the introduction to Section 7.2. Val-

ues reported in Table 8.3 a-b are the annual equivalent value of net replacement costs

assuming the "purchase case" for replacement and the NPV thereof evaluated for 1995.

8.2.2.2.7 Recreation

Welfare change estimates are generated for the flow alternatives by forecasting net

changes in five different recreational activities (measured as number of recreation days)

under each alternative and multiplying by estimates of consumer surplus per recreation

day drawn from the economics literature. Activities included are boating, fishing (exclu-

sive of salmon and steelhead), camping, picnicking and other day use, and swimming.



Aggregated values for total changes in consumer surplus for recreation are reported in

Tables 8.3a-b.

8.2.2.3 Smolt transportation

Three alternative smolt transportation regimes have been analyzed: no transporta-

tion; the current (baseline) level of transportation, which involves operation of four collec-

tion facilities and release of smolts below Bonneville dam; and the addition of a fifth

transportation facility at the head of Lower Granite reservoir. Numerous proposals exist

for improving the effectiveness of the current smolt transportation regime without the

addition of a fifth collection facility, none of which are analyzed in detail here due to the

lack of parameter estimates. The economic effects of the three transport alternatives,

which are comprised of operating and maintenance costs and, in the case of the upstream

collector option, of construction costs (all of which fall under the heading of implementa-

tion costs) are summarized in Table 8.4. Figures are adapted for interest rate and planning

horizon from Huppert and Fluharty and SCS (App. E 1994, pp 6.9). As stated in SCS, the

O&M costs associated with operation of an upsteam collection facility are assumed to be

the same as for the current 4 dam transport program. Thus, in the "no transport" alterna-

tive where O&M costs are avoided, the net benefit is assumed to be the annual $5 1 mil-

lion O&M costs avoided. The on-line date for the 5 dam transport alternative is assumed

to be 2003, eight years after the baseline date.

Table 8.4: Cost Estimates for Smolt Transportation Alternatives
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Transport alternative Ally ($l000's) NPV (1000's) AEV ($l000's) NPV (1000's)
@3% @ 3% @8.25% @8.25%

Notransport -$5,100 $161,155 -$5,100 61,796
4 dam transport $0 $0 $0 $0
5 dam transport $14,198 $448,650 $26,1% $317,418



8.2.2.4 Predator control

Six levels of predator control are analyzed in this thesis. As noted in Section 6,

squawfish act as a "proxy" predator in the passage model, i.e other predators are expressed

in the passage model in terms of their rate of consumption of smolts relative to that of

squawfish. As the economic effects of the predator control alternatives are estimated by a

linear scaling of the costs of the ongoing squawfish bounty fishery funded by BPA, differ-

ences in the cost of controlling other predators are neglected in this analysis. Also, the

SRT suggest that a reduction of 20% in the squawfish population may result in a decrease

in predation by as much as 50% due to restructuring of the age distribution in the squaw-

fish population (SRT, pp X.5). Given this and the potential for efficiency gains in the

bounty fishery, it is assumed that the cost estimates employed in this thesis overestimate

the costs of predator control.

Since calibration of the CRiSP model with regard to predator densities is based

upon squawfish densities measured in John Day reservoir and published in 1991 (CQS, p.

5.17-5.42), Predator Control Level 0 (see Table 8.5) incorporates the impacts of the

bounty fishery as of 1991, and is defined as the baseline level of predator control. The

bounty program cost totalled approximately $500,000 in 1991 (Willis and Nigro, 1991, p.

7), and incremental costs above this amount are assumed to be the costs of incremental

increases in the level of predator control. Huppert and Fluharty identify the level ofexpen-

diture during 1993 as $5 4 million, with an objective of reducing predator density by 20%

(BPA Journal, July 1994, cited in Huppert and Fluharty, p. 3.59). Predator levels analyzed

in this thesis range from increases of 10% to 90% over the baseline level. Cost estimates

are based upon the costs of achieving 20% predator control as identified in Huppert and

Fluharty. Since the bounty fishery as it currently exists does not involve any capital con-

struction, costs are assumed to be purely operation costs, reported in 1993 dollars. Since

there is not assumed to be any difference in implementation timing, annualized equivalent
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values are the same regardless of interest rate. Estimates for AEV and NPV at 3% and

8.25% are summarized in Table 8.4.

Table 8.5: Costs of Incremental Predator Control Actions
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8.2.3 Harvest reduction

As described in Section 6.2.3, there are ten harvest reduction alternatives proposed

for SR fall chinook. Because SR spring/summer chinook are not targeted in any fishery

and incidental take is minimal, harvest reductions are not proposed for this stock. The esti-

mates of commercial harvest reduction costs are based upon Huppert and Fluharty's

(1994)1 analysis of a permit buy-back of 100% of the Columbia River gilinet fishery and

50% of the Washington/Oregon coast troll fishery2. The authors present two estimates,

based on a 10-year and 3-year average of harvests observed in each fishery. The estimates

based on the 3-year average, which are the lower of the two, are used in this thesis. These

costs are scaled to match the proportionate reductions outlined in Table 8.6 below. For

costs of reductions in the BC and treaty commercial fisheries, it is assumed that the permit

values estimated for the WA/OR troll and non-treaty CR gilinet fishery, respectively, are

Note that Huppert and Fluharty (1995) dropped the discounting of estimates at both the 8.25% and 3.0%
rates, as conducted in preliminary drafts, in favor of using the latter exclusively. The 1994 draft is thus con-
suMed in addition to the fuRl report for estimates using both interest rates.

Permits granted by the states of Oregon and Washington are hilly transferable and give the holder harvest
rights in perpetuity.

Pidator Control
Level

AEV@ 3.0% and
8.25% ($1000's)

NPV@3.0%
($1000's)

NPV@8.25%
($l000's)

Pied. Control 0 $0 $0 $0

Pred. Control 1 2,200 69,518 26,657

Pred. Control 2 6.250 197,493 75,730

Pmd.Control3 13,000 410.786 157,518

Pied. Control 4 19,750 624.078 239,308

P.red.Control5 23,800 752,053 288,381
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adequate representations for equal reductions in catch rate. Also, Huppert and Fluharty

assume that the total cost of the buyout would be annualized over a period of five years. To

maintain comparability with the rest of this analysis, the AEV estimates are adjusted for

annualization over the 100 year planning horizon.1

SRT(1993, p. IX.5) estimates proportions of the entire SR fall chinook (SRFC)

harvests attributable to each of the regional fisheries based on recoveries of coded wire

tags during 1993 (see Table 8.5; note that the SRT does not differentiate with respect to

commercial and sport harvest). These figures are used to estimate the costs of reductions

in the troll and gillnet fisheries not covered in the Huppert and Fluharty analysis. Thus,

where a reduction in the WA/OR troll fishery by 50% is associated with NPV costs of

$21,700,000, the costs of a 50% reduction in the BC fishery, which accounts for a slightly

larger proportion of the total SRFC harvest (31% versus 32%, respectively) will be,

$22,350,000. This method neglects the differences in the fisheries with regard to the

degree of stock mixing, i.e., the proportion of total landings within each respective fishery

represented by SR fall chinook. As a result, the difference in costs associated with equal

proportionate reductions between the fisheries is neglected. It is assumed that the degree

of mixing in the BC fishery is close enough to that of the WA/OR troll fishery to allow

transfer of buy-back cost estimates for the Washington-Oregon coast fishery to the BC

fishery?

Incorporated in the harvest reduction scenarios are reductions in the BC and WA!

OR coastal and CR sport fisheries. While there is likely to be some loss in consumer sur-

plus associated with decreases in the level of sport harvest of SR fall chinook, it is

Note that the result of re-annualizing over 100 years reduces AEV of harvest reductions by a factor of
approximately 117 that of Huppert's figures, which are annualized over five years. The effect is to make the
buyback costs appear almost negligible, and substantially less than the enforcement costs. Re-annualizing is
necessary to maintain commensurability.

This ignores the potential for differences in the rights granted to BC harvest permit holders from those of
permit holders in Oregon and Washington.



(source: SRT, 1993, p. IX.5)

In addition to harvest restrictions, increased enforcement of harvest limits is

included in scenarios for both fall and spin/summer chinook. The costs of enhanced

enforcement, based on the costs of the ongoing program funded by BPA, are estimated by

Huppert and Fluharty (pp. 3.53) at $3.5 million per year. It is assumed that this is an annu-

ally recurring operation cost that is maintained over the full planning horizon. Thus, in
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assumed these are largely mitigated by a number of measures, including a) shifting sport

harvest to tributaries, or b) by maintaining the sport fishery as it exists, but requiring

release of wild fish. That is, the mitigation measures proposed for the commercial fishery

(Huppert and Fluharty, p. 3.48), such as development and deployment of live capture gear

and shifting to targeted terminal fisheries on non-listed stocks, can be implemented or are

already in effect in the sport fishery. Noting that a large proportion of the recreation value

of salmon fishing is thought to be the experience rather than the value of the landed fish

per Se, requiring release of wild fish will not eliminate the total consumer surplus of a rec-

reation-day of salmon fishing. Thus, the economic effects of reducing harvest levels

reported in Table 8.6 are strictly those accruing to the commercial fishery and compen-

sated by agency expenditures.

Table 8.6: Proportional Harvests of SR Fall Chinook

Fishery Proportion

Alaska 2%

British Columbia 32%

WA/OR coast 31%

Columbia R. below Bonneville 14%

Columbia R. above Bonneville 19%

California Coast 3%
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Table 8.7 below, actions titled Harvest 1 and Harvest 2 pertain to both spring/summer and

fall stocks, whereas Harvest 3-10 benefit fall chinook only.

8.2.4 Adult passage

Finally, actions have been analyzed for improvement of adult passage at the eight CR

lower SR projects. These are comprised of structural modifications to the fish ladders to

maintain cooler summertime temperatures and the implementation of increased attractor

flows, and the effect of extended length turbine screens on adult turbine faliback. Esti-

mated agency expenditures are reported in the SCS (Main Report, 1994, p. 6.49) and are

summarized in Table 8.8 below. Figures have been adjusted for interest rate differences

from those reported in the source.



(Source: adapted from Huppert and Huharty. 1994; SOR, 1995)

Table 8.8: Costs of Adult Passage Improvements

(Source: adapted from SCS Main Report, 1994, P. 6.49)
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Table 8.7: Harvest Reduction Costs Assuming Permit Buyback in Coastal and In-
River Fisheries

Recovery
Action

Harvest restriction levels Harvest
Reduction
Cost
AEV@3AJ0

Harvest
Reduction
Cost
NPV@3.O

Harvest
Reduction
Cost
AEV@

Harvest
Reduction
Cost
NPV

($1000s) 0 ($1000's) 8.25% 8.25%
($1000's) ($100(Ys)

Harvest A Base: No action based on
mean harvest over the period

$0 $0 $0 $0

1977-1992

HarvestB Base with increased enforce-
ment

3500 110600 3500 42400

HarvestC CRZonel-5,Zone6:-50% 3908 123478 3734 49791

:HarstD RZone1-5,Zone6:-100% 4315 136356 3968 57182
HarvestE Rgillnet:-100%,CRsport:- 4693 148291 4105 61527

9%,
WA/OR troll:-55%,
WA/OR sport: -16%

HarvestF RZone1-5,Zone6:-50%,
WA/OR Coast: -50%

4251 134328 3859 53741

HarvestQ CRZonel-5,Zone6:-100%,
WA/OR Coast: -100%

5002 158056 4218 65082

Harvestll WCVI:-100%,
NBC:-21%, CBC:-7%,
WA/OR troll:-39%

5712 180492 4425 71628

WA/OR sport: -11%
CR gillnet:-70%, CR sport:6

HarvestI CRZonel-5,Zone6,WA/OR 4938 156028 4109 61641
Coast, and WCVI: -50%

HarvestJ RZone1-5,Zone6,WA/OR 6375 201456 4718 80882
Coast, and WCVI: -100%

AEV@3.O% NPV@3.0% AEV@&25% ..NPV@8i5%
($l000's) ($1000's)

-

($1000's) ($I000s)
Aduftpassagesysteni
improvements

$2503 $14,512 $5677 $13. 138



8.3 Cost-Effectiveness Resuits

The full set of results for SR spring/summer and fall chinook are presented in

Appendix A4. These tables summarize the composition of each scenario simulated, and

report the cumulative probability of survival, mean and median adult passage, standard

deviation of adult passage, and cost figures reported for both 3.00% and 8.25% interest

rates, and net present value (NEV) and annu&i7ed equivalent value (AEV). The results are

summarized in this section in the form of cost-effectiveness frontiers, depicted in Figures

8.la-b, 8.2a-b, 8.3a-b, and 8.4a-b, for spring, summer, combined spring/summer, and fall

chinook (each pair of figures depicts frontiers in AEV and NPV terms respectively), which

are based on data reported in Tables 8.9, 8.10, 8.11, and 8.12.

Cost-effective, or frontier, alternatives are defined as those alternatives which

attain a given level of probability of survival at a cost as low or lower than any other alter-

native attaining the same probability. The full set of results for each of the stocks were

analyzed and the subset of cost-effective alternatives was identified and is presented in the

tables and figures below. Where multiple alternatives attain the same levels of cost and

probability, the alternative attaining the highest mean adult passage was selected as the

frontier alternative1. In order to clearly depict a frontier, results are not reported for every

percent increase in probability of survival. Thus, for a given set of frontier alternatives,

results may be presented for alternatives with estimated probability levels of 0%, 12%,

20%, 31%, etc., without intermediate levels reported. For example, where the least cost

alternative achieving 25% was associated with costs higher those of the 20% or 31% alter-
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1. In many cases where multiple alternatives attained the same probability level, the cost differential
between the frontier and sub-frontier alternatives is likely less than the range of error for the cost estimates.
That is, the differentiation between the frontier alternatives and those that lie slightly below the frontier is
perhaps not quite as clear as this summary would suggest. While a frontier 'zone' that included a broader set
of frontier and slightly sub-frontier alternatives would be a more accurate representation, it is foregone here
for the purposes of clarity. The reader is referred to the tables in Appendix A4 for the broader set of 'frontier
zone' alternatives.
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natives, the intermediate alternative is not reported. To facilitate comparison between

alternatives which include smolt transportation, which has been a subject of considerable

controversy, and those which do not include transportation, results are reported separately

for two sets of scenarios, an unrestricted set which is selected from the full range of alter-

natives simulated, and a transport-restricted set selected from the subset of scenarios sim-

ulated which do not include smolt transportation. In the following discussion the two sets

of frontier alternatives are referred to as 'transport-unrestricted alternatives' selected from

the full range of simulated scenarios (noting that this set includes both scenarios which

include smolt transport and those which do not) and 'transport-restricted alternatives',

respectively. Also, for clarity of explanation, each respective set of cost-effective alterna-

tives is denoted a 'frontier set' (e.g., transport-restricted frontier set).

How to Read Results

In each of the tables above, data is presented for each frontier set identified in this

thesis. The first row of each table lists the column titles, which describe the composition of

the recovery alternative, simulation modelling statistics, and cost estimates for the respec-

tive alternatives. The first column, scenario id, lists the 8-character label used to identify

recovery alternatives.1 Columns 2-7 translate the scenario identifier into the combination

of individual recovery actions that comprise the recovery alternative (footnote 1 describes

1. The first two characters denote the predator control level: b_=baseline, p6=10% predator reduction.
p7=25% reduction, p8=50% reduction, p9=75% reduction, p0=90% reduction. The third character identifies
the spill level: 0=no fish spill. 7=70/50 (baseline) fish spill, and 8=80i70 fish spill. The fourth character
denotes the transport level: 0=no smolt transportation, 4=four dam smolt transportation (baseline, and 5=five
dam smolt transport, which includes the construction of a smolt collection facility at Lewiston. The fifth and
sixth characters identify the flow strategy, SOS la through SOS 6d. As discussed in Section 6, these compo-
nents of the recovery alternatives are common to both spring/summer and fall chinook. For the two stocks,
spring/summer and fall chinook, an additional two components which are different for the respective stocks.
Thus, the seventh character denotes irrigation withdrawal screening in the case of spring/summer chinook
(b=pre-baseline screening, a=increased (baseline) screening), and habitat and adultpassage improvements in
the case of fall chinook, (0=baseline conditions, l=adult passage improvements, 2=increased Upper Snake
River flows, 3=passage improvements and Upper SR flows). For fall chinook, the eighth character, with val-
ues a-j, corresponds to the ten harvest control alternatives, and for spring/summer chinook identifies the
adult passage improvement actions simulated.



1. The baseline alternative is not included in the graphical depictions of the frontiers because including
them would require redefining the scale on the horizontal axis (cost) to include $0. This would have the
effect of compressing, and thus obscuring, the visual appearance of the slope of the frontiers.
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the six components for the spring/summer and fall stocks). Columns 8 and 9 list the cumu-

lative probability of survival (CUMPROB) and mean adult passage (MEANPASS) results

of the simulation modelling for each alternative. Columns 10 and 11 list the cost estimates

in AEV and NPV terms, respectively.

The rows of each table are divided into three sections. The first identifies the base-

line scenario and the survival and cost (zero, by definition) estimates.' The second section

reports the transport-unrestricted and transport-restricted frontier sets for the 3.00% inter-

est rate, and the third section reports the frontier sets for the 8.25% interest rate. In the case

of spring and summer chinook, as discussed below, the frontier sets are invariant to inter-

est rate and the second and third sections of the tables are identical except for the cost esti-

mates reflecting the discount effect.

The figures, which depict the frontier sets graphically, are presented separately for

the AEV and NPV cost estimates due to the difference in scale for the two cost measures

(e.g., -$50 million to -$80 million for AEV and -$600 million to -$3 billion for NFV).

Each figure reports four frontiers, one each for the transport-unrestricted and transport-

restricted sets with cost estimates discounted at 3.00% and 8.25%. corresponding to either

the AEV or NPV estimates. The legend at the right hand side of each figure identifies the

symbols used to identify the frontier sets.

8.3.1 Spring/summer chinook

Results for both SR spring chinook (Table 8.9, Figure 8.la-b) and SR summer chi-

nook (Table 8.10, Figure 8.2a-b) indicate that, in each case the entire frontier-set, includ-

ing the probability level of 100%,2 and both including and excluding smolt transportation,

lies to the left of the zero-cost line, i.e., is achieved at expenditures below baseline costs.



Table 8.9: Cost-Effectiveness Results for SR Spring Chinook

Cost-Effectiveness Results for SR Sprinq Chinook
SCENARIO ID PREDATOR FISH SPILL

CONTROL

3% AEV&NPV 3.00%
Trenerrn-rinraqtrirrtad altornativo8

b OOIabb base
p600 labS 10% prod ctrl
p6O4labb 10% prod cfrl
p700 labS 25% prod clii
p604 labS 10% prod clii
pBOOlabb 50% prod ctri
p704 labS 25% prod ctrl
p800 labS 50% prod clii
b O5labb boso

Tronenrrt-rosjricted alternatives
h OOlabb base
p600lebS 10% prod clii
p7001ab5 25%pred ctri
p800f abb 50% prod cIrl
p800labS 50% pred ctii
p900lobb 75% pred cIrl
p900 labS 75% prod clii

AEV&NPV ai 8.25%
TrantnrI-iinceefrirrfed eIlernalrvoq

b OOiobb base
p600lob5 10% prod ctrl
p6O4labb 10% prod clii
p700 lab5 25% prod clii
p6O4labS 10% prod clii
pBOOlabb 50% prod clii
p7O4labS 25% prod clii
p800lab5 50% prod clii
b O5labb base

Trarisoort-roslricled alternatives
b OOiabb base
pltOOlabS 10% prod clii
p700 labS 25% prod cIrl
pSOOlabb 50% prod clii
p800labS 50% prod clii
p900iahb 75% prod clii
p0001 ab5 75% prod ci rl

no fish spill
no fish spill

no fish spill
no fish spill
no fish spill
no fish spill
no fish spill

no fish spill
no fish spill

no fish spill
no fish spill
no tish spill
rio 1mb spill

no fish spill
no fish spill
no fish spill

no fish spill
no fish spill
no fish spill
no fish spill
no fish spill
no fish spill
no fish spill
no fish spill
no fish spill

no fish spill
no fish spill
no fish spill
no fish spill

no fish spill
no fish spill

no fish spill

SMOLT
TRANSPORT

no Irons
no Irons
baseline lions
no trans
baseline trans
no trans
baseline lions
no Irons
S-dam liens

no liens
no trans
no lions
no freon

no Ii ails
no finns
no trans

no hans
no lions
baseline trans
no trans
baseline Irons
notions
baseline lions
no lions
5-dam liens

no lions
no trans
no trans
no liens
rio hans
no frans
no Irons

SOS la no screens
SOS la no screens
SOS Ia no screens
SOS la no screens
SOS la no screens
SOS Ia rio screens
SOS la no screens
SOS la no screens
SOS Is no screens

SOS la no screens
SOS Ia no screens
SOS la no screens
SOS to no screerrs
SOS 1 no screens
SOS la no screens
SOS 10 no screens

SOS la noscreorre
SOS la no screens
SOS Ia no screens
SOS la no screens
SOS la no screens
SOS to no screens
SOS le no screens
SOS la no screens
SOS is no screens

SOS Ia no screens
SOS Ia no screens
SOS la no screetra
SOS la no screens
SOS Ia no screens
SOS Ia no screens
SOS Ia no screens

baseline

enforcement + ladder inlpiovomenfs
baseline

enforcement + ladder impiovemonfs
enforcement + ladder improvemenls
baseline

onforcoment + ladder improvomonls
enforcement + ladder improvemenfs
baseline

baseline

onlorcemont + ladder improvements
enforcement + ladder itrrprovemerris
baseline

enforconronl 4' ladder improvements
baseline
enlorcemonl + ladder improvements

baseline

enforcement + ladder improvemonls
baseline

enforcement + ladder improvements
enforcement + ladder improvements
baseline
enforcement + ladder improvements
enforcement + ladder improvernienls
baseline

baseline
ontorcemenl + ladder irnprovemenls
errtcircornenl + ladder improvorrreols
baseline

entoicemerri + ladder improvemanls
baseline
enforcemenl + ladder ,mprovemanls

CUMPROB MEANPASS

$ AEV
$ COST

$NPV

0% 405.55 0

$ AEV3.00%

0

$ NPVi'3 00%

0% 20.91 -82,841,800 -2,617,710,196
12% 9512.94 -77,141800 -2,437,596,436
20% 1407393 -75,541,800 -2,387,038,187
31% 20896.93 -73.091,800 -2,309,620,869
46% 29043.65 -72,041,800 -2,276,442,019
55% 37001 82 -69,841,800 -2,206,924,427
60% 44031.89 -67,991,800 -2,148,466,452
76% 64480.5 -66,341,800 -2,096,328,258

100% 169017.91 -63,543,800 -2,007,914,521

0% 20.91 -82,841,800 -2,617,7l0,196
12% 951294 -77,141,800 -2,437,596,436
31% 2089693 -73,091,800 -2,309,620,869
55% 37001 82 -69,841,550 -2,206,924,427
76% 64480.5 -66.341,800 -2,096,328,258
97% 139703.68 -63,091,800 -1.993,631,816

100% 17409494 -59,591,800 -1,883,035,647

$ AEVi8.25% $ NPV8.25%

0% 20.91 -84.377,800 -1 .022,392,248
12% 951294 -78,677,800 -953,326,264
20% 14073.93 -77,077,800 -933,939,321
31% 20896.93 -74,627,800 -904,253,065
46% 29043 65 -73.577,800 -891.530,383
55% 37001.82 -71,377,800 -864,873,337
60% 44031.89 -69,527,800 -842,457,184
76% 64480.5 -67,877.800 -822,464,399

100% 169017.91 -53,081,800 -643,183,644

0% 2091 -84,377,800 -1,022,392,248
12% 951294 -79,677,800 -953,326,264
31% 20896.93 -74,627,800 -904,253,065
55% 37001 82 -71.377,800 -864,873,337
76% 64480 5 -67,877,800 -822,464.399
97% 13970368 -64,627,800 -783,084,671

100% 17409-1.04 -61,127,800 -740,675,733

Reqalino (Nn-Ar.fjnnt Aftarnetiva
bl42csb base baseline spif baseline trans SOS 2c improved scrooning baseline

FLOW IRRIGATION ADULT
ALT SCREENING PASSAGE



Cost-Effectiveness Frontier for Recovery of SR Spring Chinook - Anriiai Equivalent Value (AEV) of Costs Discounted at 3% and 8.25%
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Cost-Effectiveness Frontier for Recovery of SR Spring Chinook - Present Value (PV) of Costs Discounted at 3% and 8.25%
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Table 8.10: Cost-Effectiveness Results for SR Summer Chinook

Baseline (No-Antjonf Alternative
b742csb base

3% AEV&NPV @ 3.00%
Transnort-unrestrictod aiternative8
bOolabb base
b_O4iabb base
b_O4lasb base
pEO4labb 10% pred ctrl
p6O4lasb 10% pred ctri
bO4lasS base
p6041 abS 10% pred ctri
p6041 as5 10% pred ctri
p7041 abS 25% pred ctrl

Transport-restricted alternatives
boolabb base
p900iabb 75% prod cUt
p900lasb 75% pred ctrl
p900lase 75% pred ctri
p900 labS 75% prod ctrl
p000labb 90% pred ctri

AEV&NPV @ 8.25%
Transport-unrestricted alternatives
b_001 abb base
b041 abb base
b041 asb base
p6O4labb 10% prod ctrl
pSO4lasb 10% prod ctri
b_041 asS base
p6O4labS 10% prod ctrl
p6041 asS 10% prod ctrl
p7041ab5 25% pred cfrl

Trnsnnrt-retriniterj elternejivos
bbolabb base
p900labb 75% prod otri
p900lasb 75% prod ctrl
p900lase 75% prod ctri
p9001 abS 75% prod ctrl
p0001 abb 90% prod ctrl

improved screening

no screens
no screens
improved screening
no screens
improved screening
Improved screening
no screens
improved screening
no screens

rio screens
no screens
improved screening
improved screening
no screens
no screens

no screens
no screens
Improved screening
no screens
improved screening
improved screening
no screens
improved screening
no screens

rio screens
no screens
improved screening
Inriproved screanririg
rio screens
no screens

0

ADULT
PASSAGE

CUMPROB MEANPASS
$AEV

$ COST
$NPV

baselIne 0.54 12363.01 0

$ AEV@3.O% $ NPv@3.0%

baseline 000 0.24 -82,841,800 -2,617,710,196
baseline 0.35 10048 50 -77,741,800 -2,456,555,779
baseline 0.45 11148.71 -76,946,800 -2,431,434,649
baseline 0.68 15299.06 -75,541,800 -2,387,038,187
baseline 0.77 16635.82 -74,746,800 -2,361,917,058
enforcement + U 0.92 23847.26 -73,446,800 -2,320,838,481
enforcement + U 0.98 29607.07 -72,041800 -2,276,442,019
enforcemenf+ U 0.99 31748.63 -71,246,800 -2,251,320,889
enforcemenf+ U 1.00 45072.84 -67,991,800 -2,148,466,452

baseline 000 0.24 -82,841,600 -2,617,710,196
baseline 0.35 9974.16 -63,091,800 -1,993,631,816
baseline 0.41 1105037 -62,296,800 -1,968,510,686
enforcement 0.66 1513890 -58,796,800 -1,857,914,517
enforcement + U 0 89 21554.48 -59,591,800 -1,883,035,647
baseline 100 551327,17 -59,041,800 -1,865,656,249

$ AEV@8.25% $ NPV@8.25%

baseline 0.00 0.24 -84,377,800 -1,022,392,248
baseline 0.35 10048 50 -79,277,800 -960,596,368
baseline 0.45 11148.71 -77,276,800 -936.350,572
baseline 0,68 1529906 -77,077,800 -933,939,321
baseline 077 16635,82 -75,076,800 -909,693,525
enforcement + U 0 92 23847 26 -73,776,800 -893,941,634
enforcement + U 0 98 29607 07 -73,577,800 -891,530,383
enforcement + U 099 3174863 -71,576,800 -867,284,588
enforcement ± U 1.00 4507284 -69,527,800 -842,457,184

baseline 000 0.24 -84,377,800 -1.022,392,248
baseline 035 9974.16 -64,627,800 -783,084,671
baseline 0.41 1105037 -62,626,800 -758,838,875
enforcement 0.66 15138.90 -59,126,800 -716,429,938
enforcement * U 089 2155448 -61,127,800 -740,675,733
baseline 1 00 5582717 -60,577,800 -734,011,472

Cost-Effectiveness Results for SR Summer Chinook
SCENARIO ID PREDATOR FISH SPILL SMOLT FLOW IRRIGATION

CONTROL TRANSPORT ALT SCREENING

baseline spill baseline trans SOS 2c

no tish spill no trans SOS Ia
no tlsh spill baseline trans SOS la
no fish spill baseline trans SOS la
no fish spill baseline trans SOS Ia
no fish spill baseline trans SOS la
no fish spill baseline trans SOS is
no fish spill baseline trans SOS la
no fish spill baseline trans SOS Ia
no fish spill baseline Irans SOS la

rio fish spill rio trans SOS ia
no fish spill no trans SOS 1a
rio fish spill rio trans SOS 1a
no fish spill no trans SOS Ia
no fish spill no trans SOS la
no fish spill no trans SOS la

no fish spill no trans SOS la
no fish spill baseline trans SOS la
no fish spill baseline trans SOS Ia
no fish spill baseline trans SOS la
no fish spill baseline trans SOS 10
no fish spill baseline trans SOS la
no fish spill baseline trans SOS la
no fish spill baseline trans SOS la
no fish spill baseline trans SOS la

rio fish spill rio trans SOS 10
no fish spill no trans SOS io
no fish spill no trans SOS la
no fish spill no trans SOS la
rio fish spill rio trans SOS 10
no fish spill no trans SOS ia
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Table 8.11: Joint Cost-Effectiveness Results for SR Spring and Summer Chinook

Cost-Effectiveness Results for SR Srrinçl/Summer Chinook
SCENARIO ID PREDATOR FISH SPILL SMOLT FLOW IRRIGATION ADULT

CONTROL TRANSPORT ALT SCREENING PASSAGE

JeeeHne tNp-Actinnl Alterntntiva

b742csb base

3% AE V&NPV @ 3.00%

Trnsnoi1-tinrestrictod elternativos

bOO I abb base

p6O4labb 10% prod ctrl

p6041ab5 10% prod cirl

p7041 ab5 25% pred ctrl

p8O4iasb 50% prod ctrl

b_051 abb base

Trenanrrti-rentrmterf alternatives

b_OOlabb base

p900iabb 75% prod cirl

p9001 asb 75% prod cirl

p9001 san 75% prod ctrl

p900lahS 75% prod cIrl

p000labb 90% pred ctrl

AEV&NPV @8.25%

Trananort-unrestrictod alternatives

b00labb base

p6O4labb 10% pred ctrl

p6041ab5 10% prod ctrl

p7041 ab5 25% prod ctrl

pltO4lasb 50% prod ctrl

bo5iabb base

Transport-restricted altørnatives

bOO I abb base

pgOOlabb 75% prod cirl

p900lasb 75% pred ctrl

pSOOlase 75% prod ctrl

p900 labS 75% prod CtrI

p000labb 90% prod ctrl

baseline spill

no fish spill

no fish spill

no fish spill

no Ilsh spill

no fish spill

no fish spill

no fish spill

no fish spill

no fish spill

no fish spill

no trsh spill

no fish spill

no fish spill

no fish spill

no fish spill

no fish spill

no fish spill

no fish spill

no fish spill

no fish spill

no fish spill

no fiSh spill

no fish spill

no fish spill

baseline trans

no frans

baseline trans

baseline trans

baseline trans

baseline trans

5-darn trans

no trans

no trans

no Iraris

no trans

no irons

no trans

no trans

baseline trans

baseline trans

baseline trans

baseline trans

5-dam trans

no trans

no trans

no trans

no trans

no traps

no traits

SOS 2c improved screening baseline

SOS is no screens

SOS is no screens

SOS is no screens

SOS is no screens

SOS la improved screening

SOS la no screens

SOS is no screens

SOS la no screens

SOS is imrtprovedscreeninq

SOS la improved screening

SOS Ia no screens

SOS is no screens

SOS la no screens

SOS la no screens

SOS la no screens

SOS la no screens

SOS is irriprovod screening

SOS is no screens

SOS Is no screens

SOS 1a no screens

SOS is improved screening

SOS la Improved screening

SOS is no screens

SOS ia no screens

baseline

baseline

enforcement + ladde

enforcement + lsddo

baseline

baseline

baseline

baseline

baseline

enforcement

ertforcornent ladde

baseline

baseline

baseline

enforcement + ladde

enforcement + laddo

baseline

baseline

baseline

baseline

baseline

enforcement

enforcement + ladde

baseline

JOINT RESULTS

MIN CI,JMPROB MIN MEANPASS $AEV

$ COST

$NPV

0% 0 0

$ AEV@3.00% $ NPV@3,00%

0% 0 -82,841,800 -2,617,7i0, 196
20% 14074 -75.541,800 -2,387,038,187

46% 29044 -72.041.800 -2.276,442,019

60% 44032 -67.99i,800 -2,148,466,452
65% 48801 -63,946,800 -2, 020,648. 880

100% 40531 -63,543,800 -2.007,9 14,521

0% 0 -82,841,800 -2,617,710,196
35% 9974 -63,091,800 -1,993,631,816
41% 11050 -62,296,800 -1, 968. 5 10,686

66% 15139 -58.796.800 -1,857,914,517

89% 21554 -59,59I,800 -1,883,035,647
100% 55827 -59,041,800 -1.865,656,249

8 AEV@8.25% $ NPV@8 25%

0% 0 -84,377,800 -1,022,392,248
20% 14074 -77.077, 800 -933,939,321

46% 29044 -73. 577, 800 -891,530,383
60% 44032 -69,527,800 -842,457,184

65% 4880 i -64,276.800 -778,831,660
100% 40531 -53.08 1,800 -643,183,644

0% 0 -84,377,800 -1,022,392,248

35% 9974 -64,627,800 -783,084,671

41% 11050 -62,626,800 -758,838,875

66% 15139 -59,126,800 -716. 429, 938

89% 2i554 -61,127,800 -740.6 75, 733

100% 55827 -60,577.800 -734,01 1,472



Cost-Effectiveness Frontier for Recovery of SR Spring/Summer Chinook - Annual Equivalent Value (AEV) of Costs Discounted at 3% and 8.25%
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All of the frontier alternatives, both amongst the transport-unrestricted set and transport-

restricted set, include the zero fish spill action and the pre- baseline river flow action (SOS

la). As indicated in Section 8.2, the fish spill and river flow components of the recovery

alternatives comprise the largest cost elements of the range of actions. Thus, alternatives

which include below-baseline fish spill and river flow actions with virtually any other

combination of actions, regardless of the cost of the latter, wifi have a net cost below the

total baseline cost level.

In the case of spring chinook, it is notable that the transport-unrestricted and trans-

port-restricted frontier sets are largely coincident. In particular, the transport-unrestricted

set includes five alternatives which do not involve smolt transportation, all of which are

included in the transport-restricted set. The two highest probability alternatives in the

transport-restricted set, p900labb and p900lab5, are replaced in the transport-unrestricted

set by b_O5labb, which represents the construction of a smolt collection facility at

Lewiston combined with baseline and below-baseline levels in the other components of

the recovery alternative. Thus, except for the alternatives achieving the highest levels of

survival probability, the transport-unrestricted and transport-restricted sets are identical

for spring chinook (the transport-unrestricted set includes some transport alternatives

achieving survival levels that are intermediate to those achieved by the transport-restricted

alternatives, and thus only serve to fill out the frontier but do not change its shape from

that of the transport-restricted set). Thus, it appears that spring chinook respond relatively

well in the absence of smolt transportation, provided thatpredators are controlled at levels

as high as 50% to 75%. Also, with the exception of enforcement of harvest restrictions and

improvements in adult passage survival, the transport-restricted alternatives are composed

of baseline actions.

2. The term 100% probability is used somewhat loosely in this context. While formally a probability level
of one or 100% connotes absolute certainty of an event (in this case population recovery), probability of one
indicates in this context that 100% of the simulation games for this scenario resulted in adult passage esti-
mates above the escapement targets. Modelling uncertainty is discussed below in Section 10.
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In the case of summer chinook, (Figures 8.2a-b and Table 8.10), baseline transpor-

tation is included in all frontier alternatives, and there is therefore no coincidence between

the transport-unrestricted and transport-restricted sets. Thus unlike the case for spring chi-

nook, restricting smolt transportation completely changes the cost-effectiveness frontier.

The 100% recovery probability alternative for the transport-unrestricted set, p7041ab5,

includes the current level of smolt transportation, coupled with 25% predator control,

enforcement of baseline harvest restrictions in the Zone 1-6 fishery, and adult passage

improvements, with zero fish spill, pre-Salmon Summit river operations, and no improve-

ments in irrigation screening, if smolt transportation is not included in the recovery plan,

the next least cost alternative which attains the same 100% probability of recovery is

essentially comprised of the reduction of predators by 90%. All other components of this

alternative are the least-cost action simulated, i.e., zero fish spill, pre-Salmon summit river

operations, and no improvements over baseline levels of irrigation screening, enforcement

of harvest restrictions, and adult passage.

It is also notable that, for both the spring and summer chinook simulations, the

frontier is the same regardless of interest rate. That is, assumptions regarding discounting

and time preference do not alter the composition of the least-cost set of alternatives. This

is in contrast to the case for fall chinook, and is discussed below in that context.

Clearly, the most striking result in the above figures is that the simulations estimate

that recovery of the spring/summer chinook stock is attainable with very high probability,

even reaching the 100% level, at costs substantially below baseline costs: e.g., in NPV

(3.00%) terms, $2. 148 million below baseline costs for the highest probability frontier

alternative for spring chinook. As noted above, the low cost levels are associated with pre-

baseline actions for fish spill and system operation strategy, which together comprise by

far the largest costs component of the alternatives analyzed.
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Because the NMFS listing decision did not identify the spring and summer runs of

SR chinook as distinct stocks, it is perhaps more appropriate to consider a single set of

results for spring/summer chinook. Thus, in Table 8.11 and Figures 8.3a-b, a common

frontier is identified for both spring and summer chinook. The frontiers were selected from

the entire set of alternatives analyzed by identifying the alternative which achieved at

least a given level of probability of survival for each component of the stock at the mini-

mum level of cost, i.e., the minimum value of CUMPROB for spring and summer chinook

was used as the measure of CUMPROB for the spring/summer stock. The joint frontiers

for the spring/summer stock have the same basic characteristics of those estimated for the

separate components: high levels of probability of survival attainable at substantially

below-baseline costs.

Comparison of the spring/summer frontier sets to those for spring and summer chi-

nook analyzed separately reveals some interesting dynamics. The transport-unrestricted

frontier for the joint spring/summer stock corresponds quite closely to that of the spring

component, which indicates that, generally, the summer component responds better to

smolt transport, i.e., the minimum values of CUMPROB for the frontier alternatives

selected for the joint case are those of the spring component of the stock. In contrast, the

transport-restricted frontier identified for the stock as a whole is identical to that of the

summer component of the stock, indicating that summer chinook perform more poorly in

the absence of smolt transportation.

8.3.2 FaIl chinook

Summary results for SR fall chinook are presented in Table 8.12 and Figures 8.4a-

b. In sharp contrast to the results for spring/summer chinook, attainment of the target pop-

ulation for fall chinook with probability levels above 90% are associated with economic

costs substantially above baseline costs, and the highest probability level attained atany

cost is 98%. The effect of interest rates also results in the selection of different recovery
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alternatives at two probability levels. Most generally, the shape of the cost effectiveness

frontier for fall chinook is quite close to that of the idealized frontier depicted in Section

3.2, with sharp increases in probability achieved at small cost increments at the lower left

corner and small increases in probability associated with large cost increments at the upper

right corner, with a region of rapidly decreasing slope at the upper left corner.

Alternatives which achieved probabilities of 89% and above in the simulation

analysis included the most stringent restrictions on harvest as well as river flow scenarios

other than the pre-Salmon Summit scenario (SOS la) which was included in all frontier

alternatives for spring/summer chinook and alternatives for fall chinook attaining esti-

mated probability levels below 89%. Also, except for the scenario attaining the 98% prob-

ability level,1 all frontier scenarios attaining higher than 90% included the highest level of

predator control (90% reduction from baseline densities). if transport is restricted, the

highest probability level attained is 94%, with a cost level of $174 million AEV dis-

counted at 3.00%, comprised of 90% predator control, baseline fish spill, two month draw-

down to natural river level, adult passage improvements, and elimination of commercial

and sport fisheries in US and B.C. waters. A slightly lower probability level, 92%, is

achieved at $167 million AEV at 3.00% interest rate, by substituting zero fish spill for

baseline spill, and four month drawdown to river level for two month drawdown. A prob-

ability level of 89% is attained at costs of $28 million AEV with baseline river operations

and fish spill, coupled with 90% predator control and elimination of commercial and sport

harvests. For the transport-unrestricted set, a probability level of 97% is attainable at

below baseline costs of -$5 million AEV at 3.00% interest rate with 90% predator control,

zero fish spill, baseline smolt transport, pre-Salmon Summit flow operations, and elimina-

tion of commercial and sport harvest. A 95% probability level is attainable at below base-

1. The highest of all simulated scenarios; comprised of baseline predator densities, zero fish spill, smolt col-
lection at Lewiston, flow augmentation with Upper SR water flow scenario (SOS3b) and increased summer
flows for spawning in the Upper SR. and 100% reduction in US and Canadian fisheries, with costs of $219
million AEV discounted at 3.00%.



Table 8.12: Cost-Effectiveness Results for SR Fall Chinook

3% AEV&NPV @ 3.00%
Smoft Tranqnnrte.tion Alternatives
b_OOlaOa base

p6041a3a 10% prod ctrl
p7041 a3a

b_041 a2c
b_041 e2e

p6041 aoh

p8041 a3g

b_051 aOj

p0841 aoj

b_053b2j

25% pred ctrl
base
base
10",'. prod ctrl
500/. prod cifi
base
90"!. prod ctrl
base

Nn f'lmoft Transrrnrtistion Alternatives

bOOlaOa
p6001 e2h

b_001a2j

p6001 e2j

p700la2j
p8001 a2j

pO7O2cOj

p0005b1j

pO7OSaij

p6041 a3a
p6001 aOj

b_041 a2c
b_041 a2e
p6041 aoh

p8041 a3g

pOO4laOj

p0841 aOj
b053b2j

base

10% prod ctrl

base

10% prod cfrl

25% prod ctrl

50% prod Cf rI

90% prod ctrl

90% prod Ctrl

90% prod cIrl

AEV&NPV 8.25%
Smolt Transooiiahon Alternatives
b OOlaOa base

10% prod ctrl
10%pred ctrl
base
base
10% prod ctrl
50% prod cIrl
90"!. prod WI
90% prod ctrl
base

no fish spill no trans SOS la
no fish spill baseline trans 505 la
rio fish spill baseline trans SOS 1 a
no fish spill baseline trans SOS 1 a
no fish spill baseline trans SOS la
no fish spill baseline trans SOS 1 a
rio fish spill baseline trans SOS la
rio fish spill 5-dam trans 505 1 a
no fish spill baseline trans 5051 a
rio fish spill 5-dam trans SOS 3b

no fish spill no trans SOS 18

no fish spill rio trans SOS la
no fish spill no trans SOS Is
no fish spill no trans SOS 10
no fish spill no trans SOS is
rio fish spill no trails SOS 10

baseline spill rio trans SOS 2c

rio finh spill no trails SOS 5b

baseline spill rio trans SOS 5a

no fish spill
rio fish spill
no fish spill
no fish spill
no fish spill
no fish spill
no fish spill
no fish spill
increased spill
no fish spill

no trans SOS 1 a
baseline trans SOS la
no trans SOS 1 a
baseline trans SOS 1 a
baseline trans SOS Ia
baseline trans SOS Ia
baseline trans SOS la
baseline trans SOS la
baseline trans 505 1 a
5-dam trans SOS 3b

baseline
passage improvements + Upper SR flows
passage improvements + Upper SR flows
increased Upper SR flows
increased Upper SR flows
baseline
passage improvements + Upper SR flows
baseline
baseline
increased Upper SR flows

baseline

increased Upper SR flows

increased upper 519 flows

increased Upper SR flows

increased Upper SR flows

increased Upper SR flows

baseline

adull passage improvements

adult passage improvomonts

baseline
passage improvements + Upper SR flows
baseline
increased Upper SR flows
increased Upper SR flows
baseline
passage improvements + Upper SIt flows
baseline
baseline
Increased Upper SR flows

baseline

baseline
baseline
baseline
50% reduction - CR fisheries
scaled reduction - US fisheries
scaled reduction - US + CAN fisheries
100% redUction - US fisheries
100% reduction - US + CAN fisheries
100% reduction - US + CAN fisheries
100% reduction - US + CAN fisheries

baseline

scaled reduction - US + CAN fisheries

100% reduction - US + CAN fisheries

100% reduction - US + CAN fisheries

100% reduction - US + CAN fisheries

100% reduction - US + CAN fisheries

100% reduction - US + CAN fisheries

100% reduction - US + CAN fisheries

100% reduction - US + CAN fisrieries

baseline
baseline
100% reduction - US + CAN fisheries
50°,'. reduction - CR fisheries
scaled reduction - US fisharies
scaled reduction - US + CAN fisheries
100% reduction - US fisheries
l00'i'. reduction - US + CAN fisheries
100% reduction - US + CAN fisheries
100% reduction - US + CAN fisheries

baseline
scaled reduction - US + CAN fisheries
100% reduction - US CAN fisheries
100% reduction - lJt3 + CAN fisheries
100% reduction - US + CAN fisheries
100",'. reduction - hO + CAN fisheries
100% reduction - uS + CAN fisheries

0% 405.55 0

$ AEV@3.00%

0"!. 0 -82,046,800
14% 1127 -74,746,800
26"!. 1826 -70,696,800
45% 2891 -69,533,260
65% 4482 -69,195,894
79% 5479 -71,246,800
89% 7764 -60,446,800
95% 11075 -53,536,953
97% 10650 -4,934,953
98% 11234 219,196,347

0% 1 -82,046,800

10% 817 -76,346,800

23% 1597 -72,834,953

30% 2103 -70,634,953

51% 3381 -66,584,953

63% 4385 -59,834,953

89% 8271 27,911,847

92% 10060 166,499,847

94% 10076 174,070,047

$ AS 1/898 25%

0% 0 -82,376,800
14% 1127 -75,076,800
28% 1976 -72,251,827
45% 2891 -70,042,905
65% 4482 -69,917,901
79'S, 5479 -71,576,800
89"!. 7764 -60,776,800
95% 10944 -45,551,827
97% 10650 -6.551.827
98% 11234 230,227,473

0"!. 1 -82,376,800
10% 817 -76,676,800
23% 1597 -74,451,827
30% 2103 -72,251,827
51% 3381 -68,201,827
63% 4385 -61,451,827
89% 8271 26,624,973

Raseline INo-Actiont Alternative
b_742csb base baseline spill baseline trans SOS 2c improved screening

No Smot Transnortat inn Alternatives
b_OOlaOa base nofish spill no trans SOS 1 a baseline
p6001a25 10%predctrl nofishspill no trans SOS la increased Upper SR flows
b_001a2j base no fish spill no trans SOS I a incraased Upper SR flows
p6001a2J 105'. prod ctrl no fish spill no trans SOS Ia increased upper SR flows
p7001a2j 25% prod ctrl no fish spill no trans SOS is increased lipper SR flows
p800la2j 50% prod ctrl no fish spill no trans SOS Is increased upper SR flows
p070200j 90% prod cfrl baseline spill no trans SOS 2c baseline

0

$ NPV@3.00%

-2,592.589,067
-2,361,917,058
-2,233,941,491
-2,197,364,499
-2,186,514,499
-2,251,320,889
-1,910.052.711
-1,691,709,116

-155,939,119
6,926,364,613

-2,592,589,067

-2,412,475,306

-2,301,504,792

-2,231,987,200

-2,104,011,633

-1,890,719,022

881,983,805

5,261,212,898

5,500,422,931

$ NPV888.25%

-998,146,453
-909,693,525
-875,463,780
-848,698,634
-847,183,976
-867,284,588
-736,422,723
-551,944,169
-79,387,434

2,789,629,308

-998,146,453
-929,080,468
-902,1 20,827
-875,463,780
-826,390,581
-744,601,915

322,610,522
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line costs of -$54 miffion AEV by eliminating predator control actions and implementing

construction and operation of the Lewiston smolt collection facility. Alternatively, if a

interest rate of 8.25% is applied, the frontier alternative employs baseline smolt transport

and 90% predator control instead of upstream collection and transport.

Below the 89% probability level, all frontier scenarios are associated with below

baseline costs. In the transport-restricted frontier set, probability levels of 63%, 51% and

30% are attained by reducing predator levels by 50% 25% and 10%, respectively, coupled

with zero fish spill and smolt transport, pre-Salmon Summit flow operations, increased

Upper SR spawning flows, and elimination of commercial and sport harvests, with succes-

sively decreasing cost levels below baseline of -$60 million, -$67 million, and -$71 mil-

lion AEV discounted at 3.00%. If smolt transport is included, probability levels of 79% to

45% are attainable for below baseline costs of -$70 million to -$71 million AEV, by cou-

pling decreasingly stringent reductions in harvest with low levels of predator control (0%

to 25% reductions) and baseline transportation, zero fish spill, SOS la, and increased

Upper SR spawning flows.

Unlike the cost-effectiveness frontier for spring/summer chinook, the frontier for

fall chinook, specifically the transport-unrestricted frontier set, is sensitive to the interest

rate applied to cost estimates. At two probability levels, 28% and 95%, different alterna-

tives are selected for the 3.00% and 8.25% rate due to differences in implementation tim-

ing. At the 95% probability level, as noted above, the lower interest rate of 3.00%

indicates that construction of the Lewiston collector is preferred, which has delayed

implementation until year eight and large construction costs incurred after this initial

delay. At an interest rate of 8.25%, amortized costs of the Lewiston collector are higher

than with the 3.00% rate and the alternative is therefore displaced in the frontier set by

predator control and baseline smolt transportation for which costs are incurred uniformly

in each year of the analysis period.
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8.3.3 Combined alternatives for spring/summer and fall chinook

The results for spring/summer and fall chinook indicate that the highest cost recov-

ery actions achieving population targets with high levels of probability are called for in the

case of fall chinook. The 100% probability level is attainable for spring/summer chinook

with below baseline costs, whereas the 98% probability level, the highest attained by any

of the alternatives simulated for fall chinook, incurs costs as high as $219 million AEV at

3.00% interest rate due to the inclusion of the SOS3b flow alternative, which entails large

losses in hydroelectric generating capacity. Because some components of the recovery

alternatives are not implemented separately for the different stocks in this analysis and to a

large extent cannot be implemented differently in actual management, it is necessary to

consider the performance of the spring/summer stock under recovery actions contained in

the frontier sets for fall chinook.1 That is, a jointly compatible set of recovery actions is

identified for both spring/summer and fall chinook. Because only some of the components

of the alternatives present the potential for mutual exclusivity, only these components of

the alternatives are compared. Thus, for each of the frontier recovery alternatives for fall

chinook, the most cost-effective alternative for spring/summer chinook which is compati-

ble with each frontier alternative for fall chinook (i.e., comprised of the same actions in

the predator control, fish spill, smolt transportation, and flow scenario components) for

probability levels attaining the same or greater probability level is identified (Table 8.13).

For purposes of clarity, only alternatives selected using NPV at the 3.00% discount rate

and attaining probability levels of 89% or greater are presented

1. Specifically, five of the six components of the recovery alternatives - predator control, fish spill, smolt
transportation, river flow alternative, and adult passage improvements - if implemented for one stock, affect
all stocks. The hydrosystem operation (flow) alternative clearly exhibits this characteristic, but unlike the
other components, the different flow actions are diffexnt in nature, rather than simply magnitude. The smolt
passage improvements were modelled as a group of actions, with the group of actions defined differently for
spring/summer and fall chinook. Thus, in the consideration of spring/summer chinook performance under
fall chinook frontier alternatives, only the first four components listed above are considered.



Table 8.13: Fall Chinook frontier Alternatives and Compatible Spring/Summer
Chinook Recovery Alternatives

a. No compatible alternative for spring/summer chinook recovery was identified for this level of
probability of recovery. The highest probability attained by a compatible recovery alternative was
87%.

8.4 Distributional Analysis

During the initial phases of this thesis, it was hypothesized that the frontier set of

alternatives that would ultimately be identified would involve important distributional

impacts. Because the distribution of the costs of salmon recovery are likely to be an

important issue as political decisions are made determining implementation of the ESA on

such a large scale, distributional analysis was included in the thesis. As the analysis pro-

ceeded, however, both the assumptions employed in the estimation of the economic

effects of recovery planning, and the ultimate results of the cost-effectiveness analysis,

have rendered the distributional analysis largely unnecessary. That is, a comparison of the

distribution of the economic effects associated with the set of cost-effective recovery alter-

natives is useful chiefly if the range of recovery alternatives analyzed differ in distribu-
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compatible and
cost-effective

fall chinook frontier CUMPROB spring/summer CUMPROB
alternative fall chinook alternative spring/summer $NPV (3.00%)
transport unmstricted
frontier set

bj)53b2j 98% b_O53bbb 100% $6,901,243,000
pO84laOj 97% pO84lase 97% -$45,343,000

b_O5laOj 95% b_OSlabb 100% -$1,716,830,000

p8041a3g 89% p8041as5 87%a -$1,720,334,000

transport-restricted
frontier alternatives

pO7O5alj 94% pO7OSbbb 100% 5,475,302,000
p0005blj 92% p000Sbbb 100% 5,236,092,000
pO7O2cOj 89% pO7O2cbb 100% 856,863,000
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tional terms. As the analysis of economic effects was completed, however, it become

apparent that the recovery actions were largely homogeneous across the alternatives in

distributional terms, with the costs of most actions being borne by electricity rate payers or

taxpayers.

In the estimation of economic effects of individual recovery actions reported in

Section 8.2, effects were reported by sector. With the exception of certain river flow strat-

egies, the economic effects of all potential recovery actions were found to be attributable

to agency costs, either operation and maintenance costs or capital and construction costs.

While it is possible that agency costs could be funded by increases in associated user fees

administered by the respective agency, there was no attempt to anticipate this occurrence

and it was assumed that agency costs would ultimately be paid from state and federal tax

revenues. In particular, it was assumed that the harvest restrictions would be accomplished

by means of a permit-buyback (based on actual implementation of a buy-back program),

thus constituting transfer of the economic costs of harvest restrictions from theconcen-

trated group of commercial fishermen to the administering agency (NMFS) and indirectly

to the broader group of taxpayers. This assumption eliminated a major distributionalcon-

cern in the context of this thesis. This is not intended to obscure the fact that changes in the

commercial fishery are likely to have important secondary effects and social impacts, but

rather was unavoidable due to a lack of data on secondary effects and impacts. See Section

10: Future Research.

Given the compensation of commercial fishermen, the only distributional concerns

remaining are those related to the economic effects associated with the various system

operation strategies. As reported in Tables 8.8-8.12, the flow strategies that appear in the

frontier sets for spring/summer and/or fall chinook are limited to the following: SOS la,

SOS 2c, SOS 3b, SOS 5a and SOS 5b (see Section 6 for descriptions of flow strategies).

The economic effects of the alternative flow strategies were reported by sector in Table



Table 8.14: Estimated Costs of System Operation Strategies Appearing in Frontier Recovery Alternatives ($1000's AEV and
NPV, reported for 3.00% and 8.25% discount rate)

ESTIMATED
COSTS
OF SOR FLOW
ALTERNATIVES

Implementation Anadromous
Fish

Flood Control Irrigation M&I Navigation Hydropower Recreation TOTAL

FLOW $AEV@ 3% $AEV $AEV@ 3% $AEV $AEV $AEV $AEV@ 3% $AEV @ $AEV
ALTERNATIVES @3% @3% @3% @3% @3.0%
SOS IA $0 $1,860 $5 $0 $0 $-112 $-45,000 $-3,700 $-46,947
SOS 313 0 -1,920 94 0 0 189 225,0(X) 2,424 225,787

SOS 5A 77,700 540 5 5,265 747 9,341 45,000 7,560 146,158

SOS 5B 77,700 530 7 5,332 749 13,579 60,000 10,691 168,588

$NPV@3% $NPV $NPV $NPV $NPV $NPV $NPV@3% $NPV $NPV
@3% @3% @3% @3% @3% @3% @3%

SOS IA $0 $58,774 $164 $0 $0 $-3,539 $-1,421,951 $-116,916 $-1,483,467
SOS 3B 0 -60,670 2,95 0 0 5,922 7,109,754 76,596 7,134,606
SOS 5A 2,455,235 17,063 161 166,368 23,604 295,165 1,421,951 238,891 4,618,439
SOS SB 2,455,235 16,747 212 168,485 23,668 429,082 1,895,934 337,833 5,327,196

$AEV $AEV $AEV $AEV $AEV $AEV $AEV $AEV $AEV
@ 8.25% @ 8.25% @ 8.25% @ 8.25% @ 8.25% @ 8.25% @ 8.25% @ 8.25% @3.0%

SOS IA $0 $1,530 $5.2 $0 $0 $-11 $-45,000 $-3,700 $-47,276
SOS 3B 0 -1,600 93.5 0 0 189 225,000 2,424 226,106
SOS 5A 134,000 700 2.7 2,575 475 4,564 22,000 3,969 168,286

SOS SB 134,000 680 3.3 2,607 476 6,636 29,000 5,227.8 178,630.1

$NPV $NPV $NPV $NPV $NPV $NPV $NPV $N1'V $NPV
@8.25% @ 8.25% @ 8.25% @ 8.25% @ 8.25% @ 8.25% @ 8.25% @ 8.25% @ 8.25%

SOS 1A $0 $18,539 $63 $0 $0 $-1,357 $-545,258 $-44,832 $-572,845
SOS 313 0 -19,386 1,132 0 0 2,290 2,726,288 29,371 2,739,696

SOS 5A 1,623,656 8,481 33 31,201 5,755 55,301 266,570 48,100 2,039,099
SOS 5B 1,623,656 8,239 40 31,588 5,768 80,407 351,388 63,344 2,164,432
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8.3a and 8.3b. Table 8.14 below excerpts from these tables for the flow strategies included

in the frontier sets (with the exception of the baseline flow alternative, SOS2c, which has

economic effects of zero, by definition). As reported, the costs associated with agency

implementation and lost hydropower generating capacity are, in general, an order of mag-

nitude or more greater than effects accruing to other sectors. The following discussion will

refer to the effects reported in AEV terms with a discount rate of 3%; refer to the table for

costs reported in other terms.

SOS la has negative economic effects in the commercial salmon fishery

($1,860,000 AEV for 3% interest rate), while there are positive effects in the navigation,

recreation, and hydropower sectors ($112,000, $3,700,000, and $45,000,000 AEV below

baseline costs, respectively).

SOS 3b entails positive economic effects for the commercial salmon fishery ($1.9

million AEV), $189,000 AEV costs for the river navigation sector, $2.4 million AEV

costs to recreational users, and $225 million AEV of losses of hydroelectric generating

capacity.

The natural river flow alternatives, SOS 5a and SOS 5b, have large capital and

construction costs attributed to agency expenditures ($77,000,000 ABV at 3% interest rate

for both scenarios; costs begin in the 15th year of the analysis period, are discounted to

1993 NPV values and then annualized over the planning period). The hydropower costs

are also substantial, $45,000,000 and $60,000,000 respectively. Though considerably

smaller than the effects in these sectors, the economic effects on irrigation, municipal and

industrial water users, navigation, and recreation are still quite large, with the costs to nav-

igation reaching as high as $13,580,000 annually for the longer drawdown period of SOS

5b. Again, note that the drawdown alternatives are only included in the transport-restricted

frontier sets for fall chinook. Thus, the distributional impacts reported here are only rele-
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vant to fall chinook recovery, and only if smoli-transport is prohibited as a recovery mea-

sure.



9.0 Conclusions

This thesis has outlined and implemented a method for cost-effectiveness analysis

(CEA) in the context of endangered species policy. It specifically focused on the objective

of compliance with the Endangered Species Act in regard to threatened and endangered

Snake River salmon. There have been numerous publications that have applied CEA to the

policy issue of species recovery. The intention of this thesis has been to integrate the

approaches taken by a number of authors with more current data and analytical tools to

provide decision makers with information which will be useful in recovery planning for

SR salmon. Perhaps most importantly, this thesis provides some insights which will guide

future analysis in the recovery planning process, both for the salmon stocks considered

herein, and in recovery planning for other listed species.

Economic policy analysis in the context of implementation of the ESA is subject to

certain constraints due to both the mandate of the ESA itself as well as the economic

resource with which it is concerned, namely biodiversity. The ESA places very strong lim-

its on the use of economic analysis and restricts it entirely from the recovery planning

phase of implementation. Thus, while the law does not specifically restrict the comparison

of alternative recovery measures on the basis of their respective economic effects (not-

withstanding the override authority vested in the Endangered Species Committee), the act

is unequivocal in its ultimate mandate to responsible agencies: species and important pop-

ulations thereof must be protected from extinction, regardless of the ultimate cost of their

protection to the US economy or the benefit derived from their existence. Similarly, the

economic concept of the safe minimum standard of conservation (Ciriacy-Wantrup, 1958)

suggests a theoretical constraint on the application of a cost benefit rule in decision mak-

ing regarding resources which are characterized by a "critical zone," i.e., a level of abun-

dance beyond which all present and future value of the resource is irreversibly lost. The

legal and theoretical limits on cost-benefit analysis in the context of species recovery plan-

120
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ning suggest a cost effectiveness approach which considers various alternatives that would

achieve the policy objective of species recovery, and selection of those which achieve the

objective with the least loss of economic welfare.

Despite the apparent clarity of the ESA mandate and the limitation on economic

analysis placed by both the ESA and economic theory, the objective of species recovery

can be achieved only in a probabilistic sense. That is, the Act specifies that extinction must

be prevented, implying that planners must achieve certainty in the ultimate outcome of

recovery planning. However, due to the inherent uncertainty manifested in biological pop-

ulations, or for that matter, any real-world policy context, objectives can only be achieved

with some level of probability from the perspective of the planner. The bestrecovery plan-

ners can hope to achieve is to estimate the probability of success under alternative recov-

ery strategies. Thus, this thesis has taken the approach of defining a cost-effectiveness

frontier, which is the set of alternatives that achieve their respective estimated probability

of species recovery at the least possible level of net economic cost. Graphically, this is the

envelope of points (alternatives) plotted against cost and estimated probability of species

recovery.

The analysis has employed a set of biological simulation models and the method of

Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the probability of ESA compliance under a range of

recovery alternatives, each of which is composed of a set of specific measures for improv-

ing salmon survival during distinct phases of the life cycle. Because of the migratory

nature of anadromous fish and the multiplicity of anthropogenic influences on individual

populations, recovery planning for Snake River salmon represents a test case for rigorous

analysis. In each component of the cost effectiveness approach, both in the simulation

modelling of biological populations and the estimation of economic impacts to individual

sectors of the regional economy under proposed recovery alternatives, the objects of anal-

ysis are characterized by a very high level of complexity. As a consequence of this com-
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plexity and the scale of analysis, the thesis relies exclusively on existing data and

simulations models. In particular, economic forecasts developed by the Systems Operation

Review (SOR, 1995), System Configuration Study (COE, 1995) and the economic analy-

sis of the report of the NMFS Salmon Recovery Team (SRT, 1993) developed by Huppert

and Fluharty, (1995) were used as estimates of economic effects for the range of recovery

measures included in the thesis. Biological simulation models developed by the Center for

Quantitative Science, University of Washington, and by Resources for the Future and the

US Forest Service were used for Monte Carlo simulation of recovery alternatives.

In contrast with existing studies of SR salmon recovery planning using similar

analytical methods, this analysis has focussed specifically on the objective of ESA compli-

ance. That is, using the SRT and NMFS target populations (SRT, 1993; NMFS, 1995) as

estimates of minimum viable populations for the spring/summer and fall chinook stocks,

probability of achieving the target populations within ten generations (40 years), estimated

via Monte Carlo simulation, is regarded as probability of compliance with the ESA objec-

tive of population maintenance1. In addition, this thesis used updated simulation models

and associated data sets, as well as including some recovery measures not considered in

other analyses.

Most generally, the results of the analysis indicate that improvements in probabil-

ity of survival, even up to very high levels of probability, are possible at net costs below

the baseline level of cost. The results embed important uncertainties of the economic and

biological forecasts and should be considered in light of these. Nonetheless, the results

offer compelling evidence that a number of strongly advocated recovery measures are not

cost-effective, and that at high levels of probability of recovery, small additional increases

in probability were associated with large increases in costs. In particular, except in the

1. While this approach embeds the uncertainty of the degree to which the SRT target populations would be
sufficient to sustain the respective stocks in the long term, the target levels appear to be conservative esti-
mates of minimally viable population levels.
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case of fall chinook, neither reservoir drawdown, flow augmentation nor fish spifi were

included in the cost-effective frontier sets, and moderate levels of drawdown (SOS 6)

were not included in any frontier set. Because of the relatively large costs of lost electrical

generating capacity associated with these changes in river flow and hydroelectric system

operation, alternatives which did not include these measures had much lower costs than

alternatives that did. Because the baseline conditions defined for this thesis (i.e., condi-

tions before NMFS 1992 decision to list SR spring/summer and fall chinook as threat-

ened) included substantial costs due to prelisting levels of flow augmentation and fish

spill, both of which were found to be inefficient recovery measures in the case of spring!

summer chinook, the cost effectiveness frontier considered for this stock exclusively was

identified as net costs below zero.

The least cost alternative simulated, composed of zero levels of predator control

and fish spill, a halt in ongoing irrigation screening efforts, no improvements in adult pas-

sage through the Columbia- and Snake River hydrosystem, and pre-Salmon Summit

hydrosystem operations, generated a net annual savings relative to baseline costs of $83

million when costs were annualized at 3.00% over the 100 year planning horizon of the

study, or in NPV terms, a savings of $2.6 billion over the planning horizon using a dis-

count rate of 3.00%. This alternative also achieved a zero probability of recovery for both

stocks. Because the probability of maintaining species viability for either fall or spring!

summer chinook under baseline conditions was also estimated to be zero, the baseline

operations are clearly inefficient and amount to a net loss of $83 million annually. Thus,

while the baseline conditions fall to achieve compliance with the ESA, the same failure

could be achieved at a much lower cost.

Specifically, for both SR spring/summer and fall chinook, cost effectiveness fron-

tiers were estimated under two alternative assumptions: smolt transportation was either

allowed as a recovery measure or prohibited. Because of the political controversy
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involved with smolt transportation, a "transport-unrestricted frontier" and a "transport-

restricted frontier" were estimated to allow comparison and provide a measure of the dif-

ference in recovery cost expected if transport is excluded from the recovery plan. Both

with and without transportation, very high levels of probability of survival for spring/sum-

mer chinnook (up to and including 100% of simulations achieved population estimates

greater than or equal to population targets) were achieved at annual net savings (costs

below baseline). Allowing smolt transportation, recovery probabilities up to 65% were

attained with current levels of smolt transportation, which involves collection of smolts at

four collection facilities (at Lower Granite, Lower Monumental, Little Goose, and

McNary dams) with increasing levels of predator control (from 10% to 50% reduction in

predation) and improvements in screening of irrigation withdrawals and adult passage

facilities. Estimated recovery probability of 100% was achieved by construction and oper-

ation of a smolt collection facility at the head of Lower Granite pool and transportation to

below Bonneville, with an associated cost below baseline (i.e., net benefit) of $63.5 mil-

lion in AEV terms and $2.007 billion in NPV terms assuming a discount rate of 3.00%.

Excludingtransportation, the estimated 100% probability of recovery level was attained at

least cost by a very high level of predator control which decreased smolt predation by

90%. The net costs of this alternative were $59 million AEV below baseline, or approxi-

mately $4.5 million greater than the minimum costs required to achieve the same probabil-

ity of recovery without restriction of smolt transportation. In NPV terms, -$ 1.865 billion

or a net cost of $142 million, over the 100 year planning horizon, greater than that

required if transportation is included in the recovery plan.

The results for fall chinook are similarly promising, though recovery of fall chi-

nook was not attained with probability greater than 98%, and the highest levels of recov-

ery probability required expenditures considerably above baseline costs, reaching as high

as $219 million AEV with an interest rate of 3.00% for the 98% percent probability level.

This alternative required construction and operation of an upstream smolt collection facil-
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ity, increased flow augmentation (SOS3b) for smolt passage, and complete elimination of

the commercial and recreational fishery in US and BC waters (not including the Alaska

fishery). However, a 97% probability of recovery was attained at a cost of nearly $225

million AEV less than the 98% probability level, or at $5 million below baseline costs, by

eliminating flow augmentation, and implementing a high level of predator control,

increasing fish spill, maintaining baseline smolt transport and entirely eliminating the fish-

ery. A recovery probability of 95% was attained by implementation of the upstream col-

lection facility and elimination of the fishery, coupled with least-cost actions fro all other

components of recovery alternatives considered, with an associated cost level of $54 mil-

lion below baseline.

Because of the relatively high cost of recovery for fall chinook, recovery actions

for this stock largely encompassed actions for recovery of the spring/summer stock. That

is, those recovery actions included in the frontier alternatives for fall chinook, and imple-

mented for the entire system encompassed by the migration corridor of both spring/sum-

mer and fall chinook - specifically, predator control, fish spill, smolt transport, and hydro-

system operations, tend to benefit spring/summer chinook to at least as high a degree.

The reader is cautioned against regarding these results as definitive or drawing pol-

icy prescriptions based upon them. Before concluding that available recovery measures

for fall chinook are ineffective and that recovery of the species is unattainable, more

research should be conducted, particularly in the modelling phase of this research. The

calibration data as well as the simulation models used in this thesis have been superceded

during the course of the research, and may change the results of this analysis in future

research. Nonetheless, particularly in the case of spring/summer chinook, there are strong

indications that widely advocated recovery measures including reservoir drawdown, flow

augmentation, and fish spill are inefficient and that increased predator control may be a

critical element in cost-effective salmon recovery efforts. Again, these results should be
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corroborated by analyses utilizing the most current data and analytical tools before being

incorporated into any management plan, but they will hopefully provide some guidance to

future research. See suggestions for further research below for an elaboration of this point.



10.0 Further Research

10.1 Improved Biological Information and Analysis

Despite the large number of parameters contained in the models and the high

degree of manipulation which this allows, the simulation modeffing approach to cost-

effectiveness constrains the analysis to the range of alternatives which can be represented

quantitatively by the calibration of the model. Clearly this is a shortcoming of simulation

modelling generally. As noted below, a potential benefit of recovery planning is the

increase in scientific and managerial knowledge gathered through the process. Improved

data has been developed for calibration and parameterization in the models during the

preparation of this thesis, but due to time limitations, has not been incorporated into the

analysis. Indeed, the passage model, CRiSP1.4 has been superceded by a newer, substan-

tially different version, CRiSP1.5 (CQS, 1995). This points out a weakness in the

approach taken in this thesis, i.e., analysis of a very large range of alternatives. Constrain-

ing the scope of the analysis to a smaller set of alternatives would allow for a briefer exe-

cution of the modelling phase of the research and would thus allow greater incorporation

of the most current scientific information available. A greater focus would be facilitated

by a greater familiarity, a priori, with the dynamics exhibited by the model. This thesis

may, to the degree that updated models do not greatly change the ordering of the scenarios

simulated herein, provide this prior knowledge to future research.

As noted above, one particular problem area in the simulation procedure for this

thesis is the lack of a mechanistic model of processes affecting survival through the early

life stages as a function of the conditions of spawning and rearing habitat. A major compo-

nent of potential recovery alternatives involves the management of resources in the ripar-

ian areas and in the streamcourse in the spawning and rearing habitat of SR salmon. These

factors, eg., sedimentation of spawning grounds due to mass dumping in the watershed or

12
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increased water temperature due to loss of vegetative cover in the riparian areas, are repre-

sented only indirectly through scale parameters such as egg-to-fry mortality and are thus

subject to only limited manipulation in the simulation process.

10.1.1 Adaptive management

The report of the Salmon Recovery Team (SRT) suggests that an adaptive manage-

ment approach to species recovery will be implemented for SR salmon. Some of the impli-

cations for cost-effectiveness analysis of this approach are open to speculation. However,

one conclusion seems evident. The adaptive management approach will not initially spec-

ify a single recovery plan to be implemented consistently until the mandate of the ESA has

been satisfied. As adaptive management itself will constitute an evolutionary process

building upon increasing knowledge and understanding of the life-cycle of salmon, there

is the potential that a full-scale cost-effectiveness analysis will also have to take the form

of an ongoing and evolutionary process.

10.1.2 Environmental impact/competing endangered species

Given that implementation of a recovery plan will constitute a major federal

action, the environmental impact statement process under the National Environmental

Policy Act (NEPA, 42 U.S.C. 4331-4335) will be required to determine the effects of

recovery efforts on the human and natural environments. In addition, NMFS will most

likely be required to elicit a biological opinion from USFWS regarding the effect of the

salmon recovery on any listed resident species, including Kootenai white sturgeon and

builtrout. The possibility thus exists that a number of potential salmon recovery measures

analyzed here may be in violation of federal environmental regulations including the ESA

itself.1 This may ultimately eliminate a number of recovery alternatives. To the extent that

1. There is the potential, for example, that management actions for SnakeRiver chinook could conflict with
recovery actions for these species.
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USFWS consultation has taken place early enough or conflicts have otherwise been identi-

fied and adequately researched early in the recovery planning process, such concerns are

incorporated into this analysis. However, as this thesis is being conducted concurrently

with NMFS recovery planning activities, it is unlikely that the degree of conflict between

salmon recovery and other environmental regulations is fully incorporated into this analy-

sis.

10.2 Legislative and Regulatory Changes to the ESA

The legislative and regulatory context in which ESA implementation takes place is

particularly dynamic at the time of this writing. Further research will incorporate these

changes, including such potential changes as requiring compensation to land owners and

firms suffering some economic loss, or legislative imposition of spending caps for ESA

implementation or moratoria on further ESA actions. However, the results reported in this

thesis are likely to be applicable in that, in large part, compensation has been assumed in

the case of harvest reductions, and results may be adjusted to potential regulatory scenar-

ios by adjusting baselines or eliminating actions considered herein that may be prohibited.

10.3 Improved Economic Information

The two primary data sources used in this thesis, the SOR and Huppert and Flu-

harty, are both preliminary documents. In particular, the final draft of the SOR is in prepa-

ration as this thesis is being completed. The economic estimates contained therein are

expected to incorporate some changes, though even the final document will be limited in

its precision due to the scope of its analysis. As noted above in the context of further

research in the biological simulation phase of this research, the scale of this analysis is the

chief limiting factor in the use of more precise measures, both of population viability, and

of economic effects and impacts. However, the need for improved methods of forecasting
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changes in regional economic conditions due to policy generated stimuli is of particular

concern. Considerable advances in computable general equilibrium (CGE) models for the

Northwest economy have occurred during the time frame of the SOR process, and the next

phase of the SOR analysis might consider incorporation of CGE modelling if it advances

to a level which is useful for policy analysis.

The analysis of the SOR has also failed to fully consider the potential mitigation of

many of the economic costs of potential recovery measures. Again, this is in part an arti-

fact of the scale of the analysis, but it is a significant shortcoming which has the potential

to bias the cost estimates upwards. A related issue is the changes in the institutional frame-

work of the Bonneville Power Administration and the increasingly competitive electricity

market. These changes have been incorporated into the latest draft of the SOR, but were

not considered in the draft used in this thesis.

The Huppert and Fluharty analysis of the commercial fishing permit buy-back pro-

gram was completed before the program was implemented. While the analysis was based

largely on estimates of net values of fishing licenses, the structure of the buy-back pro-

gram conducted by NMFS leaves considerable room for strategic behavior on the part of

permit sellers. Consideration of the program from a game-theory perspective could pro-

vide greater insights to the analysis and provide improved cost estimates. The buy-back

program has also been implemented during the completion of this thesis. Clearly, future

research would benefit from consideration of the performance of the program to date.

Also, the Huppert and Fluharty report was limited to primary economic effects and did not

consider secondary effects or indirect impacts. While it is assumed that the transfer pay-

ments fully compensate permit holders for the loss of producer surplus, clearly, the sec-

ondary and indirect effects are not similarly mitigated and are thus not captured by the

permit values .Potentially significant transition costs are likely to be encountered, both by

the permit sellers and the affected local communities. As is the case for the full range of
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cost estimates utilized in this thesis, transition costs are unaccounted for. An improved

analysis would include transition costs as a potentially important component of total net

costs of recovery planning.

The role of predator control in salmon recovery was indicated as a critical element

in cost-effective recovery alternatives. The estimates of costs for the increased levels of

predator control considered in this thesis were based upon a simple scaling of the costs of

the current squawfish bounty fishery administered by ODFW and BPA. It is unlikely that

the higher levels of predator control considered would be achieved by the bounty fishery.

However, there is evidence to suggest that a change in harvest technology can increase the

effectiveness of predator control, potentially at lower cost. Thus, the cost estimates uti-

lized in this thesis are assumed to be conservative. A more thorough analysis of alternative

harvest technologies and associated costs would improve the reliability of the thesis'

results.

As noted above, there is a need to incorporate greater analysis of impacts to

spawning and rearing habitat and the effects of management on population abundance.

Greater inclusion of this phase of the salmon life cycle in biological simulations will

require a corresponding extension the economic analysis of alternative riparian zone man-

agement plans.
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Guide to Appendices

This section describes the contents of the appendices, which are contained on the diskette
accompanying the thesis. The diskette is formatted for Sun 0S4.l.3 and contain ASCII
text, Wings, SYLK, and Postscript files. Directories on the diskette are compressed.tar
files and will have to be uncompressed and extracted to be used.

Appendix Al: Description of Parameters Used in Simulations with the CRiSP1.4
Model
Directory: /APP1

Files in this directory identify parameters used in simulation of smolt passage scenarios.
The SOR flow alternatives simulated in the thesis are represented by SOR flow alterna-
tives available on the University of Washington, Center for Quantitative Science ftp
server. SOR flow files used in the analysis are the following:

alt.sos la
alt.sos2c
alt.sos3a
alt.sos3b
alt.sos5a
alt.sos5b
alt.sos6a
alt.sos6b
alt.sos6c
alt.sos6d

The baseline parameter set used in the analysis is the base.dat and columbia.desc files
included with the CRiSP 1.5.1 release, dated 12/9/94. The files in this directory identify
changes made to baseline parameters in simulations of predator control, fish spill alterna-
tives, and smolt transportation alternatives. Simulations of the upstream collector facility
required modifications to the columbia.desc file and the addition of parameters for the col-
lection facility in the dam and spill components of the base.dat files. Collection and trans-
portation parameters for the upstream collector were assumed to be the same as those for
other collection and transportation facilities. These modifications were obtained from
James Anderson at CQS. The release parameters describing the transition from smolt to
presmolt and timing of migration were modified in the case of fall chinook. The modified
fall release file is included in this directory (Jfac.rls).
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Appendix A2: Description of Parameters Used in Simulations with the SLCM Model
Directory: /APP2
Subdirectories for each of the simulated species are included in this directory. Each con-
tains the adult.par, juvenile.par, initnum, and the passage files (crispout. *) used in the
SLMC6.O simulations. Parameters used in the spring and summer chinook simulations
were taken from Fisher, Lee and Hyman (1993) and adjusted using a method suggested by
Tim Fisher (personal communication). Parameter settings for harvest scenarios and adult
passage were estimated using a method suggested by Charles Paulsen (personal communi-
cation) and detailed in the spreadsheet (adtrecv.adjust.slk and adtrecv.adjust.wkz, SYLK
and Wings formatted, respectively) included in the /fall directory. Adjustment to the
prespawning survival parameter (prspsv) to reflect the effect of improved summer flows
were taken from Fisher, Lee and Hyman.

Appendix A3: SLCM Calibration
Directory: /APP3

The files in this directory provide information needed to reproduce the calibration of
SLCM6.0 used in the analysis documented in this thesis. The following descriptions list
the files contained in the archived directories.

crisp.calib.runs

This directory contains the CRiSP1 .4.4 run files used to generate the yearly passage sur-
vival estimates which are input for the SLCM calibration spreadsheets. The base.* files
are the components of the base.dat file included with the CRiSP1.4.4 release. The *dam
files are the dam parameters from the yearly.dat files included with the release. The
weekly flow files also included with the model release will have to be linked to this direc-
tory before the runs can be executed. The calib.out file lists the output of the calibration
runs for passage mean and coefficient of variation of the three stocks analyzed in the the-
sis. 500 iterations were used for each model run to produce the calibration figures. The
files contained in the directory are listed below.

75.ctrl 75.dam 75.run/
76.ctrl 76.dam 76.run/
77.ctrl 77.dam 77.run/
78.ctrl 78.dam 78.run/
79.ctrl 79.dam 79.run/
80.ctrl 80.dam 80.run/
81.ctrl 81.dam 81.run/
82.ctrl 82.dam 82.runJ
83.ctrl 83.dam 83.run/
84.ctrl 84.dam 84.run/
85.ctrl 85.dam 85.run/



86.ctrl 86.dam 86.run/
87.ctrl 87.dam 87.run/
88.ctrl 88.dam 88.run/
89.ctrl 89.dam 89.run/
90.ctrl 90.dam 90.run/
91.ctrl 91.dam 91.run/
92.ctrl 92.dam 92.run/
base.beh base.cnf base.ctrl
base.dam base.fiow base.res
base.river base.rls base.spill
calib.out

PostScript files of each of the calibration spreadsheets for spring, summer and fall chinook
are included in this directory. Calibration was performed using the calibration spreadsheet
accompanying the SLCM6.O model release, documented in Fisher, Lee and Hyman (1993)
with the parameters indicated in the *.p files.

Appendix A4: Cost-effectiveness Analysis Results and Scenario Descriptions

Directory: /APP4

Wingz and SYLK formatted spring/summer and fall chinook are included in this directory.
The files contain survival and cost estimates for the full set of scenarios simulated. Fields
in the respective files identify the scenario identifier (scenid), scenario description, cumu-
lative probability of reaching the escapement target (CUMPROB), mean, median and van-
ance of spawning escapement, and cost figures reported for 3% and 8.25% discount!
interest rates and in AEV and NPV terms .The file for spring/summer chinook lists escape-
ment figures for the spring and summer stocks separately, and an additional field, MIN-
CUMPROB, identifies the lesser of the CUMPROB figure attained in the separate model
runs for spring and summer chinook.
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